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Foreword
More than a few chroniclers of Bucharest (including, almost
certainly, ourselves) have in the past used the adjective wild
to describe the Romanian capital on several occasions. Wild
nightlife, wild drivers, wild dogs (remember those?). Who
knew that all this time a genuine wilderness was actually
growing in the very heart of the city? An unfinished construction project reclaimed by nature from humanity and
now an attraction worthy of a visit from the Prince of Wales
himself. As with many places in Romania Charlie Boy patronises, the wilderness - or Vacaresti Natural Park as it is actually called, and which features on this issue’s cover - is set to
be one of the most visited attractions in the city this summer. We take a thorough look at the place on pages 12-13.
Our peek over the Vacaresti dam is one of a number of
features this issue. We also take a look at the Patriarchal Hill,
home of the Romanian Orthodox Church, and drive the
Transfagarasan Highway: one of Europe’s most spectacular
roads. We have even found time to delve a little into the
Dracula myth, and separate truth from fiction.
There’s a much expanded sightseeing section, loads of
events - including our new Pocket Five mini-features, picking
out a handful of things to do specific to both June and July.
That infamously wild nightlife is still very much on offer, as
is an increasingly sensational selection of places to dine: the
race to grab Bucharest’s first Michelin star is well underway.
In a nutshell, you can be certain that everywhere listed
in this guide is tried and tested, rated and recommended.
Venues are simply no longer included in Bucharest In Your
Pocket unless we think they’re good enough. If you want
a wider selection, our award-winning digital platform at
inyourpocket.com/bucharest has more than you could possibly need. And don’t forget to download our smartphone
app, available on both the AppStore and GooglePlay: just
visit iyp.me/app
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What’s On
CRAFT BEER FESTIVAL
09.06 16:00, 10.06 12:00, 11.06 12:00 »

The Bucharest Craft Beer Festival brings together all
of Romania’s best craft beers, IPAs and ciders from
the finest breweries, as well as a few tipples from the
neighbours, including Bulgaria, Hungary and Serbia.
Breweries taking part include: Bereta, Birra al Tartufo,
Clark’s Cider, Sikaru, Zaganu, Caledonian Brewery,
Csiki Sor and Ground Zero Beer (whose nine per cent
Imperial Fuck IPA is currently the most talked-about
drink in Bucharest). Between them, the breweries taking part will be offering well over 50 beers and ciders
to try.Given that the organisers are the same people
behind the successful Bucharest Burger Fest, you can
also expect to find some decent grub on offer too:
gourmet burgers, wood-fired pizza and Mexican. And
there’s more: music, with bands performing live on all
three days.QL‑5, Verde Stop, Str. Barbu Vacarescu
162-164, MStefan cel Mare, 17 lei/day (39 lei for all
three days), www.craftbeerfestival.ro.

08.06 21:30 » DIRECTIA 5

Romanian alternative rock group.QF‑3, Hard Rock Cafe,
Sos. Kiseleff 32, tel. (+4) 021 206 62 61, 90-110 lei.

09.06 18:30 » NABUCCO

Opera in four acts by Giuseppe Verdi. Vlad Conta conducts
a production by Hero Lupescu, which first premiered in
1987 and is one of the longest running in the opera’s repertoire.QG‑13, Romanian National Opera (ONB), B-dul
Kogalniceanu 70-72, MEroilor, tel. (+4) 021 314 69 80,
12-80 lei, www.operanb.ro.

09.06 22:30 » TAXI

02.06 18:30 » GISELLE

Possibly Romania’s best band. Taxi (below) have been
around for years, and are known for their often comical
lyrics, always infused with more than a hint of social commentary.QF‑3, Hard Rock Cafe, Sos. Kiseleff 32, tel. (+4)
021 206 62 61, 60-90 lei.

Adolphe Charles Adam’s ballet in two acts, one of the
most representative works of the early 19th century.
QG‑13, Romanian National Opera (ONB), B-dul Kogal‑
niceanu 70-72, MEroilor, tel. (+4) 021 314 69 80, 12-80
lei, www.operanb.ro.

04.06 18:30 » THE BARBER OF SEVILLE

Marcello Mottadelli conducts Matteo Mazzoni’s unique
production of Rossini’s opera in two acts. Mazzoni’s vision
combines classic opera theatre with contemporary ideas
to create a curious parallel between epoques and styles.
QG‑13, Romanian National Opera (ONB), B-dul Kogal‑
niceanu 70-72, MEroilor, tel. (+4) 021 314 69 80, 12-80
lei, www.operanb.ro.

07.06 18:30 » SWAN LAKE

Tchaikovsky’s ballet in four acts, directed and choreographed by Gheorghe Iancu.QG‑13, Romanian National
Opera (ONB), B-dul Kogalniceanu 70-72, MEroilor, tel.
(+4) 021 314 69 80, 12-80 lei, www.operanb.ro.

08.06 18:30 » LA BOHEME

Opera in four acts by Giacomo Puccini. This production
by Ionel Pantea moves the action closer to the end of the
19th century. Marcello Mottadelli conducts.QG‑13, Ro‑
manian National Opera (ONB), B-dul Kogalniceanu 7072, MEroilor, tel. (+4) 021 314 69 80, 12-80 lei, www.
operanb.ro.
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TICKETS
Tickets for most of the events listed here can be purchased online at bilete.ro ro eventim.ro. Do not worry
about waiting for tickets to be delivered: in most cases
you can simply print them yourself. You can also find
tickets for most events at the sale point of bilete.ro
which operates in the lobby of the Ibis Hotel at Gara de
Nord from 12:00-19:00 Monday-Thursday, 12:00-16:00
Friday. Opera and ballet tickets can be bought online
or from the opera box office (G‑13, B-dul Kogalniceanu
70-72, M Eroilor, tel. (+4) 021 314 69 80).
bucharest.inyourpocket.com

What’s On
THE POCKET FIVE FOR JUNE
Bucharest In Your Pocket’s five essential things to do in
the Romanian capital this June.
1 Visit Europe’s largest urban beach at Therme Bucuresti (p.33). Featuring over 30.000 sq m of soft sand,
a 720 sq m tropical pool and 1500 beach loungers the
pool is 1.26 metres deep and the temperature of the
water is kept constantly at 30°C. Add in a bar serving
cocktails, wine, coffee, beer and ice-cream, and suddenly the beach is closer than ever.
2 Take an architectural tour with a man who knows
his stuff: Valentin Mandache. Each Saturday and Sunday Valentin leads wonderful walks around specific areas of Bucharest, highlighting the various architectural
styles and sharing vignettes about the many historical
houses which still exist in the Romanian capital. He
is often (quite rightly) scathing in his criticism of the
manner in which some modern owners of historic
buildings have attempted to renovate them. Worth
noting that when Prince Charles took a tour of the Old
Town during his visit in April, Valentin was his guide.
See facebook.com/casedeepoca for all the details.
3 Dine with a view at Bucharest’s latest hotspot, Nor
(which means cloud in Romanian), on the 36th floor of
the city’s tallest building, the Sky Tower. See page 46.
4 Rent a bike. Ther are I’Velo rental centres close to
the entrances of Herastrau and Tineretului parks. Rental costs 5 lei per hour, or 20 lei for a full day. Under-16s
and over-65s can rent bikes for free.
5 Take a cooking masterclass at the Athenee Palace
Hilton. Each Wednesday at Roberto’s Il Tavolo dello Chef
(The Chef’s Table) is a unique opportunity to enjoy an
exclusive dinner being cooked in front of you while
Roberto’s Italian Chef Marco Magri (below) and Executive Chef Franz Conde share their secrets of authentic
pura cucina italiana. Masterclasses take place every
Wednesday. Bookings can be made until the day of the
class, subject to availability. A private class must have a
minimum of 10 and maximum of 16 people. For more
information, or to make a reservation, call (+4) 0731 30
57 77 or email reservations@robertos.ro.

facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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What’s On
ART SAFARI 2017
UNTIL 18.06 » ART SAFARI

Delia

10.06 19:30 » GRIGORE LESE

Grigore Lese is a Romanian bassoonist well-known for his
interpretations of traditional music from around Romania.
Will be joined on stage at the splendid Atheneum by panflautist Damian Draghici.QJ‑12, Atheneum, Str. Benjamin
Franklin 1-3, tel. (+4) 021 315 25 67, 80-450 lei.

A month-long extravaganza of art, this year curated by
Wim Waelput, director of the Ghent Centre for Contemporary Art. Besides the central exhibition - which
features several hundred works of art from artists from
all over the world - the festival takes art into the public
sphere with numerous guided tours, children’s events,
book launches, lectures and presentations. This year's
highlights include an exhibition dedicated to the life
and work of Stefan Luchian, the Romanian impressionist and post-impressionist painter. A large number of
Luchian's masterpieces have been brought together
from museums and private collections across the
globe.QJ‑13, Galeriile Kretulescu, Calea Victoriei
45, MUniversitate, www.artsafari.ro. Open 12:0021:00, Sat 12:00-24:00. Day tickets cost 25 lei, while
season tickets valid for the whole event cost 45 lei.
You can buy them online at: ticket.artsafari.ro

10.06 20:00 » HARAKIRI FOR THE SKY

Austrian post-black metal band.QJ‑17, Fabrica, Str. 11
Iunie 50, tel. (+4) 021 335 0323, 30 lei.

12.06 19:00 » THE RABIH ABOU-KHALIL TRIO

Lebanese oud player and composer. Known for fusing
traditional Arab music with jazz, European classical music, and other styles.QK‑13, National Theatre, Piata 21
Decembrie 1989 (Piata Universitatii), MUniversitate,
85-125 lei.

13.06 20:00 » ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK

Legendary English crooner, still belting out the tunes at
the age of 81.QJ‑12, Sala Palatului, Piata Palatului (Str.
Ion Campineanu), 67-299 lei.

15.06 21:30 » MIHAI MARGINEANU

Prolific Romanian folk singer, guitarist and composer.
QF‑3, Hard Rock Cafe, Sos. Kiseleff 32, tel. (+4) 021 206
62 61, 55-85 lei.

15.06 18:00 »
HOLOGRAF/CRISTI MINCULESCU & IRIS/
COMPACT

NEVERSEA
07.07, 08.07, 09.07

From the people behind the Untold Festival - held
each year in Cluj and the biggest music event in the
country - comes Neversea. Set to be held on the Reyna
beach in Constanta the festival this year features some
of the biggest names in electronic music, playing over
three amazing days. Top of the bill is the gorgeous
Dua Lipa (below), while the list of other acts is seriously impressive: Tiësto, Afrojack, Fatboy Slim, KSHMR,
Nicky Romero, Nina Kraviz, Sven Vath and Sasha. And
loads more. You will have to get yourself to Constanta
to see them all, but it’s only a couple of hours on the
train. Besides, who doesn’t fancy a couple days at
the seaside?QPlaja Reyna (Constanta), Strada Pes‑
carilor, Constanta, 243 lei.

A host of legendary Romanian acts who all formed back
in the 1970s. Rock band Iris are probably the best known.
QI‑20, Arenele Romane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul
Carol), MEroii Revolutiei, 64-234 lei.

16.06 21:30 » DELIA

Probably the hottest Romanian dance act of the moment. In just about every way.QF‑3, Hard Rock Cafe, Sos.
Kiseleff 32, tel. (+4) 021 206 62 61, 69-110 lei.
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ROBERTO’S LOVE FOR FOOD
ROBERTO’S LOVE FOR FOOD
ROBERTO’S LOVE FOR FOOD

ROBERTO’S BRUNCH
ROBERTO’S BRUNCH
ROBERTO’S BRUNCH

ROBERTO’S DOLCE VITA
ROBERTO’S DOLCE VITA
ROBERTO’S DOLCE VITA

ROBERTO’S TERRACE
ROBERTO’S TERRACE
ROBERTO’S TERRACE

Roberto’s offers its clientele Italian cuisine at its best, thanks to our use
Roberto’s
offers
its clientele
Italian
cuisine at its best,
thanks to our use
of the
freshest
seasonalItalian
ingredients
to perfection.
Roberto’s
offers
its clientele
cuisinecooked
at its best,
thanks to our use
of the
freshest
seasonal ingredients
cooked
to perfection.
of the freshest seasonal ingredients cooked to perfection.
For reservations, please call +40 731 305 777
For reservations,
please call +40 731 305 777
or email reservations@robertos.ro.
For reservations,
please call +40 731 305 777
or email reservations@robertos.ro.
or email reservations@robertos.ro.

1-3 Episcopiei Street, Bucharest (entrance on Calea Victoriei)
1-3 Episcopiei Street, Bucharest (entrance on Calea Victoriei)

What’s On
16.06 19:00 » PAROV STELAR

Austrian producer and DJ, one of the pioneers of electro
swing. Golan, Wax Tailor and Octopus are also on the bill.
QI‑20, Arenele Romane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul
Carol), MEroii Revolutiei, 109 lei.

17.06 » KINGS OF LEON

Probably Bucharest’s biggest concert of the summer, although tickets are still available.QArena Nationala, B-dul
Basarabia 37-39, MPiata Muncii, 95-500 lei.

THE BIG BUCHAREST QUIZ
Every other Wednesday The Hub hosts Bucharest’s only
regular English-language Quiz Night. With Quizmaster Marc Jenner in the chair, eight rounds of fiendishly
tough questions - and a music round - await teams of
up to six people. The Hub is the perfect venue for the
quiz, which over the past couple of years has become
one of the most popular regular events in the city. To
reserve a table for the quiz, email quiz@mojomusic.ro.
Proceeds go to Casa Ioana, a charity which works with
and provides shelter for the victims of domestic abuse.
Quiz dates in June: 14th and 28th; July: 12th and 26th.
QK‑15, Old City, Str. Selari 14, MUniversitate, tel.
(+4) 0729 37 77 74, 30 lei. Starts 19:00.

21.06, 24.06, 25.06 19:00 »
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM

Pianists Pascal Roge and Ronan O’Hora join Romanian violin legend Alexandru Tomescu for three evenings of classical music in the National Art Musuem, Romania’s former
Royal Palace.QJ‑12, National Art Museum, Calea Victo‑
riei 49-53, tel. (+4) 021 313 30 30, 60-120 lei.

22.06 20:00 » LIL JON

Former frontman of Lil Jon & The East Side Boyz now performing solo with DJ Snake.QI‑20, Arenele Romane, Str.
Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul Carol), MEroii Revolutiei,
30-70 lei.

22.06 20:00 » ANDREA BOCELLI

Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli returns to Romania with some
of the highest ticket prices ever seen for a concert in this
country.QI‑16, Piata Constitutiei, Piata Constitutiei,
MPiata Unirii, 250-950 lei.

22.06 21:30 » CARLA’S DREAMS Moldovan musical project featuring an anonymous group of singers and
composers who sing in Romanian, Russian and English.
Have recently become very big indeed.QF‑3, Hard Rock
Cafe, Sos. Kiseleff 32, tel. (+4) 021 206 62 61, 69-119 lei.
22.06 20:00 » THE VEILS

London-based indie/alternative band fronted by lead
singer and songwriter Finn Andrews.QI‑19, Expirat Club,
Str. Constantin Istrati 1, 80 lei.
10 Bucharest In Your Pocket
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What’s On
24.06, 25.06 17:00 » METALHEAD MEETING

Two-day metalfest at the Arenele Romane. Bands playing
include Ross The Boss, Uli Jon Roth, Cradle of Filth, Sepultura, Behemoth, Agnostic Front, Myrkur and Bucovina.
QI‑20, Arenele Romane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul
Carol), MEroii Revolutiei, 95 lei/day (170 lei both days).

24.06 20:00 » PATRICIA KAAS

French singer brings her mix of pop, cabaret, jazz and
chanson to Bucharest.QJ‑12, Sala Palatului, Piata Palatu‑
lui (Str. Ion Campineanu), 120-350 lei.

28.06 19:00 » PLACEBO

Been around for more than 20 years now and still sounding as good as ever. Big in these parts, this will be a top
night.QI‑20, Arenele Romane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26
(Parcul Carol), MEroii Revolutiei, 190 lei in advance,
220 lei on the door.

29.06 20:00 » EVANESCENCE

Amy Lee and the boys - who are meant to be releasing
a new album this year - play the Arenele Romane.QI‑20,
Arenele Romane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul Carol),
MEroii Revolutiei, 170-300 lei.

30.06, 01.07 17:00 » SHINE FESTIVAL 2017

Canadians Three Days Grace top the bill of this two-day
festival, also featuring local acts Subcarpati, Alternosfera,
Vița de Vie, Șuie Paparude, E.M.I.L. and Luna Amară.QI‑20,
Arenele Romane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul Carol),
MEroii Revolutiei, 129-159 lei.

THE POCKET FIVE FOR JULY
As usual, there is not a great deal going on in Bucharest in July (the same will also be true for August). The
annual exodus which takes place almost as soon as
the schools break up for the holidays at the end of
June sees many locals head for the countryside, the
seaside or the mountains: anywhere to escape the
fierce summer heat. Nevertheless, our top research
team has still managed to find five things to do this
July, all guaranteed to cool you down.
1 Go ice skating. Yep, what better way to cool off during the hottest period of the year than donning a pair
of skates (in shorts, why not?) at the AFI Palace shopping mall (p.66). The skating rink is open all day, yearround, and you can hire skates for just 10 lei.
2 Visit a museum. They are cool (in every sense of the
word!) and will at this time of year be more or less empty: no groups of noisy school kids to deal with. Try one
of the lesser known yet worthy Bucharest museums:
either the Theodor Aman Museum (p.21; long one of
our favourites) or the Nicolae Minovici Museum (p.31).
The dead-central Museum of Bucharest at the Sutu Palace in Piata Universitatii is also an overlooked yet rather
splendid place, not least the stunning building itself.

04.07 20:00 » GOJIRA

Probably France’s finest metal band.QI‑20, Arenele Ro‑
mane, Str. Cutitul de Argint 26 (Parcul Carol), MEroii
Revolutiei, 90-225 lei.

07.07, 08.07, 09.07 19:00 »
GREAT MUSICAL EVENINGS

Three evenings of outstanding music at the Atheneum
featuring some of the world’s finest musicians, tenors and
sopranos.QJ‑12, Atheneum, Str. Benjamin Franklin 1-3,
tel. (+4) 021 315 25 67, 35-100 lei.

08.07 14:00 » FRESH IN THE GARDEN

Bucharest’s lovely Botanical Gardens are the setting for a
full day of acoustic music from Akua Naru, DeliricxSilent
Strike featuring Muse Quartet, Robin and the Backstabbers, Laurel Live, Boca 45 and Dimitris Bats.QC‑13, Botani‑
cal Gardens, Sos. Cotroceni 32, MPolitehnica, tel. (+4)
021 410 91 39, 49 lei.

20.07, 21.07, 22.07, 23.07 24:00 » TIMESHIFT

Four nights of superstar DJs at Romexpo. Those spinning
the tunes include David Guetta, Faithless, Robin Schulz,
Orbital, DJ Snake, Above & Beyond, Alex Metric, Jonas
Blue and more than 100 others.QD‑2, Romexpo, B-dul
Mărăsti 65-67, tel. (+4) 021 207 70 00, 179-410 lei (Valid
all four nights).
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

3 Dive in to the pool at Piscina Floreasca (above), in
one of Bucharest’s leafiest and coolest districts. The
pool is open daily from 10:00-19:30 and entrance costs
from just 30 lei. See page 33.
4 Rent a bike. Towards the end of the month costermongers will appear on every street corner in the city,
together with huge mountains of big green watermelons. They will stay until the melon season ends in
September.
5 Do what the locals do and head for the hills. Renta-car (we have a list of reliable hire companies on page
73) and head for the mighty Transfagarasan Highway.
You will find a full guide to what is one of the most
amazing roads in Europe on pages 14-15.
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Vacaresti: Bucharest’s Urban Wilderness

Nowhere in Bucharest better demonstrates the fact that
doing absolutely nothing can end up being the best option than the extraordinary urban wilderness that is Lake
Vacaresti, in the south of the Romanian capital. Declared
a protected nature reserve in 2016 after a concerted effort
by Romanian ecologists, the lake and surrounding area are
home to the country’s most diverse range of wildlife.
Vacaresti was for centuries marshland, which condemned
it a peripheral existence on the edge of Bucharest. There
was no lake as such: indeed, in Romanian it was known as
a balta, which as well as small body of water also translates
as puddle. Majestic Vacaresti was not.
Although just five kilometres from the modern centre
of Bucharest, the area remained sparsely populated countryside until the 1950s. The name Vacaresti (often thought
to derive from the landowning Vacaresti family) in fact
comes from the Romanian word for cow, vaca. Where today stand blocks and shopping malls, cattle would have
grazed.
Vacaresti was well-known - or rather infamous - for its
prison, a former monastery first converted to a place of detention for those who had taken part in the failed revolution of 1848. Over the next century a number of leading
Romanian writers would at various timed be imprisoned
here, including Liviu Rebreanu, Ioan Slavici and Tudor Arghezi.
The monastery had been built from 1716-36 in what
would become the classic style known as Brancovenesc,
12 Bucharest In Your Pocket

and stood where the ugly 1980s apartment blocks which
replaced it today look moodily down on the lake. It last
served as a prison in 1973, after which extensive work began on restoring the main building, to serve as a museum
of religious art. Alas work was not complete by the time
of the huge earthquake which ripped through Bucharest
in March 1977, and much of the structure was irreparably
damaged. The monastery’s church however, decorated
with spellbinding interior paintings, survived unscathed,
only to be demolished - despite much international protest
- along with the last remnants of the monastery in 1986.
(A number of frescoes from the monastery were salvaged,
and can be seen in the Lapidarium at the Fillipescu-Cesianu
House Museum: see page 28).
The area which today forms the Vacaresti Natural Park
had from 1955 been part of a collective farm, although
even as late as 1987 the only farming which went on was
small-scale: many residents of Bucharest had set up allotments here in order to grow food to alleviate the desperate
shortages the country faced at the time.
Work began on what we today call Lake Vacaresti early
in 1988. Intended to be fed by the river Arges it was meant
to serve as a huge reservoir which would in turn supply a
canal linking Bucharest with the Danube. Covering almost
200 hectares construction was completed in just over a
year, but the lake was filled with water only once. As with
much construction in Romania at the time it proved to be
poorly-built. The dykes leaked, flooding part of the surbucharest.inyourpocket.com

Vacaresti: Bucharest’s Urban Wilderness
rounding area. After the Romanian revolution of December
1989 the whole Bucharest-Danube Canal project was abandoned, and Vacaresti left in limbo.
Over the next decade or so a number of projects - almost
always insanely costly and ambitious - were at various
times announced with great fanfare. The last was in 2003
when a British company announced that it was to build a
luxury holiday resort on the site, complete with casino and
18-hole golf course. Like every other proposal the project
soon collapsed. Issues regarding ownership of the land
(more than 300 families claimed a stake) were not the least
of the developers’ problems.
Forgotten for another decade Vacaresti was back in the
news in 2012 after the publication of an extraordinary article, titled The Delta Between the Blocks, in the Romanian
edition of National Geographic magazine. Featuring the
photographs of Helmut Ignat (who, along with National
Geographic’s editor Cristian Lascu would become a leading figure in the movement to declare Vacaresti a nature
reserve) the piece revealed how in just over 20 years nature
had reclaimed the area. An entire ecosystem highly conducive to encouraging plants, birds, reptiles and even small
mammals to thrive had evolved in the middle of one of
the most overcrowded, congested and polluted cities in
Europe. All with no help whatsoever from humans, except
leaving well alone. There then began the campaign to protect the area, which with unusual goodwill from all shades
of politician, came to fruition with the formal declaration of
the lake’s protected status on April 13, 2016.
The diversity of Vacaresti is genuinely amazing. The
northern edge is a meadow with wild grass, nut trees, poplars and elms, while further into the park, towards the three
connected lakes at its centre (fed by natural underwater
springs), the vegetation becomes denser and far more in
keeping with a classic wetland, home to a number of varieties of willow, Johnson grass and water lilies.
Following up the National Geographic article and the
subsequent media buzz about the lake Romania’s leading scientific body, the Romanian Academy, carried out a
thorough study of Vacaresti’s flora and fauna in 2013, which
only confirmed the vast scale of its ecosystem. The academy’s research team identified hundreds of species of plants
and flowers, a whopping 96 species of birds and several
mammals including weasels and otters, a protected spe-

facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

cies. The otters are believed to have made their way from
the Dambovita river to the lake via sewerage underneath
Bucharest. Even reptiles including turtles and (harmless: do
not panic) small snakes were found. Cristian Lascu, speaking to The Guardian in 2016 shortly after the lake had been
granted protected status, said that Vacaresti is the perfect
combination of ‘luck and nature’s resilience. The embankment around the lake has protected the area from the city’s
interference. And the layer of clay at the bottom of the lake
means that it is connected to one of Bucharest’s five main
aquifers, providing fresh water that you can actually drink.’
Not that we’ve seen anybody drinking it, although the
lake has predictably become something of an attraction,
for both locals and in-the-know foreign tourists, including
a few celebrated guests, none more so than the Prince of
Wales, who was here in April. Local schools regularly hold
lessons at the visitor centre (on the 17th floor of one of the
apartment blocks overlooking the reserve) before heading
into the lake to look for frogs. Fishermen try their luck but
are not encouraged. Flowers are not to picked. Joggers,
cyclists and amateur photographers currently make up the
bulk of the lake’s visitor profile, while many who come out
of curiosity do not make it past the dykes, scared perhaps
of meeting a snake. Even they are rewarded though, for the
view from the top of the embankment is remarkable, the
contrast between natural and human activity stark. And it
is not in our favour.
Some people even call the lake home. On the western
side, in the no-man’s-land between the embankments and
the busy road beyond a number of poor families have built
makeshift shacks. They are considered part of the ecosystem and apparently contribute by trying (not always successfully, judging by the evidence) to prevent the illegal
dumping of rubbish.
To visit Vacaresti, simply take bus 312 or 313 from Piata
Unirii to Bulevardul Tineretului. A short distance past the
towers of Asmita Gardens are some steps which lead up to
the top of the dykes.
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The Patriarchal Hill
South of Piata Unirii and somewhat hidden from view by
the immense blocks which form part of the Centru Civic
is Dealul Patriarhiei, an area of Bucharest as architecturally
diverse and more worthy of exploration than almost any
other. It’s the so-called Old Town on the other side of Unirii
that gets most of the attention these days, but bars and
restaurants aside, there’s arguably far more to see on and
around Dealul Patriarhiei.

Home of the Romanian
Orthodox Church
Dealul Patriarhiei translates from the Romanian as Hill of
the Patriarch, and from Piata Unirii it’s easy to see why: at
the top of a gentle slope is Romania’s Patriarchal Cathedral,
currently the seat of Daniel, Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church. The walk up is lovely in summer: the road
is closed to cars and the central reservation a riot of colourful flowers. Do not walk on the grass! Look out for the very
different statues of Romanian legends Serban Cantacuzino
and Alexandru Ioan Cuza.
Along the left hand side of the hill are a number of
vaguely interesting houses in various states of repair. The
last before the top is the most fascinating, a mix of modernist and art deco: if you’ve spent more than five minutes in
Bucharest you would have probably already noticed that
Romanian architects of the 1920s and 30s were prone to
mix the two styles, usually with stunning results.
At the top of the hill is a bell tower, built in 1698 dur-
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ing the reign of Constantin Brancoveanu as an entrance to
the monastery - founded in 1650 - which once occupied
the site. The tower was originally situated at the foot of the
hill. It was restored and moved to its present location in the
1950s.
Beyond the tower is the centrepiece of the hill, the
church which since 1925 has served as the Romanian Patriarchal Cathedral. All six Romanian patriarchs have been
annointed here. Built from 1656-58 the church is dedicated
to Sts. Constantin and Elena and is modelled on the (larger)
monastery church at Curtea de Arges and considered a
classic of what is known as Brancovean design: there are
many churches in Bucharest and around Romania which
look similar, as well as houses which have borrowed from it
(not least the loggia at the entrance, common during the
boom in construction during the late 19th century). The
identity of its architects is unknown. With the exception
of the icons representing Constantin and Elena above the
entrance (miraculously preserved, claim the faithful) the
original frescoes - both interior and exterior - have all been
destroyed. The current exterior artwork was painted from
1932-35 by Demitrie Belarizarie and is no less stunning
than the original. Inside a splendid chandelier competes
with the golden altar for attention. The cathedral also houses the remains of St. Dumitru - the patron saint of Bucharest, brought here in 1774 - as well as relics of Constantin
and Elena. On both May 21 (Sts. Constantin and Elena) and
October 26 (St. Dumitru) the queues of worshippers standing patiently in line to enter the church lead back down the
hill as far as Piata Unirii and beyond.
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The Patriarchal Hill

The church is usually open to visitors from 07:0021:00 (there is no charge) and although there are services
at least four times per day the main weekly service is held
from 07:00 every Sunday. The church boasts one of the finest acapella choirs in the country and its call to prayer is
well worth waking early to hear.

Church & Politics
Surrounding the church are two buildings of equal historical importance. To the right is the modest yet elegant
construction which serves as the home and private chapel
of the patriarch. Originally built at the same time as the
church as the residence of the monastery’s abbot it was
extended twice - in 1723 and 1932 - to accommodate the
patriarch’s apartments.
On the other side of the church is the far larger Patriarchal Palace, which has on a number of occasions served
as Romania’s parliament. Built between 1903 and 1907 the
building is broadly neoclassical in design yet incorporates
a number of early modernist elements. Its cupola - which
collapsed during an earthquake in 1940 before being
rebuilt - is styled on that of the Atheneum. The building
was originally home of Romania’s Chamber of Deputies its proximity to the cathedral betraying the (some would
say too) close relationship between church and state in
Romania. Although nominally a secular state the church
continues to wield great influence in Romania, demonstrated most recently by the vast amount of funding it has
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

managed to procure for a new, much larger cathedral next
to the present-day parliament, Casa Poporului.
Around the Hill
Walking back down the hill, look out for a set of steep
stairs on the right hand side: these lead down to the littleexplored residential area behind the deal. Stradas Ienachita
Vacarescu, Profesorilor and Sfanta Ecaterina are home to
some of the most amazing art deco and modernist houses
Bucharest boasts. Not all are in a sound state of repair, and
a number of newer constructions, built without much
thought for the area’s profile, do rather spoil things, but the
gems of the past you will find make a stroll around the area
worthwhile. Not the least of these is the simply wonderful
house at Strada Ienachita Vacarescu 29: an art deco masterpiece from the 1920s which retains its playful, colourful
aspect (it is painted orange) and which possesses perhaps
the finest art deco windows in the city.

Cathedral of the Nation
Behind and to the left of Casa Poporului stands the enormous (and enormously controversial) half-built Cathedral
of the Nation (Catedrala Neamului). Immoral to the core
and unwanted even by many within the Romanian Orthodox Church who have criticised (privately) the money spent
on it, work on the cathedral began in 2010, with the leaders
of the Romanian Orthodox Church hopeful it will be completed before December 2018, the centenary of Romania’s
unification.
June - July 2017
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The Transfagarasan Highway

More than 150 kilometres in length the Transfagarasan
Highway is Romania’s most spectacular and best known
road and, thanks to an appearance on BBC Top Gear in
2009, is one of the country’s most popular tourist attractions. Fully open only from June to October, the road’s
highest point is at 2042 metres: the tunnel which links the
northern and southern sides at Lake Balea (Balea Lac).
A LITTLE HISTORY
The Transfagarasan - as with everything else in Romania at
the time, it would seem - was built from 1970-1974 on the
personal orders of Nicolae Ceausescu, who, legend has it,
wanted to create a strategic route across the Fagaras Mountains to ferry troops north should Romania be invaded by
the USSR (as Czechoslovakia had been in 1968). This legend of course ignores the fact that a perfectly good and far
quicker route around the mountains (the Valea Oltului) already existed, and that any strategic impact of a road open
for just a few months each year would have been minimal.
A far more likely explanation for the construction of the
road was the simple fact that the mountains were there,
and that a road across the top would serve as a proud example of just what socialist Romania - with Ceausescu as
its leader - could achieve. Much like the Danube-Black Sea
Canal project of the 1980s the Transfagarasan was therefore built as a status symbol with little regard for cost or
usefulness. (Indeed - whisper it - but the Transfagarasan is
fundamentally useless).
As a tourist attraction however, the Transfagarasan has
never been more popular. Always a favoured weekend trip
for Romanian drivers, its international fame now means
that motoring enthusiasts from all over Europe (particularly
Poland) beat a path here each summer. While you can just
about do the Transfagarasan in a (long) day trip from Bucharest, we recommend taking a couple of days: besides the
Transfagarasan itself there is plenty to see along the way.
GETTING THERE
To get to the Transfagarasan from Bucharest, the best way
is to take the A1 motorway to the industrial town of Pitesti
(best known as being the place where Dacia cars are made).
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The best choice for your first pit stop is Curtea de Arges,
a small town 38 kilometers north of Pitesti. It is home to
the ruins of the Princely Court (Curtea Domneasca, Open
10:00-17:00) built by Basarab I in the 14th century. While
there is not really very much left of the Court building itself,
the well-kept church (Biserica Domneasca) is in excellent
condition - it was entirely renovated from 2003-4 and open
to the public. Basarab I is buried near the church’s altar.
A short distance north of the town (and on the way to
the Transfagarasan) is the even more impressive Biserica
Episcopala Curtea de Arges, part of the Curtea de Arges
Monastery. A superb example of Byzantine design, the cathedral was built between 1514 and 1526 using materials
brought almost entirely from Constantinople.
UP THE SOUTHERN SIDE
The DN7C officially becomes the Transfagarasan at the little
village of Albestii de Arges, 6km north of Curtea de Arges.
The road climbs steadily from here, and by the time you
reach Capatenii Pamantului - the last village before the serious hairpins begin - the scenery is already stunning, with
the road clinging in places to the cliffs as it passes through
a wonderful natural gorge. Capatenii Pamantului (which
rather fittingly translates, by the way, as The Ends of the
Earth) is home to the ruins of the real Dracula Castle, Poienari, (real in the sense that Vlad Dracul actually lived here
for a time. Bran Castle - often marketed as Dracula’s Lair, was
never Vlad’s home). You will see the impressive castle high
to your left as you approach: you can visit the ruins, but doing so involves a climb up more than 1500 very, very steep
steps (see the box, right). At the foot of the climb there is a
pension, the Pensiunea La Cetate.
From here a series of hairpins and three short tunnels
bring you to the next landmark on the Transfagarasan, the
Vidraru Dam. One of the largest hydroelectric plants in Europe - it is 305 metres in length - the road passes across
the top of the dam. The dam took more than five years to
build and created the artificial Vidraru Lake on the Arges
river. It was completed in 1966 and stands 166 metres tall,
producing as much as 400 GWh of power per year. As you
come off the dam look out for the electricity pylon disbucharest.inyourpocket.com

The Transfagarasan Highway
POIENARI CASTLE

First built at the beginning of the 14th century by Wallachian prince Radu Voda (also known as Radu Negru,
or Negru Voda) the Poienari Castle is one of the most
visually striking citadels in Romania. It looks menacingly down at the pass below, as if daring invading
armies to try and take it. Few armies - unsurprisingly ever did. It was nature - in the form of a landslide in the
17th century - which rendered the castle unusable for
military purposes. Even today, with the help of modern
staircases and a bridge, climbing up to the castle ruins is only for the very fittest: there are more than 1500
very steep steps. Often called ‘the real Dracula castle’ it
is worth noting that while Vlad Tepes (Vlad Dracul) did
use the castle as a home from time to time it was not
his primary residence.
guised as a statue of Promotheus - representing power - on
the cliff directly in front of you. The statue was created in
1965 by the sculptor Constantin Popovici. If you can find
a parking space some steps allow you to climb up to the
statue, from where there are even better views of the lake.
During the summer there are boat trips on the lake.
Lasting 30 minutes they cost 10 lei per person. Departure
times are ad hoc depending on how many visitors there
are, but during August and early September - especially
at weekends - you should never have to wait too long. A
couple of hundred metres further along the road there is a
hotel, the elegant Hotel Posada Vidraru.
The Transfagarasan then follows the outline of the
lake (and another hotel overlooking the lake, the Valea
cu Pesti), the water often visible through the trees on your
left. The valley then gets gradually steeper, before climbing sharply, up to its highest point: the 890m long Capra
Tunnel, at an altitude of 2042m. (This fact means that the
Transfagarasan is not actually the highest road in Romania:
the Transalpina further west reaches a maximum altitude
of 2145m). Note that there is another hotel along the way,
the Conacul Ursului, just before the start of the hairpins on
the southern side: its good value restaurant is a decent
place to stop for food, as it is usually less crowded than the
places at the top.
THE TOP OF THE TRANSFAGARASAN: BALEA LAC
As you exit the Capra Tunnel the landscape changes starkly,
and quite often the weather with it. Whereas the southern side is a relatively gentle climb, made in the most part
through the trees along the side of Lake Vidraru, the scene
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on the northern side is little short of spectacular: a wide
open valley with the road serpentining its way down visible
as far as the eye can see. This is the classic picture postcard
view of the Transfagarasan, and one which moved Jeremy
Clarkson to call it ‘every great corner from every great race
track lined up one after the other.’
At Balea Lac, just below the tunnel, there are two comfortable pensions (Cabana Paltinu and Cabana Balea Lac)
and - in winter - an ice hotel if you want to stay up here the
night. The cabins also have good restaurants. See balealac.
ro for more information. In winter there is a cable car which
provides access to the cabins and ice hotel from Balea Cascada, as the road is closed. There is a rather tacky, touristy
market next to the large car park at the exit of the tunnel.
The Fagaras Mountains are extremely popular with hikers: this is the some of the best hiking terrain in Europe.
There are tens of well-marked routes criss-crossing the
mountains, which are also dotted by mountain huts offering basic food and accommodation. At Balea Lac you
can pick up a number of routes, including one which leads
down to Balea Cascada, and one which goes up to Negoiu
Peak: at 2525m the tallest mountain in the Fagaras range
and the second tallest in Romania. Do not attempt any
hiking in the Fagaras unless you are well equipped: these
mountains are not for the casual walker.
DOWN TO CARTISOARA
From Balea Lac the 25km drive down the most spectacular part of the Transfagarasan to Cartisoara takes around 45
minutes, although at weekends - when half of Romania can
often appear to turn up - it can take double that. As such, we
advise anyone planning to drive the Transfagarasan to do so
during the week. There are very few places to stop and take
photos (as such you will see most people trying to do so
by hanging out of their car windows). There are a number
of small memorials to those who worked (and died) on the
road, but the first main stopping point on the way down is
Balea Cascada (the Balea Waterfall). The highest step-waterfall in Romania, Balea is more than 60 metres tall. It can be
reached from the cable car station in around an hour, via a
well-marked hiking route. The cable car itself runs back up
to Balea Lac, and during the winter (when the road beyond
this point is closed) is the only way up.
At Cartisoara (where the Badea Cartan Museum, featuring a collection of painted glass icons and an old shepherd’s house complete with thatched roof is well worth a
stop) those of you on a day trip should turn left onto the
DN1 and head for Avrig and the DN7, which will get you
back to Pitesti and the A1 in around two hours. If you are in
less of a hurry head for Sibiu, Transylvania’s most fabulous
city, just 25km beyond Avrig.
Note that DN7 itself runs along the Olt Valley and is a
wonderful drive in itself, especially the part which passes
through the Cozia National Park. If you have time stop at
the 14th century Cozia Monastery: one of Romania’s oldest. In 1986 stained glass windows featuring the portraits of
Nicolae and Elena Ceausescu were added to those of Decebal, Burebista and other great historical Romanian leaders:
they have since been removed.
June - July 2017
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Dracula, Romania & Vlad the Impaler
founded by Sigismund of Luxembourg (then king of Hungary) to uphold Christianity and defend the Empire against
the Ottoman Turks. Vlad II Dracul - father of Vlad III - was
admitted to the order around 1431, after which Vlad II wore
the emblem of the order and later, as ruler of Wallachia, his
coinage bore the dragon symbol. At the time he was alive,
Vlad would have been known as Vlad Tepes: the Vlad Dracul moniker only became popular after the publication of
Stoker's book in 1897.

Dracula’s Castle
Rightly or wrongly, the legend of Dracula is inexorably
linked to Romania. To Transylvania in particular. While
many Romanians cringe at the very mention of the name
Dracula, others have embraced the myths and legends surrounding the character, milking them for every penny by
setting up Dracula tours and Dracula city breaks. At one
stage in the late 1990s, even the Romanian government
decided to get in on the act, and set about creating a Dracula Theme Park in Sighisoara, birthplace of Vlad Tepes, the
despot on whom the Dracula myth is very loosely based.
It never opened.

Fact & Fiction
Although Bram Stoker's Dracula is of course a work of fiction, it does contain some historical references. The historical connections with the novel and how much Stoker
knew about the history are a matter of conjecture and
debate, however.
It was perhaps the publication of In Search of Dracula
by Radu Florescu and Raymond McNally in 1972 which did
most to connect Stoker's fictional Dracula with the very
real Vlad Tepes (or Vlad Dracul, Vlad the Impaler or Vlad III of
Wallachia). Born in Sighisoara (his birthplace is now a restaurant and forms a key part of any Dracula tour) during his
various spells on the Wallachian throne, (1448; 1456–1462;
1476), Vlad is reported to have killed anything from 40,000
to 100,000 civilians (political rivals, criminals, and anyone
he considered 'useless to humanity'), mainly by impaling
them on spikes. Vicious even by mediaeval standards, Vlad
is nevertheless revered as a folk hero by many Romanian
nationalists, not least for fending off the invading Ottoman Turks, of which his impaled victims are said to have
included as many as 100,000.
While it should be pointed out that Stoker never visited Transylvania (or any part of what is today Romania for
that matter), it's clear that he was aware of Vlad Tepes, for
the book contains a number of accurate historic references,
not least Dracula's fight against the Turks and later betrayal
by his brother.
What is not true is the popular belief that the name
Dracula translates as 'son of the devil' in Romanian. Dracul simply comes from the family name Draculesti, derived
from a Chivalric order called the Order of the Dragon,
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For much of the past century, the castle at Bran, near Brasov
in southern Transylvania, has been marketed as Dracula's
Castle. And with good reason. Although Stoker never saw
Bran up close, it was a painting of the castle which inspired
the castle which appears in the book, described as being
'on the very edge of a terrific precipice....with occasionally a
deep rift where there is a chasm with silver threads where
the rivers wind in deep gorges through the forests.'
As such, Bran certainly fits the part, yet while there is
little doubt that Vlad Tepes used Bran at some stage (not
least when fighting the Turks) it is the fortress at Poienari on the Transfagarasan road - which has perhaps the greater
claim to be Dracula's Castle. However, even Poienari was
not his primary residence, which was at Targoviste and
- later - Bucharest, where he founded the princely court.
Usually open to visitors, the remains of that court (in that
part of Bucharest which is today known as the Old Town)
are currently closed for an archaeological dig.

Dracula’s Grave
Vlad died in 1477, and his body was for centuries believed
to have been buried at Comana, a monastery south of Bucharest, founded by Vlad in 1461. The Comana monastery
was demolished and rebuilt from scratch in 1589.
Since the 19th century however, a number of Romanian historians have often claimed (without any kind of
documentary evidence), that Vlad was in fact buried at
Snagov, an island monastery north of the capital. To support this theory, the so-called Cantacuzino Chronicle was
cited, which claims Vlad as the founder of this monastery.
He wasn't: the monastery at Snagov dates from at least a
century before Vlad's birth.
During the 1970s, when nationalist fervour was rife in
Romania, there was much speculation that an anonymous
tomb at Snagov's monastery church was that of Vlad Țepes.
These have since been rejected by almost all respectable
Romanian historians, who today favour Comana as the
most likely location of Vlad's remains.

Dracula Tours
A number of travel agencies in Bucharest and throughout
Romania organise Dracula-themed tours which visit the
places mentioned here, as well as many others linked with
the Dracula legend and the life of Vlad Tepes: see page 28.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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ESSENTIAL BUCHAREST
The Peasant and Village Museums should probably take
priority, as well as the Grigore Antipa National History
Museum. While still the most famous building in the
city and usually top of the agenda for most visitors, Casa
Poporului/Palatul Parlamentului tends to be a bit of a
let down for most, mainly due to the stilted nature of the
compulsory guided tour. Art lovers - especially fans of
religious art - should pencil in at least an afternoon at the
National Art Museum. Last but not least, half a day at the
Bellu Cemetery is a wonderful trip through Romanian
literary, artistic, political and architectural history.
CASA POPORULUI (PARLIAMENT PALACE; PALATUL PARLAMENTULUI) Construction of Romania’s
most famous building, Palatul Parlamentului (known
universally as Casa Poporului) began in 1984, and continued through what were the darkest days of the Nicolae
Ceausescu regime. Standing 84m above ground level on
12 floors, the building has long been shrouded in mystery,
rumour and hyperbole. Originally designed (by a young
architect: Anca Petrescu, who was just 28 at the time) to
house almost all of the departments of the communist
state, it today plays host to the Romanian parliament, a
conference centre and Romania’s National Museum of
Contemporary Art. Much of the building, however, remains underused. The public tour of the building is thoroughly recommended (it is the only way to see the building, in fact) though the commentary often consists of little
more than a guide reeling off endless superlative statistics.
You’ll see plenty of grand staircases, marble-plated halls
and conference rooms, while - if you pay the extra - you
may also have the chance to go on the roof, which offers perhaps the best view of central Bucharest. You can
even now take a trip into the bowels of the building down
below, though again this costs extra. To join one of the
tours, you should make reservations a day in advance as
parliamentary business means the official opening hours
are subject to change. You will also need to bring your
passport, driving license or other form of internationallyaccepted ID. Use the entrance on the right-hand side of
the palace (if you’re looking at it front-on). Izvor is probably the nearest metro station, but you’ll get a better
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view from Piata Unirii. The equally megalomaniac building under construction behind the palace is a cathedral,
scheduled for completion in 2018QH‑16, Calea 13 Sep‑
tembrie 1, MIzvor, tel. (+4) 021 311 36 11, www.cdep.
ro. Open 10:00 - 16:00 (last tour 15:30). Admission 35 lei
adults, 18 lei students (standard tour); 45 lei adults, 18
lei students (standard and basement or standard and
terrace); 55 lei adults, 28 lei students (standard, terrace
and basement). Free for children under 18 and the dis‑
abled. An additional fee of 30 lei is payable by those
with cameras, either still or video.
CIVIC CENTRE (CENTRU CIVIC)
Of all the atrocities committed on Romanian territory in
the name of socialism, few rank as monstrous as the destruction of an entire district of the capital to make way
for the Centru Civic, or Civic Centre. Str. Uranus was completely razed to the ground, as were most of the streets
running from it. The centrepiece of the Civic Centre, Casa
Poporului, stands on the site of the Republica sports stadium, a wonderful art deco construction built in the 1930s.
Besides the stadium, churches, houses, hospitals and even
a monastery also had to make way for Casa Poporului, and
for the five kilometre long B-dul Unirii. The full ensemble
stands today as little more than a monument to madness.
The northern end of B-dul Unirii has become a ghost town
while the Casa Poporului itself survives as the site of the
Romanian parliament, and is rather worryingly the city’s
most popular attraction. It should also be remembered
that the Centru Civic is larger than most people think: it
stretches from the JW Marriott Grand Hotel in the west
(which was designated as a hotel as part of the original
project, although never intended to be a Marriott) to Piata
Muncii in the east. It accounts for about a sixth of the city’s
total size. Though intended as a grand statement of ambition and as a showpiece of socialism (the original name of
B-dul Unirii was Bulevardul Victoria Socialismului - Victory
of Socialism Boulevard) shabby workmanship and use of
poor quality materials mean that the monumental apartment blocks that line B-dul Unirii, Decebal and Calarasilor
are - despite being just over 25 years old - looking somewhat worse for wear. Nicolae Ceausescu’s largest legacy
has not weathered well.QK‑16, B-dul Unirii, P-ta Unirii,
B-dul Decebal, B-dul Muncii, MPiata Unirii.
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NATIONAL ART MUSEUM
(MNAR; MUZEUL NATIONAL DE ARTA)
The country’s largest, and most impressive art collection is
housed inside the splendid former Royal Palace, first built
in 1812 as a private home by the wealthy trader Dinicu Golescu. It became a royal residence in 1859, when it became
the site of the court of the first prince of the united principalities, Alexandru Ion Cuza. Although slightly remodelled in the 1930s, the building we see today is more or
less the original. There are two permanent galleries, split

THEODOR AMAN MUSEUM
This lovely, centrally-located house is one of the finest
remaining old residences in Bucharest, although blink
and you will miss it, hemmed in as it is by tall blocks.
Built in 1868 as a home and studio by painter Theodor
Aman it includes a vast number of Aman’s work: the
many murals and frescoes are not the least of these.
Founder of the first arts school in Wallachia, Aman had a
complex personality, which is reflected in every detail of
the house. Look out too for the exterior decorations, the
work of sculptor Karl Storck. One of Bucharest’s oldest
museums, this place has been welcoming visitors since
1908.QJ‑12, Str. C.A. Rosetti 8, tel. (+4) 021 314 58
12, www.muzeulbucurestiului.ro/muzeul-theodoraman.html. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon, Tue.
Ticket office closes at 17:30. Adults 5 lei, children, stu‑
dents, pensioners 2 lei. Photography fee 15 lei.
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over three floors of the main building. National Art (itself
divided into Medieval Romanian Art - featuring icons,
carved altars, illustrated manuscripts and bibles, and fragments of frescoes, and Modern Romanian Art, with all of
Romania’s greatest 20th-century artists well represented,
including Theodor Aman, Constantin Brancuşi, Gheorghe
Patraşcu, and Gheorghe Tattarescu); and European Paintings and Sculpture, which plays host to a fine collection of
Old European Masters from all of the major schools. The
museum also hosts a fine selection of temporary exhibitions, currently including frescoes from the Arges Monastery, and the works of Carol Popp de Szathmári and the artistic revelation of the Orient. The museum is increasingly
trying to attract visitors to the amazing palace itself, opening up the former royal living quarters and throne room to
guided tours on occasional weekends. These tours (which
cost 20 lei per person) have been immensely popular and
throughout 2017 the royal quarters will be open to the
public on the third weekend of every month. There are
three each day, at 11.30, 14.00 and 16.30.QJ‑12, Calea
Victoriei 49-53, tel. (+4) 021 313 30 30/, www.mnar.
arts.ro. Open 11:00-19:00. Closed Mon, Tue. Open until
22:00 on the last Friday of each month. Admission 25 lei
(adults) 10 lei (children, pensioners). Ticket includes the
Gallery of European Art and The National Gallery. For
30 lei you can purchase a dual ticket also valid at the
Art Collections Museum. Free on the first Wednesday
of the month. Royal Quarters tours on the third Sat, Sun
of every month at 11.30, 14.00 and 16.30. Tours cost 20
lei for adults, 10 lei for concessions.
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PIATA REVOLUTIEI

It was here, at around 10:30 on December 21, 1989,
that the Nicolae Ceausescu regime began to crumble. A large crowd of well over 100,000 which had
been brought in to dutifully cheer Ceausescu in the
time-honoured way in fact jeered him - on live television. The dictator’s face when he realises he is being
booed is astonishing, and has been called his ‘Dorothy
Moment’ in reference to the scene at the end of The
Wizard of Oz when the facade of a great, mysterious
power is torn down to reveal nothing more than a frail
old man. A white marble triangle, with the inscription
Glorie martirilor nostri (Glory to our martyrs) points
(slightly inaccurately, in fact) to the low balcony above
the entrance of the former Central Committee building (today the Interior Ministry) from where Ceausescu
held this last public speech. He fled - by helicopter from the roof of the building late the next morning. It
is today difficult to imagine all that went on the not so
distant past, as the area is rather quiet, but the (deliberately preserved) bullet holes on the building opposite
(above the Humanitas book shop) are a reminder of the
madness of those December days. The rather ugly and
ill-fitting monument to the revolution (officially called
the Monument of Rebirth, see photo above) stands in
the middle of the square, and is unkindly referred to by
locals as ‘the olive on a cocktail stick.’ A far better memorial to those killed is the wall of remembrance, on
which the names of the 1058 victims of the revolution
are engraved. The memorial ensemble also includes a
bronze, seated statue of Iuliu Maniu, a former liberal Romanian prime minister imprisoned by the communists
in 1947 who died in the most appalling conditions at
the notorious Sighet prison in 1953. Piata Revolutiei is
also home to the Atheneum (perhaps Bucharest’s finest
building, the National Art Museum (p. 45), the Cretulescu
Church (see p. 48) and the Athenee Palace Hilton hotel. A
statue of Carol I (Romania’s first king) stands in front of
the National Library. QJ-13, Piata Revolutiei.
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OLD TOWN (CENTRU VECHI)
Bucharest’s rather run down yet lively Old Town (Centru
Vechi, in Romanian) is described by the Dambovita river to
the south, Calea Victoriei to the west, Bulevardul Brătianu
to the east and Regina Elisabeta to the north. The area is
historic for this is where Bucharest was founded. Kind of.
According to legend, Bucur the Shepherd founded the city
in the 1300s when he built a church somewhere on the
eastern bank of the Dâmboviţa river: nobody is sure exactly
where this church was (or even if it actually existed). What
we do know is that by the first reign of Vlad Ţepeş (14591462) there was a palace and court (the Palatul Curtea
Veche - currently closed to visitors while new archaeological work is carried out) here, and that the city grew quickly
around the palace. By the middle of the 17th century the
area was Bucharest’s merchant district, which it to all intents and purposes remained until the end of World War
II, when many of the rightful owners of the houses and
businesses which lined the area’s streets were arrested by
the communist authorities, and their property confiscated
and left to rot. The area has seen a revival in recent years,
although many of its buildings remain in a poor condition.
It is the only are of the city which is pedestrianised, however, and a walk through its streets is worthwhile. Buildings
to look out for include the Stavropoleos Church (one of
the city’s finest), the National Bank of Romania, the Old
Court Church and the Hanul Manuc - and original 19thcentury coaching inn which houses a restaurant and huge
courtyard terrace.
PALATUL PRIMAVERII
(SPRING PALACE, CEAUSESCU RESIDENCE)
The former residence of Romanian dictator Nicolae
Ceausescu can now be visited on a guided tour. Built in
the 1960s and known by the codename P50 during the
communist period, the 80-room Spring Palace (to use
the English translation of its name) served as a home for
the Ceausescus for almost two decades. While the building - which came with its own cinema and swimming
pool - is elegant from the outside, the interior is decorated
throughout in a ghastly style. Chosen by Ceausescu’s wife,
Elena, the decor is perhaps best described as neo-classical
kitsch, complete with solid gold toilet roll holders. To book
a place on a tour, you need to phone a day in advance.
You can also reserve a tour directly on the palace’s website.QI‑4, B-dul Primaverii 50, MAviatorilor, tel. (+4)
021 318 09 89, www.palatulprimaverii.ro. Open 10:00
- 18:00. Closed Mon, Tue. Tours in Romanian cost 30 lei
(adults), 20 lei (children, students, pensioners). Under
sevens are admitted for free. For a tour in English, an
additional 15 lei is payable.
VILLAGE MUSEUM
(MUZEUL NAŢIONAL AL SATULUI DIMITRIE
GUSTI) Outstanding. Founded by Royal Decree in 1936,
and covering some 15 hectares on the shores of Lake
Herăstrău, Muzeul Satului is one of the greatest outdoor
museums in the Balkans. There are more than 60 original
houses, farmsteads, windmills, watermills and churches
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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from all of Romania’s historic regions: Transylvania, Oltenia, Dobrogea and Moldavia. Every exhibit has a plaque
showing exactly where in Romania it was brought from.
Some even now have recorded commentary in four languages (if the stickers are missing, press the second button for English). Most of the houses date from the mid
19th-century, but there are some, such as those from
Berbeşti, in the heart of Romania - celebrated for their
intricately carved entrances - which date from as early as
1775. The highlight of the museum is probably the steep
belfry of the wooden Maramureş church, complete with
exquisite but faded icons. You should also not miss the
earth houses of Straja, dug in to the ground and topped
with thatched roofs, or the brightly painted dwellings of
the Danube Delta. The museum has a great souvenir shop,
and a stall selling traditional Romanian sweets and cakes.
It even has a restaurant, La Francu, set in an original 19thcentury inn. Children love the museum, and it makes for a
perfect family outing.QF‑4, Sos. Kiseleff 28-30, MAvia‑
torilor, tel. (+4) 021 317 91 10, fax (+4) 021 317 90 68,
www.muzeul-satului.ro. Open 09:00 - 19:00, Mon 09:00
- 17:00. Admission 10 lei, pensioners 5 lei, students/chil‑
dren 2.50 lei. Audio guides available for 50 lei, or 8 lei
on your smartphone. There are guided tours in English,
French, Spanish, Italian, Russian 300 lei: call in advance.
Note that while the museum is open on Mondays, the
houses are not.

BELLU CEMETERY
Founded in the 1850s, this is the final resting place of
just about every great Romanian academic, scientist,
artist, writer, musician and poet you can think of, as
well as the odd politician. Each has his or her own plot,
usually with an accompanying monument (our favourite is that devoted to the comic actor Toma Caragiu,
killed in the Bucharest earthquake of 1977). Next to the
cemetery is the Cimitirul Eroilor, where those killed in Bucharest during the 1989 revolution are buried. QCalea
Serban Voda 249, MEroii Revolutiei, tel. (+4) 021 636
35 71, www.bellu.ro. Chapel open 08:00 - 16:00.
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

HISTORIC CHURCHES
Miraculously, a relatively large number of Bucharest’s
magnificent historic churches have survived various
earthquakes, war and communism. What’s more, all of
those we list here are still places of active worship, with
services usually held at least twice a day.
ANTIM MONASTERY (MANASTIREA ANTIM)
The splendid Antim Monastery, with its elegant dome and
gold finish was constructed between 1708 and 1715 on
the orders of polymath Antim Ivireanul, patriarch of the
Orthodox Church in Wallachia at the time. Antim originally
intended the monastery to be a refuge for fallen women
and refugees, as well as a seat of learning. The bell tower
through which we today enter the monastery was added
in 1857. The monastery church is particularly worth admiring, for its sumptuous icons featuring scenes from the
Nativity and Revelations, painted in 1812 by Petre Alexandrescu. The sculptures on the wooden double doors of the
church were executed by Patriarch Antim himself.QI‑16,
Str. Antim 29.
APOSTLES’ CHURCH (BISERICA SFINTII APOSTOLI) One of the oldest churches in Bucharest (with parts dating back to the 16th century, when it served as the church of
the Târnovului Monastery) the Apostles’ Church is notable
for its sublime steeple, built in 1715 and restored in 1936.
Inside the church is brimming with some rather strange
portraits, all of which are well worth seeing. Among the
portraits are those of the church’s founder, Voivod Matei.
QI‑15, Str. Sfintii Apostoli 33A, MPiata Unirii.
ARMENIAN CHURCH (BISERICA ARMENEASCĂ)
Now overlooked by a hideous skyscraper, this is nevertheless one of the largest and best preserved Orthodox
churches in central Bucharest. The church (built between
1911-15) is an exact replica of a cathedral in the Armenian
city of Ecmiazin, and serves the city’s once large but now
miniscule Armenian population. Next to the church is an
interesting library with a large number of documents relating to the Armenian population (phone ahead for access).QM‑13, B-dul Carol I 43, tel. (+4) 021 313 90 70,
www.armenianchurch.ro.
June - July 2017
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BARATIEI CHURCH (BISERICA BARATIEI)
Almost poking into Bulevardul Bratianu, this particular
Roman-Catholic church was built in 1828, although there
has been a church here since the late 1590s. Boasting a
couple of superb stained-glass windows the church holds
services in Romanian and Hungarian. The name, Baratiei,
derives from the Hungarian word for friend, barat.QK‑15,
Str. Baratiei 27, MPiata Unirii/Universitate. J
BUCUR CHURCH (BISERICA SFINTII ATANASIE SI
CHIRIL ‘BUCUR CIOBANU’) First built perhaps as early
as 1416, this could well be the site of the oldest church in
Bucharest. Nobody is exactly sure how long there has been
a church here, but we do know that it predates the Radu
Voda monastery opposite, which was first constructed in
1506. Today, the Bucur Church is often ignored, hidden
as it is on a hill above the street and hemmed in by two
blocks. The current church was built around 1720 (thoroughly renovated in 1909-10) to serve as a chapel for the
cemetery of the Radu Voda monastery. The church - and
the hill on which it stands - were recently consolidated in
order to prevent them falling further towards the Dambovita river, just a few metres to the rear. The church is named
for Bucur the Shepherd, the legendary founder of Bucharest.QL‑17, Str. Radu Voda 33, www.biserica-bucur.ro.
COLŢEA CHURCH (BISERICA COLŢEA)
To the left (face on) of the Colţea hospital, the church of
the same name was built from 1701-2 on the site of an older, wooden construction. Recent renovation has restored
much of the rich ornamentation of the interior, most of
which was painted in 1876 by Gheorghe Tattarescu. Look
out for the Cantacuzino family crest above the vaguely
Italian baroque portal. The church (like the hospital which
surrounds it) was founded by courtier Mihai Cantacuzino.
A statue of Cantacuzino stands just inside the entrance to
the hospital courtyard.QK‑14, B-dul Nicolae Bălcescu 1,
MUniversitate.
CREŢULESCU CHURCH (BISERICA CREŢULESCU)
Probably the most celebrated historic church in Bucharest.
Biserica Creţulescu was raised from 1720-2 by Iordache
Creţulescu and his wife Safta, a daughter of Wallachian ruler Constantin Brâncoveanu. The outstanding paintings on
the entrance are original, the work of an unknown artist,
while the interior icons were added in 1859 by the prolific
Gheorghe Tattarescu. Damaged during the fighting of December 1989, the church has recently been restored to its
full glory, and is a must. The bust which stands in front of
the church is of Corneliu Coposu, a liberal Romanian politician who was imprisoned for decades by the communists
but miraculously survived. He died in 1995.QJ‑13, Calea
Victoriei 47, MUniversitate.
DOAMNEI CHURCH (BISERICA MAICII DOMNULUI) One of Bucharest’s many hidden churches: find it in
the little courtyard behind Pizza Hut on the corner of Calea Victoriei and Bulevardul Regina Elisabeta. The church
dates from 1683, and was built on the orders of Princess
24 Bucharest In Your Pocket

BUCHAREST CURIOSITIES
CARUTA CU PAIATE
Chances are you’ve seen this statue, admired it, but
then walked on having failed to grasp what it actually is, or what it signifies. Centrally located in front
of Romania’s National Theatre, not 20 yards from the
Bucharest InterContinental Hotel, the bronze Caruta
cu paiate was created by sculptor Ioan Bolborea in
honour of Romania’s favourite playwright, Ion Luca
Caragiale. It was unveiled in December 2010. The statue features characters from Caragiale’s plays (Domnul
Goe, Nae Catavencu, Tache Farfuridi, and so on) and
was unveiled in December 2010. Next to the Caruta cu
paiate is a seated bronze of Nenea Iancu - Caragiale
himself.QK‑13, In front of the National Theatre, Piata
Universitatii, MUniversitate.
FOISORUL DE FOC
The Foisorul de Foc (Firewatch Tower) was constructed in 1893 and was at the time the tallest building in
the city. It is 50 meters high. Contrary to the popular
belief its purpose was simply to be a place from where
the city’s authorities could watch for fires. It at no stage
stored water. The tower today hosts a less than gripping and mono-lingual Museum of Firefighting and
Policing, the best bit of which is the view from the old
observation deck, closed for decades but now thankfully reopened. Note that it is usually packed with kindergarten and school groups.QO‑12, P-ta Foisorul
de Foc/B-dul Ferdinand 33, tel. (+4) 021 252 28 84.
Open 08:00 - 16:00. Closed Sat, Sun. Admission 3 lei
adults, 1.50 lei children.
ROMULUS & REMUS
In Piata Roma, at the entrance to Strada Lipscani, is this
statue of the Roman wolf nurturing Romulus and Remus. A replica of a similar monument in Rome, it was
a presented to the city by the Italian state in 1906, to
signify Romania’s Latin origins. Officially called the
Lupa Capitolina, it has led a nomadic existence, and
was most recently kept in Piata Romana. It moved
back here to its original location in 2010. There are
three other identical statues around Romania, in Cluj,
Targu Mures and Timisoara.QK‑14, Piata Roma (Str.
Lipscani). J
SKY TOWER
At 137 metres in height, this is Bucharest’s tallest building. It was completed in 2013, and is primarily used as
office space. As such, it is not officially open to public,
although there is a restaurant on the 36th floor (see
page 46). If you are feeling fit, there is also an annual
race up the stairs to the top floor.QL‑2, Calea Flore‑
asca 246B, MAurel Vlaicu, www.skytower.ro/en.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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Maria, wife of Prince Serban Cantacuzino. The church was
the first in the city to boast octagonal stone pillars: note
the decorative floral motifs of oriental origin at the foot
and top of each column. They also decorate the door.
QJ‑14, Calea Victoriei 28, MUniversitate. J
DOMNIŢA
BALAŞA
CHURCH
(BISERICA
DOMNIŢA BALAŞA) To say this church has been the
victim of bad luck is an understatement. Built in 1885,
the church is named after Constantin Brâncoveanu’s
sixth daughter, who built an earlier church on the site in
1744, but which burnt down soon after. In 1751 a second
church was built; but that was also later damaged, during
an earthquake in 1838. Building work almost immediately
started on a third church, but that too proved unstable and
just 40 years later it was replaced by the current, orangecoloured, Neo-Romanesque building. Serious cracks that
appeared after another earthquake in 1940 were repaired
in the 1960s, only to be damaged again in the massive
earthquake of 1977. Be cautious when viewing.QK‑15, Str.
Sfintii Apostoli, MPiata Unirii.
ICON CHURCH (BISERICA ICOANEI)
The Church of the Icon is named after the 17th century
icon of the Holy Virgin in the nave, a gift from Constantin
Brâncoveanu. A wooden church was built on this site as
early 1681-82, the first brick church being erected in 174550, only for it to collapse during a devastating earthquake
in 1838. Rebuilt the same year, the high altar was added
in 1850. Note the grave of General Ioan Odobescu (17931857) alongside the church, adorned with a helmet.QL‑11,
Str. Icoanei 12.
MIHAI VODĂ MONASTERY (MĂNĂSTIREA MIHAI
VODĂ) One of the churches that was moved to make
way for the Civic Centre, Mihai Vodă was originally built in
1601. After a fire in 1761 it was left to rot before thorough
rebuilding was carried out from 1827-38. In 1985 it was
moved 285m east - on rails - and hidden in its present location behind the apartment blocks.QI‑15, Str. Sapienţei
2, MIzvor.
NEW ST. GEORGE’S CHURCH (BISERICA SF.
GHEORGHE NOU)
The largest of the churches built in Bucharest during the
reign of Constantin Brancoveanu, New St. George’s Church
was consecrated on June 29, 1707. It was a wonder of the
age, having been designed by an Italian, Vaseleli, and decorated by the great Romanian maestros of the times: the
painter Parvu Mutu, the carpenter Istrate and the sculptor
Caragea. Damaged in a fire in 1847, the church was renovated from 1852-3 by the Spanish architect Villacrosse. At
the same time, new and outstanding interior murals were
added by Marian Popp. A further round of both exterior
and interior renovation - including the restoration of many
paintings - ended in 2014, when Brancoveanu was made a
saint. Once buried underneath the church, Brancoveanu’s
remains are now found on display inside.QK‑14, Piata Sf.
Gheorghe, MPiata Unirii. J
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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ARCUL DE TRIUMF

National History Museum

Bucharest’s Arcul de Triumf was raised in 1922 to
commemorate Romania’s World War I dead. The
original Arc was made of wood, replaced by the
present, Petru Antonescu designed concrete structure
only in 1935. Standing 25m high, the Arc has a staircase
that allows visitors to climb to the terrace on the top
of the monument, though it is strangely closed most
of the time and only opened on special occasions
(usually on national holidays). The sculptures and
reliefs that decorate the monument were created
by the leading artists of the day, including Ion Jalea,
Constantin Medrea and Constantin Baraschi. Recently
restored in something of a botch job, some of the
stonework has been de-coloured and the Arc now has
a most unsatisfactory two-tone appearance. What's
more, there is still no way to get to it without risking
your life crossing one of the busiest roundabouts in
the city. QF‑5, Piata Arcul de Triumf, MAviatorilor.
NEW ST. JOHN’S CHURCH (BISERICA SFANTUL
IOAN NOU) Entirely hidden by blocks, few visitors to
- or even residents of - Bucharest are even aware of this
church’s existence. It is in fact right in the centre of the city,
opposite Unirea Shopping Centre, behind the Raifeissen
bank on the corner of B-dul Corneliu Coposu and B-dul I.
C. Bratianu. Founded in 1774 the small church boasts two
exterior frescoes as well as a richly ornamental interior. One
of the church’s wooden icons dates from 1711 and was formerly housed in the Sarindar Church (situated where the
Cercul Militar is today).QK‑15, Piata Unirii, MPiata Unirii.
RADU VODĂ MONASTERY (MĂNĂSTIREA RADU
VODĂ) The church of the former Radu Vodă Monastery
stands on a hill on the banks of the Dâmboviţa, though the
construction of the Civic Centre hid it from the river and
from general view. There was originally a wooden church
on this site, built during the reign of Mihnea the Bad,
around 1508. The monastery was added in 1570, and was
dedicated to the Holy Trinity. The present church - which
resembles the Curtea de Argeş outside Piteşti - dates from
1613-4, though it was extensively rebuilt during the 19th
century, when the frescoes (all the work of peerless painter
Gheorghe Tattarescu) were added.QL‑17, Str. Radu Vodă
24A, MPiata Unirii.
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SCHITUL DARVARI (DARVARI HERMITAGE)
The walled Schitul Darvari - with its lovely grounds - is a
gorgeous oasis of peace and quiet in busy central Bucharest. Founded in 1834 by Mihai Darvari and his wife Elena
- who purchased the site from the Biserica Icoanei - it
was originally a private church for the Darvari family and
their close acquaintances. Renovated extensively in 1894
and again from 1933-4, a community of monks lived here
continuously from 1835 to 1959, when they were forced to
move to Cernica Monastery by Romania’s communist authorities. Made a national monument in 1992 the church
is richly decorated both inside and out.QL‑11, Str. Schitul
Darvari 3, www.schituldarvari.ro. Open 07:30 - 19:30.
STAVROPOLEOS CHURCH (BISERICA STAVROPOLEOS) This church and monastery - perhaps the
most strikingly beautiful in Bucharest - was built in 1724
at the insistence of a Greek monk, Ioanikie Stratonikeas. It
is characterized by its beautiful stone and wood carvings,
of which the finest are on the main doors. The courtyard
outside (beautiful on a sunny afternoon) has a curious collection of tombstones dating from the 18th century, and
you might often see skilled craftsmen working on restoring them.QJ‑14, Str. Stavropoleos 4, MUniversitate, tel.
(+40) 21 313 47 47, www.stavropoleos.ro. J
ST. NICHOLAS STUDENTS’ CHURCH (SFÂNTUL
NICOLAE BISERICA STUDENŢILOR) Built in 1905-09
with a 600,000 gold rouble donation from Tsar Nicholas II,
this church is topped with seven typically Russian onion
domes and crowned with an orthodox cross. The wooden,
gold-gilded iconostasis (catapeteasmă) is allegedly a copy
of the altar in Arhangelsk Cathedral, in Moscow’s Kremlin.
The church is currently covered in scaffolding while restoration work on the exterior is carried out. It remains open,
however.QK‑14, Str. I. Ghica 9, MUniversitate. J
ZLATARI CHURCH (BISERICA ZLATARI)
The Zlatari Church (Biserica Zlatari) was built in the 19th
century on the site of an earlier church, and is best known
for its interior frescoes by Gheorghe Tatarescu. They were
painted from 1853-6. Frescoes also decorate the door.
QJ‑14, Calea Victoriei 12, MUniversitate. J
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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MUSEUMS
Bucharest has a good selection of museums, which are
cheap and often fascinating if sometimes a little dated.
As well as those listed here, do not forget the National Art
Museum and the Village Museum, which we list under
Essential Bucharest.
ART COLLECTION MUSEUM (MUZEUL COLECTIILOR DE ARTĂ) Firstly, a few words about the building.
The Casa Romanit was constructed in 1822 as a private
residence, before being bought by the state in 1883 to
serve as the country’s supreme court. After the communist
takeover in the 1940s it was used as a dumping ground for
the collections of wealthy Romanians not allowed to retain
their art by the regime. There are some fantastic works on
show, including paintings by all of Romania’s greatest artists, from Nicolae Grigorescu to Theodor Pallady. In terms
of artistic importance the collections here are second only
to those at the National Museum of Art.QH‑10, Calea
Victoriei 111, tel. (+4) 021 212 96 41, www.mnar.arts.
ro. Open 11:00-19:00, Closed Thu, Fri. Admission 15 lei,
students/children 5 lei.
COTROCENI MUSEUM Constructed from 1888-93 at
the behest of Romania’s first king, Carol I, Cotroceni Palace
has since 1991 been the official residence of the Romanian
President. Built on the site of a former monastery (the foundations and cellars of which remain, and form part of the
tour of the palace), the palace was designed by a French
team of architects, led by Paul Gottereau. The design would
form something of a blueprint for Romanian domestic architecture for years to come. It served as the Bucharest residence of the Romanian royal family until 1939. During the
communist period it was used as a guest house for visiting
heads of state. The part that serves today as the president’s
office, and official home, however, was added after the
great Bucharest earthquake of 1977, and bears the stamp of
local architect Nicolae Vladescu. Part of the palace is open
to the public, and can be visited on a tour. You will see a
number of function rooms, many of which were decorated
to the whims of Marie, the English wife of Carol’s heir, his
nephew Crown Prince Ferdinand. You will also be able to
view her astonishing art collection. During the construction
of the new wing in the 1980s, ruins of the original monastery church were discovered, including part of the original
interior frescoes. The church has been partially rebuilt and
can be visited without joining the full palace tour.QC‑14,
B-dul Geniului 1, MPolitehnica, tel. (+4) 021 317 31 07,
www.muzeulcotroceni.ro. Open 09:30 - 17:30. Closed
Mon. Admission 40 lei, students and children 30 lei (Ro‑
manians pay less). Admission includes entrance and the
compulsory guided tour (available in Romanian, French
and English) which must be booked at least two days in
advance. Last tour begins at 16:30.

@bucharestlife
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FILIPESCU-CESIANU HOUSE (CASA FILIPESCUCESIANU) A former aristocratic residence, first built from
1846-50 but remodelled in 1892, this Belle Époque style
building is located on Calea Victoriei, one of Bucharest’s
most historic thoroughfares. The Museum of Ages exhibition it houses is designed as a historical presentation of
family, childhood and private lives in Bucharest over the
past 300 years. The large garden and the Lapidarium
host regular cultural events and temporary exhibitions.
QH‑9, Calea Victoriei 151, MPiata Victoriei, www.
muzeulbucurestiului.ro. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed
Mon, Tue. Ticket office closes at 17:30. Adults 5 lei, chil‑
dren, students, pensioners 2 lei. Photography fee 15 lei.
GEORGE ENESCU MUSEUM (MUZEUL NATIONAL GEORGE ENESCU) Mistakenly believed to be the
great Romanian composer George Enescu’s former home,
this outstanding Secession house was in fact built for
landowner George Cantacuzino in 1905, and many older

SIGHTSEEING TOURS
MR. TRIPP Offers a number of terrific tours, not the
least of which is the excellent value four-hour tour of
Mogosoaia and Snagov for €49, which includes the
tomb of Vlad Tepes (Dracula). There is also a full-day
trip to Dracula’s Castle (Bran; €79) which also includes
Peles Castle and Brasov. They will even pick you up
from, and drop you off back at, your hotel for free. The
price includes all entrance fees and a guide.QJ‑13, Ca‑
lea Victoriei 68-70, tel. (+4) 0745 75 27 53/(+4) 021
211 33 66, www.mrtripp.tours. Open 10:00 - 20:00,
Sun 10:00 - 17:00.
TRANSVISION TransVision runs a number of tours,
including a Dracula Tour which takes in Peles Castle,
Rasnov Citadel and Dracula (Bran) Castle in Transylvania. The price is €65/person. Another option is a twoday tour of Transylvania, also including Sibiu, Sighisoara and Brasov. The price is €159/person and includes
a night at a three-star hotel with breakfast. QTel. (+4)
0755 05 26 21, www.transvision.ro.
TRAVELMAKER TravelMaker is an inbound tour operator with its headquarters in Bucharest’s Old Town.
The agency offers a wide range of small group tours of
Bucharest and its surroundings. Join the original Two
Castles in One Day Tour to Peles & Bran castles and Brasov medieval city, discover the truth behind the legend
during the Real Dracula Tour, travel to the north of Bulgaria for one day or explore the legendary land of Transylvania during the shared two day Transylvania Break
Tour. At the TravelMaker Info Point in the Old Town you
can find out more tips about what to see in Bucharest
and how to enjoy your time in Romania.QJ‑14, Str. Lip‑
scani 77 (2nd floor), tel. (+4) 0735 52 57 10, fax (+4)
031 432 62 20, www.travelmakertours.com. Open
09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
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Filipescu-Cesianu House

Bucharest residents still refer to it as the Cantacuzino Palace. It became state property in 1955, the year of Enescu’s
death, and a year later opened as a museum dedicated
to his life and work. You will find rooms full of the usual
memorabilia and artefacts from the eventful life of Romania’s most famous composer, as well as a full telling of the
story of Romanian music in general.QH‑10, Calea Victo‑
riei 141, MPiata Victoriei, tel. (+4) 021 318 14 50, www.
georgeenescu.ro. Open 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon.
Admission 6 lei, pensioners 3 lei, children 1.50 lei. Free
entry on the 26th of each month.
GEORGE SEVEREANU MUSEUM
(MUZEUL GEORGE SEVEREANU) Housed in the
elegant 19th century former residence of doctor George
Severeanu,this museum holds a coin collection numbering around 9,000 pieces. Fond of ancient culture,
Severeanu also collected Greek pottery, Roman glassware
and different bronze and marble artefacts, objects which
are currently exhibited in the museum or featured in different temporary exhibitions.QI‑10, Str. Henri Coanda
26, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4) 021 212 96 48, www.
muzeulbucurestiului.ro. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed
Mon. Ticket office closes at 17:30. Adults 5 lei, children,
students, pensioners 2 lei. Photography fee 15 lei.
GRIGORE ANTIPA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY (MUZEUL DE ISTORIE NATURALĂ GRIGORE ANTIPA) One of Romania’s best museums, and
one of the best natural history museums in Europe, which
recently benefited from a three year, €14 million refit.
Packed with terrific exhibits (including the obligatory dinosaur skeletons) which will keep kids of all ages and their
parents occupied for the best part of the day, there are
all sorts of hands-on, interactive displays, as well as films,
artificial caves and a thorough guide to the incredible
amount of animal and plant life native to Romania.QH‑9,
Şos. Kiseleff 1, MPiata Victoriei, tel. (+4) 021 312 88 26,
www.antipa.ro. Open 10:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon. Ad‑
mission 20 lei, pensioners 10 lei, children/students 5 lei.
Last admission 19:00.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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LIGIA AND POMPILIU MACOVEI ART COLLECTION (COLECȚIA DE ARTĂ LIGIA ȘI POMPILIU
MACOVEI)
The art collection of the Macovei Family, comprised of
paintings by important Romanian artists, such as Pallady,
Maxy and Ţuculescu offer, along with a glassware collection and different artifacts from all over the world, a
surprising cultural journey. Ligia Macovei’s own works of
painting, graphics and book illustration are also part of the
exhibition.QJ‑17, Str. 11 lunie 36-38, tel. (+4) 021 336 06
60, https://www.muzeulbucurestiului.ro. Open 10:00 18:00. Closed Mon. Ticket office closes at 17:30. Adults
5 lei, children, students, pensioners 2 lei. Photography
fee 15 lei.
MUSEUM OF BUCHAREST (SUTU PALACE)
The Museum of Bucharest is based in the sublimely elegant, Neo-Gothic Şuţu Palace, built from 1833-4 for the
wealthy aristocrat Costache Şuţu: you will notice as you
walk in that the main staircase is particularly opulent. The
palace has served as the Museum of Bucharest since 1956
and having been given a reboot recently it is has never
been in better shape. The current main exhibition is a history of Bucharest in reverse (which fittingly begins with a
unique, backwards clock, made in Paris especially for the
building’s original owners) and features a vast collection of
items key to the city’s history. Testimonies from the communist period, as well as the first document mentioning
Bucharest (signed by Vlad the Impaler himself) and the
mysterious Goddess of Vidra can also be seen. Well worth
your time.QK‑14, B-dul I. C. Bratianu 2, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 021 315 68 58, www.muzeulbucurestiului.ro.
Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon. J
NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM (MUZEUL NATIONAL DE ISTORIE)
The beautiful, monumental and simply superb Neo-Classical building that houses Romania’s National History Museum was constructed from 1894-1900 to the designs of
local architect Alexandru Săvulescu. It originally served as
the headquarters of Poşta Romană, the Romanian postal
service. When the post office moved away in 1970, the History Museum moved in. The museum is home to some of
Romania’s greatest posessions. Down in the lapidarium is
a full-scale replica of Trajan’s Column, while the Romanian
Treasury includes jewellery from the time of the GetoDacians, as well as the current Romanian Crown Jewels,
including the king’s crown and an amazing selection of
emeralds made for Queen Marie, wife of Romanian King
Ferdinand and the granddaughter of Queen Victoria. The
bizarre statue on the museum’s steps - which appeared
during May 2012 - allegedly represents the emperor Trajan
holding a wolf. It has not unsurprisingly been the subject
of much ridicule, and is a popular object for both locals
and visitors to have their photo taken with. Ironically, of
course.QJ‑15, Calea Victoriei 12, MUniversitate, tel.
(+4) 021 315 82 07,, www.mnir.ro. Open 09:00 - 17:00.
Closed Mon, Tue. Admission 25 lei, pensioners 15 lei,
students and children 7 lei. J
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

BUCHAREST: THE EARLY YEARS
Bucharest is a relatively new city: no mention of it is
made until 1459, as one of the residences of Vlad III (the
Impaler), ruler of Wallachia. The exact origins of the city
are therefore unknown. Folklore has it that a shepherd,
Bucur, founded the city, but a more likely candidate is
Radu Voda (also known as Radu Negru), ruler of Wallachia from c. 1290 - 1300.
It was under Vlad the Impaler that the city grew to any
real size, when it became the preferred site of the Wallachian court. This was based in what is today known
as the Old Town, around the Curtea Veche. The city was
sacked for the first time in 1476 by the Moldavian ruler
Stephen the Great (Stefan cel Mare), and again by the
Turks in 1554.
During Mihai Bravu’s uprising against the Turks in 1594,
Bucharest was all but destroyed in heavy fighting.
It was not until the reign of Wallachian prince Matei
Basarab in the 1640s that the city fully recovered, and
the princely court rebuilt. Sacked again in 1655 (by the
Transylvanians) Bucharest suffered plague and famine
for much of the rest of the 1600s.
It was the accession to the Wallachian throne of Constantin Brancoveanu in 1688 which changed Bucharest’s fortunes. Brancoveanu negotiated alliances with
the Hapsburgs and Russians - keeping the Turks at bay
- while overseeing a cultural renaissance at home.
The Turks finally got the better of Brancoveanu in 1714:
ordered to Constantinople to account for himself he
was beheaded by Sultan Ahmed III. No longer trusting local Wallachian princes to serve their interests, the
Turks instead appointed a long line of Greek administrators to rule the principality. Known as the Phanariots
(they came from the Greek district of Constantinople,
Phanar) they would rule over Bucharest until 1821.
During this time the city grew in size and importance,
despite regular disasters: there were major earthquakes
in 1802, 1804 and 1812, while plague returned in 1813,
during which as many as 40,000 people died.
In January 1859, at the Hotel Concordia on Strada
Smardan, Wallachia’s nascent parliament elected Alexandru Ioan Cuza as the principality’s new ruler. Given
that the Moldavian parliament had elected the same
man to be their leader a few days before, the vote at
the Concordia in effect created the first state of Romania. Bucharest grew - and flourished - during the reign
of Carol I (1866 - 1914), Romania’s first king. Electricity
was introduced in 1882, and the city hosted a grand
exhibition, Romania in the World, in 1906. The Carol Park
in southern Bucharest (see page 34) was built to host
the fair.
June - July 2017
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NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
(MNAC; MUZEUL NATIONAL DE ARTA CONTEMPORANA) Making excellent use of the wide open spaces
of the Parliament Palace, this vast gallery displays the work
of Romania’s finest contemporary artists. There are also
works on display by international artists, and regular topical exhibitions. We think it’s one of the highlights of the
city’s cultural scene and one of few museums in Bucharest which is genuinely essential. Plus, a visit here has the
added bonus of getting you into the Casa Poporului without taking the guided tour.QH‑15, Calea 13 Septembrie
1 (Palatul Parlamentului), MIzvor, tel. (+4) 021 318 91
37, www.mnac.ro. Open 12:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon, Tue.
Admission 10 lei, children 2.50 lei.
NATIONAL TECHNICAL MUSEUM (MUZEUL
TEHNIC DIMITRIE LEONIDA) Often unfairly derided
as an outdated (if amusingly so) museum of technology, it
should be remembered that the machines, turbines, inventions and gadgets on display here are not meant to be cutting edge. At least not in this day and age. They were all,
however, cutting edge when they first appeared, with some
of the older steam engines dating back to the beginning of
the 19th century. The museum is housed in something of a
cherished relic itself: the last remaining pavilion (of many)
built to host the 1906 Romania Fair, a showcase of everything great in and about Romania at the time.QJ‑18, Str.
Gen. Candiano Popescu 2, tel. (+4) 021 336 93 90, www.
mnt-leonida.ro. Open 10:30-18:00. Closed Mon, Tue. Ad‑
mission 6 lei, pensioners, students, children 3 lei.
NICOLAE MINOVICI MUSEUM (MUZEUL NICOLAE MINOVICI) Doctor Nicolae Minovici’s Villa with
Bells - modelled on an Oltenian cula - was purpose built
in 1906to serve as the first ethnography museum in Romania. Following a process of restoration, the authentic
Neo-Romanian style house was re-opened in 2016 to
host the Minovici Brothers: On Pioneering Medicine and
the Spiritual Universe exhibition. Minovici, who founded
both the first public ambulance service in Bucharest and
the city’s first emergency hospital, donated the ethnographic exhibits himself. Highlights include ceramics,
pottery and traditional costumes. The villa itself is not to
be overlooked: a wonderful building that is a joy to stroll
through. To get there, walk north-east from Piaţa Presei
Libere or take bus No. 131, 182, 282, 301, 330, 331, 335 to
the Mioriţa Fountain.QStr. Dr. Minovici 3, tel. (+4) 021
222 48 66, www.muzeulbucurestiului.ro. Open 10:00
- 18:00. Closed Mon, Tue. Ticket office closes at 17:30.
Adults 5 lei, children, students, pensioners 2 lei. Pho‑
tography fee 15 lei.
STORCK MUSEUM (MUZEUL DE ARTĂ FREDERIC STORCK ŞI CECILIA CUŢESCU-STORCK) In
a delightful, richly decorated house with a lovely garden
(designed by French architect Andre Clavel), a short walk
from Piaţa Victoriei, is this eclectic and quite superb museum dedicated to the work of the multi-talented Storck
family, an important family of artists who have left an im30 Bucharest In Your Pocket
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portant influence on Romanian art. There are hundreds of
examples of the family’s work here, comprised of sculptures, watercolour and gouache paintings, pastel, India
ink and charcoal drawings. The collection was donated
to the state by Cecilia Cuțescu Storck (perhaps the most
talented of the family) and her daughters Gabriela Florica
Storck and Cecilia Frederica Storck Botez in 1951.QJ‑9,
Str. Vasile Alecsandri 16, tel. (+4) 021 317 38 89, www.
muzeulbucurestiului.ro. Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed
Mon, Tue. Ticket office closes at 17:30. Adults 5 lei, chil‑
dren, students, pensioners 2 lei. Photography fee 15 lei.
THEODOR PALLADY MUSEUM (CASA MELIK,
MUZEUL THEODOR PALLADY) Theodor Pallady
(1871 - 1953) was an early Cubist artist widely regarded as
Romania’s most influential 20th century painter. Schooled
in Dresden and Paris, Pallady was influenced by the Symbolist environment of the late 19th century, and his paintings before 1916 contain Symbolist motifs, sometimes
with echoes of Moreau and Puvis de Chavannes. Alas the
small museum that today bears his name has only six of
his paintings, a couple of his sketches and assorted other
art. The museum’s saving grace is the house in which it is
hosted: the oldest in Bucharest. Originally called the Casa
Melik, it was built around 1750 by the rich Armenian Hagi
Kevork Nazaretoglu. Walk over the enchantingly creaky
wooden floors and admire the decorated tavane (ceilings).
QM‑12, Str. Spătarului 22, tel. (+4) 021 211 49 79, www.
mnar.arts.ro. Open 11:00-19:00. Closed Mon, Tue. Ad‑
mission 10 lei, students and children 2.50 lei.

HISTORICAL BUILDINGS
ATHENEUM (ATENEUL ROMÂN) Possibly the finest
building in the city, the Romanian Atheneum, with its sublime baroque cupola, stands proudly at the flux of the city’s
busiest public square, competing with the Athenee Palace
Hilton hotel, the Royal Palace and the old national library
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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for attention. The work of French architect Albert Galleron,
who also designed the National Bank of Romania, the
building was inaugurated on February 26, 1888, and was
built almost entirely with money donated by ordinary citizens of the capital, when a campaign called ‘Give a penny
for the Atheneum’ (Dati un leu pentru Ateneu) rescued the
project from folly after the original patrons ran out of funds.
Today the seat of the Romanian Philarmonic George Enescu, the auditorium can seat 800 spectators comfortably,
and is renowned worldwide for its outstanding acoustics.
QJ‑12, Str. Benjamin Franklin 1-3, tel. (+4) 021 315 25
67/(+4) 021 315 87 98, www.fge.org.ro. Box office open
12:00 - 19:00, Sat, Sun 16:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon.
FREE PRESS HOUSE (CASA PRESEI LIBERE; CASA
SCÂNTEII) An impressive edifice standing somewhat
menacingly at the entrance to the capital, Casa Scanteii
(as it is still universally known) was designed by architect
Horia Maicu and completed in 1956, one year after the
strikingly similar (though much taller) Palace of Science
and Culture in Warsaw, Poland (both buildings were
based on the Lomonosov Moscow State University). Originally built to house the editorial offices of almost all of the
capital’s newspapers and magazines (it was far easier for
the censor if they were all in one place), it today carries
out pretty much the same function - publishers can rent
office space here at a discount - although the dwindling
number of print publications in Romania means that a fair
amount of the building is empty. The impressive archive
of Rompres, the state press and photo agency, is housed
here. The ghastly steel structure in front of the building
(where once a statue of Lenin stood) is called Aripi (Wings)
and is a monument to all those Romanians who fought
against the installation of communism in the late 1940s,
and died (often in appalling conditions) in communist-era
prisons.QE‑1, Piata Presei Libere 1.
JUSTICE PALACE (PALATUL JUSTITIEI; TRIBUNALUL CAPITALEI) Romania’s supreme court, host
to any number of libel trials involving our good selves, is
housed in a monumental but rather run down building on
the banks of the Dambovita. Dating from 1890, the Palace of Justice was designed by Romanian architect Adrian
Ballu in the style of the French renaissance. The recently
renovated and impressive facade is almost 100 metres
long.QJ‑15, Splailul Independentei 5, MPiata Unirii.
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

Summer is a great time to visit Bucharest with kids, and
there is plenty to keep children of all ages entertained.
The outdoor Village Museum is as good a place as
any to start: its many houses, windmills and wooden
churches will fascinate young minds, while there are
often activities at weekends for children who want a
more hands-on experience. The excellent confectionery stall at the entrance, selling home-made sweets
and cakes, will also be a hit. Of the city’s other museums, the Grigore Antipa Natural History and Techni‑
cal are probably the most suited to children.
Bucharest is blessed with a number of very good
parks, and all of them have lots to offer. There are playgrounds in all of them, pleasure boat rides on the lake
in Herastrau, rowing boats in both Herastrau and Cis‑
migiu. Perhaps the park most suited to children however is Tineretului in the south of the city, for on the
far side of the park (take the metro to Constantin Brancoveanu) is Oraselul Copiilor - a large funfair whose
attractions include a big wheel and some very scary
rides strictly for the brave. You can hire bikes at one
of three I’Velo rental centres located at the entrance
to Herastrau and Tineretului parks. Bikes cost 5 lei per
hour, or 15 lei for a full day. The under-16s and over65s can hire bikes for free (but for a maximum of two
hours). You will need ID.
If the kids want to get even more active there are
also a couple of adventure parks to head for. The one we
recommend is Edenland in Balotesti, north of the city.
There is also a smaller adventure park in Herastrau.
Bucharest has a fantastic year-round water park:
Therme (see p.33). It is located to the north of the city,
although there is a free shuttle bus to and from the city
centre. There are pools open to the public at most of the
five-star hotels, including one on the top floor of the In‑
terContinental.
Most restaurants in Bucharest are child-friendly,
even more so now that the smoking ban has made
them all accessible to parents who would rather not
have their children eat while smokers breathe fumes all
over them.
EDENLAND
Edenland offers a range of adventure trails for kids (and
adults) of all ages, as well as paintball, archery, horseriding and other outdoor activities. You will need your
own transport to get here: a taxi will be happy to take
you, but it can be tricky finding one to bring you back
again. Still, there are even family-sized tree houses for
hire (390 lei per night) if you want to sleep here.QStr.
Cantonului, Balotesti, tel. (+4) 0733 36 52 63, www.
edenland.ro. Open 10:00 - 21:00. Adults 50 lei (for
three hours), children (aged 11-18) 40 lei, children
(aged 4-10) 30 lei. BIke hire 30 lei for one hour.
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SWIMMING POOLS & SPAS
Besides the pools listed here Club Player (see page 64)
also has a large pool open to the public during the day.
HILTON HEALTH CLUB Indoor pool, sauna, steam
room, massage, weight and fitness room, and a host
of other wellness facilities at the rear of the Athenee
Palace Hilton.QJ-12, Str. Episcopiei 1-3 (Athenee
Palace Hilton), tel. (+4) 021 303 37 77. Open 06:00
- 22:00. Adult day tickets 120 lei, or 75 lei off-peak
(until 17:00).
INTERCONTINENTAL
The highest swimming pool in Romania. There is a
sun-terrace from which the views are great, a gym and
steam room, and you don’t even need to be a guest
of the hotel: day tickets are available.QK-13, B-dul
Nicolae Balcescu 4, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 021 310
20 20. Open 06:00 - 22:00. Adults 60 lei (100 lei Sat,
Sun); Children (under 16) 30 lei (50 lei Sat, Sun).
PISCINA FLOREASCA
Given that this outdoor pool and sun terrace is in one
of the poshest areas of the city, prices (during the week
at least) are good. There is a restaurant on site too serving good food, including burgers from the same people who run Burgerz. You will need to reserve a sun
lounger most weekends.QK‑5, B-dul Mircea Eliade
16, tel. (+4) 0755 08 59 67, www.piscinafloreasca.ro.
Open 10:00 - 19:30. Adults 30 lei Mon-Fri, 60 lei Sat,
Sun. Children (3-12) 20 lei Mon-Fri, 35 lei Sat, Sun.
THERME BUCURESTI
Bucharest has one of the best water parks in Europe.
There are three separate areas here: one a recently extended conventional water park with slides and wave
machines; one with large heated pools and jacuzzis
for relaxation; one for saunas and such like. This summer, Therme boasts the added attraction of hosting
Europe's largest urban beach, featuring 30.000 sq m of
soft sand, a 720 sq m tropical pool and 1500 loungers
by the pool.QComuna Balotesti, tel. (+40) 21 529
71 97, www.therme.ro. Open 09:30 - 23:30, Fri, Sat,
Sun 08:00 - 01:00. For the water park (Galaxy Zone):
Adults 66 lei (full day), 45 lei (three hours). Children
(up to age 16) 50 lei (full day), 29 lei (three hours).
The other zones (which are closed to under-16s)
cost extra. An adult full day ticket for the whole
complex costs 96 lei. Reductions are available for
families with kids.You can get there by car or with
the shuttle bus to and from Piata Romana (J-10).
The timetable is online at: en.therme.ro.
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

NATIONAL BANK OF ROMANIA
(BANCA NATIONALA A ROMANIEI)
The National Bank (BNR) stands on the site of one of the
most famous buildings in Romania: the Hanul Serban
Voda, which from 1678 until 1883 was the home of various
things, from a pub, to an inn to a dormitory for a nearby
girl’s school. After two fires gutted the building however,
the land was levelled and in 1883 work began on the BNR,
completed to the designs of French architects Cassien
Bernard and Albert Galleron in 1885. The building boasts a
facade with Corinthian columns, and an enormous central
banking hall.QK‑14, Str. Lipscani 25, MUniversitate. J
NATIONAL SAVINGS BANK
(CEC; PALATUL CASEI DE ECONOMII SI
CONSEMNAŢIUNI)
The home of the National Savings Bank (Casa de Economii
si Consemnaţiuni; CEC) is one of the most fabulous NeoClassical facades in the city: the enormous arch that
houses the entrance, with its mighty Corinthian columns,
is a highlight of any architectural tour of Bucharest. Built
during the last decade of the 19th-century, to the designs
of French architect Paul Gottereau, the building is no less
impressive on the inside, not least the huge entrance hall
with its sensational glass roof, and dome that nods towards the style of later Byzantine cathedrals.QJ‑15, Calea
Victoriei 13. J

PARKS & GARDENS
Bucharest is blessed with some fantastic parks. Indeed,
so much has been invested in them in recent years
(especially in playgrounds for kids) that they are quickly
becoming one of the city’s biggest attractions.
BOTANICAL GARDENS (GRĂDINA BOTANICĂ)
Bucharest’s Botanical Gardens were founded in 1860 with
the significant financial backing of Prince Alexandru Ioan
Cuza, at the time the leader of the nascent Romanian
state. They were originally sited in the grounds of Cotroceni Monastery, moving to their present location in 1884.
The garden, administratively part of Bucharest University’s Botanical Institute, today extends over more than 17
hectares, and hosts more than 10,000 species of plants.
Of particular note are the exotic flowers (more than 1000
are on display) and the bizarre Symphytum ottomanum,
a plant which can appear to vanish without trace only to
reappear up to 50 metres away. Many locals like to take
advantage of the bargain entrance fee and use the exterior
of the gardens as a park, and thus the place can often be
far more full with courting couples than with lovers of floral delights.QC‑13, Sos. Cotroceni 32, MPolitehnica, tel.
(+4) 021 410 91 39, www.gradina-botanica.ro. Gardens
Open 08:00-20:00. Botanical Museum Open 10:0015:00, 09:00-13:00, Sat, Sun, Closed Fri. Greenhouses
Open 10:00-13:00, Closed Mon, Wed, Fri. Admission to
the gardens 5 lei, students and children 2 lei. Admis‑
sion to the museum and greenhouses costs extra, 2 lei
adults, 1 leu children.
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CAROL PARK (PARCUL CAROL I/PARCUL
LIBERTĂŢII) This large park was created for the Romania in the World exhibition which was held here in 1906.
(The Technical Museum, to the left of the main entrance,
is housed in one of the original exhibition pavilions). Designed by the French landscape artist Eduard Redont,
the park is today dominated by the massive Monument
to the Heroes of the Struggle for Freedom and Socialism, built in 1963 and which until 1990 was a mausoleum
which housed the remains of communist leaders Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej and Petre Groza (it is today the site of
the tomb of Romania’s Unknown Soldier). The park offers
some pleasant walks along tree-lined paths, playgrounds
and terraces, and a good view of central Bucharest from
the monument. The open-air Arenele Romane in the west
of the park, next to the observatory of the Astronomic
Institute of the Romanian Academy is a popular if rather
rundown venue for concerts. Close by is the gorgeous
Cutitul de Argint Church, built in 1796 and famous for its
many exterior icons.QJ‑19, Calea Serban Vodă, MEroii
Revolutiei.
CISMIGIU GARDENS (GRĂDINA CISMIGIU)
The most central of the city’s public gardens, Cismigiu
is a haven of lawns, trees, flowers and lakes. Often mistakenly referred to as a park, Cismigiu is actually a large
garden, first designed and laid out in 1845 by the German
landscape architect Carl Meyer, but not completed until
1860. More than 30,000 trees and plants were brought in
from the Romanian mountains, while exotic plants were
fetched from the botanical gardens in Vienna. Highlights
of the 17-hectare garden include the Roman Garden, laid
out in the style of ancient Rome, and including busts of
Romania’s most famous writers, the lake, which can be
explored by rowing boat in summer or skated upon during the winter, and Ion Jalea’s French Memorial in Carrara
marble, which commemorates those French troops killed
34 Bucharest In Your Pocket

on Romanian territory during World War I. The park has a
couple of cafes, refreshment kiosks and - in summer - terraces, as well as some good, large children’s playgrounds.
It can get very busy in good weather, but it is a lovely
place to spend time.QI‑13, Between B-dul Regina Elisa‑
beta, Calea Victoriei, Str. Stirbei Vodă and B-dul Schitu
Măgureanu, MUniversitate.
HERĂSTRĂU PARK Anyone who still thinks that Bucharest is a city of concrete and cement has clearly never been
to the city’s lung, the incomparable Herastrau Park. Quite
simply, this glorious park, spread over 187 hectares around
Herastrau lake is one of the jewels in Bucharest’s crown,
which might explain why half of the city chooses to spend
its summer Sunday afternoons here. Fear not though, for
so big is Herastrau that it never gives the impression of
being crowded, and even on the busiest of days you will
always be able to find a quiet, shady corner somewhere. If
you look hard enough. Herastrau was laid out from 193036 on what had until then been mainly marshland around
the (natural) lake. The Village Museum - which occupies a
large part of Herastrau and which is one of its most popular attractions was created at the same time. As early as the
late 19th century, however, parts of the lakeshore served
as a promenade for Bucharest’s wealthy, and the area
surrounding the lake had long since become the most
fashionable in the city. Indeed, the residence of Romania’s
royal family, the Elisabeta Palace, is found inside Herastrau
(although it is closed to the public).
When first opened the park carried the name of its
patron, King Carol II. For a short time in the aftermath of
the second world war and the declaration of the People’s
republic of Romania in 1948 it was unfortunate to have the
name Parcul I.V. Stalin. The name Herastrau has been in
general use since the early 1960s.
There is a ton to do in Herastrau, far more than most
people - including locals - realise. The park has two main
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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entrances, although by far the most elegant is that which
borders Piata Charles de Gaulle. It is also conveniently
located close to Aviatorilor metro station. The other entrance, at the far end of Soseaua Kisellef, opposite Casa
Scanteii, is better for those coming by car as there is some
(but not a lot) of parking available.
The first thing you will see when entering the park
from Piata Charles de Gaulle is a tall, bronze, rather bizarre
statue of de Gaulle himself. Unveiled in 2006 the statue is
the work of local artist Mircea Corneliu Spataru, and was
commissioned by the Ministry of Culture to commemorate
Bucharest’s hosting that year of the Francophonie conference. Between 1952 and 1961 a statue of Stalin stood on
the same spot.
Charles de Gaulle is not the only historic figure honoured in this part of the park with a statue or bust, however. In fact, the alleyways and paths which fan out from
the entrance are all dotted with famous people, from
Romanian revolutionary Nicolae Balcescu to Bengali literature’s most important figure, Rabindranath Tagore. Look
out also for local artists Nicolae Grigorescu, Constantin
Brancusi and Theodor Aman, as well as writers George
Cosbuc, Alexandru Vlahuta and Romania’s national poet,
Mihai Eminescu. Other foreigners honoured with statues
include William Shakespeare, Ady Endre, Sandor Petofi and
Victor Hugo. There is even a statue of Prince Charming (Fat
Frumos). We have long suggested that the park should
publish a map of all its statues so that visitors can tick off
those they see as they go around. Oh, and there’s a memorial to Michael Jackson too. Yes, really.
There is an adventure park in Herastrau, open 10:0020:00, featuring four trails of varying difficulty, none of
which are particularly challenging. One is reserved for kids
aged between four and seven the others are for children
aged eight and above. Two hour tickets (long enough to
complete all the trails) cost 35 lei for children.
There are boat trips on the lake during summer, as
well as a shuttle that links one side to the other. Boat trips
depart from the jetty (debarcader) behind the Hard Rock
Cafe. To get there from the main entrance you need to
cross what is known as the Insula Trandafirilor (Island of
the Roses). At the right time of year the paths are quite literally lined with roses and it’s one of the most gorgeous
sights in Bucharest. Look out too for the exotic birds kept
on the island. Cyclists and joggers should note that the
path which circumnavigates the lake is just under 6km
in length. Swimming in the lake is strictly forbidden, although you will often see local kids taking a dip. You can
rent bikes from I’Velo, close to the entrance. Rental costs 5
lei per hour, or 20 lei for a full day. Under-16s and over-65s
can rent bikes for free, but for a maximum of two hours.
There is also a small adventure park suitable for kids.
There are plenty of places to eat and drink in the park.
On the western side of the lake the best place to go is
the Hard Rock Cafe, while in the other side (on Soseaua
Nordului) there is a whole string of excellent, of upmarket
and rather expensive restaurants: QH‑5, Sos. Kiseleff 32,
MAviatorilor.
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

TINERETULUI PARK (PARCUL COPIILOR, PARCUL
VACARESTI) A large, mostly lovely park featuring some
of the best playgrounds in the city. Divided into two parts,
the main section (closest to Tineretului metro) offers a few
rides for kids, trampolines and dodgems, as well as playgrounds and plenty of tree-lined avenues great for strolling. During the summer you can rent bikes from I’Velo,
close to the entrance. Rental costs 5 lei per hour, or 20 lei
for a full day. Under-16s and over-65s can rent bikes for
free, but for a maximum of two hours. In the middle of the
park is the Sala Polivalenta – a popular venue for concerts,
exhibitions and big indoor sporting events - set above a
large artificial lake on the shore of which is a great terrace,
Cafeneaua Actorilor de Vara, which serves some of the
best mici in the city. Up by Sala Polivalenta you will also
find the entrance to Oraselul Copiilor, a large funfair complete with big wheel and other rides, some of which are
really rather scary and for over-18s only. Most of the rides
cost 5 or 10 lei. It was recently renovated and is a good
choice for families with kids.
The best part of Tineretului however is probably the
southern side, known as Parcul Vacaresti or Parcul Copiilor, on the corner of B-dul Tineretului and Calea Vacaresti.
Vast amounts of money have been spent on this part of
the park, and as such you will find the best and biggest
children’s playgrounds in the city here. There is also an old
steam engine for kids to clamber on, inflatables, a go-kart
track, tennis courts, football pitches, volleyball and basketball courts.QL‑19, B-dul Tineretului, MTineretului,
Constantin Brancoveanu.
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Jewish Bucharest
BUCHAREST JEWISH TOURS
Professional tour of Jewish Bucharest, including the Holocaust Memorial, the Great Synagogue and the Holocaust Museum, the Bucharest Jewish History Museum,
the Choral Temple, the Yeshua Tova Synagogue, streets
which were representative of the Jewish quarter, an
abandoned synagogue, the Bucharest Jewish Theatre, a
Kosher restaurant and much more. Tours are held Sunday to Friday and are undertaken by car with a guide and
driver. Bucharest Jewish Tours also organise a three hour
walking tour of Jewish Bucharest from Sunday to Friday,
for €29. Custom tours also available. Can also help with
genealogy issues for those looking to trace their Romanian Jewish family roots. More info at the website www.
bucharestjewishtours.com, email office@bucharestjewishtours.com or tel. (+4) 0722 235 095.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF JEWS IN ROMANIA
The story of the Jews in Romania is not a happy one. Relatively small until the mid-19th century, the size of the Romanian Jewish community - predominantly urban - grew
from the 1840s onwards as large numbers of Jews sought
refuge in Moldavia and Wallachia from persecution in Tsarist Russia, and by the mid-1860s there were more than
150,000 Jews nationwide. Alas the Jews fared little better - initially - in Romanian lands than they had in Russia,
with strict laws enacted preventing them from wearing
traditional dress, sending their children to school and even
becoming Romanian citizens. There were frequent attacks
on Jews and their property (particularly in Iasi) while there
was a major anti-Jewish riot in Bucharest in 1866, when
large numbers of Jews were beaten and the Choral Temple
(rebuilt soon afterwards) desecrated and destroyed.
There was another wave of Jewish immigration in
1903-5 following the Chisinau Pogrom of April 1903 (Chisinau was at the time part of the Russian Empire), and while the
plight of the Jews improved considerably as their numbers
and political influence grew, it was only in the aftermath
of World War I that Romanian Jews were awarded full civil
rights, later guaranteed in the 1923 Romanian Constitution.
It was during the 1920s that the number of Jews living in
Romania reached its peak (at around 730,000), around a
third of whom lived in Bessarabia (today the Republic of
Moldova). Bucharest’s Jewish population peaked at 70,000
in 1930: as much as ten per cent of the city’s population.
Romania was not, however, immune to the antiSemitism of 1930s Europe, and the rise in popularity of the
fascist scum Legionnaire Movement and its horrific paramilitary wing, the Iron Guard, can in part be explained by
its violently anti-Semitic policies. By the time the Iron Guard
joined the government of military leader Ion Antonescu
and formed its ‘Legionary State’ in September 1940, much
anti-Semitic legislation had already been passed, and the
Legionnaires were allowed to persecute Jews with impunity. This persecution intensified, becoming violent in the
almost unimaginably brutal three-day Bucharest Pogrom
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of January 21-23, during which the Legionnaires killed in the most horrific manner possible - 125 Jews; women
and children included. Thousands more were beaten and
tortured, and two synagogues were destroyed. And worse
was to come: in July 1941 as many as 13,000 Jews were
killed in Iasi, in one of the worst pogroms in Jewish history.
Mass killings and deportations followed, and, according
to the Wiesel Commission report released by the Romanian government in 2004, Romania in total killed 280,000
to 380,000 Jews during World War II. At the same time,
120,000 of Transylvania’s 150,000 Jews died at the hands
of Hungary’s fascist government (writer Elie Wiesel - the
Nobel Peace Prize winner who was chairman of the Wiesel
Commission - was deported with his family from Sighet to
Auschwitz by the Hungarian regime). And while as many as
350,000 Romanian Jews survived the war, the Wiesel Commission states that ‘of all the allies of Nazi Germany, Romania was responsible for the deaths of more Jews than any
country other than Germany itself.’
At the war’s end, mass emigration to Israel once again
reduced the number of Jews in Romania. Those who remained suffered further persecution at the hands of the
country’s new, communist rulers, most notably in the early
1950s. The failure of the first Danube-Black Sea Canal project in 1952 was blamed on Jewish engineers, who were
accused of Zionism and executed. Throughout the communist period however, Romania allowed large numbers
of Jews to emigrate to Israel, in exchange for much-needed
Israeli economic aid (in the 1980s Nicolae Ceausescu would
pursue a similar policy with West Germany, accepting cash
payment in exchange for allowing the emigration of Transylvanian Saxons). By 1987, there were just 27,000 Jews left
in Romania. Further emigration since the 1989 revolution
has reduced numbers even further, and in the 2011 census
just 3,271 people identified themselves as Jews.
CONTEMPORARY JEWISH BUCHAREST
Almost all of Bucharest’s Jewish district - which was centred on the Choral Temple and spread from Piata Unirii
east towards Dristor - was destroyed during the demolitions of the 1980s to make way for Bulevardul Unirii. The
enormous Malbim Synagogue (which stood exactly where
the National Library is today) was just one of hundreds of
Jewish properties pulled down. Yet a handful of buildings
in the area survived, and most can be visited, including the
remaining synagogues (one of which hosts a Holocaust
Museum), the Jewish History Museum (located in an old
synagogue) and the Jewish Theatre, next to which is a Jewish school, Lauder-Reut.
CHORAL TEMPLE First built in 1857, then rebuilt in 1866
following its destruction in a pogrom, the red-brick Choral
Temple (pictured, above left) has a memorial in front of
it that commemorates the Romanian Jews sent to their
deaths during the Holocaust. It is a copy of Vienna’s Leopoldstadt-Tempelgasse Great Synagogue. It was rededicated
in December 2014 following an eight-year renovation of
the fabulous, colourful interior.QL‑15, Str. Sf. Vineri 9-11,
MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 312 21 96.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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The building also continues to serve as an active place of
worship.QL-15, Str. Vasile Adamache 11, MPiata Uni‑
rii. Open 08:30 - 15:00, Fri, Sun 08:30 - 13:00. Closed
Sat, Morning Prayer: Sun-Fri 08:00, Sat 09:30, Evening
Prayer: Sun-Fri 19:00.

The Choral Temple

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL Unveiled in October 2009,
Romania’s Holocaust Memorial finally recognises the
country’s role in the genocide of Europe’s Jews. As the Wiesel Report - commissioned by the Romanian government
to investigate the Holocaust in Romania - concluded, no
country outside Germany was responsible for the deaths
of more Jews than Romania. The memorial itself comprises a column on which each side is written a single Hebrew
letter. Taken together they read zachor (remember). There
is also a hall of remembrance, and a number of plaques
containing the names of many Romanian Holocaust victims.QI‑14, Str. Ion Brezoianu/Str. Ilfov, MEroilor.
JEWISH HISTORY MUSEUM
(HOLY UNION TEMPLE; MUZEUL DE ISTORIE A
EVREILOR DIN ROMANIA) Housed in the amazing
Holy Union Temple synagogue, constructed in 1836, this
building has served as a museum of Jewish history since
1978. A number of separate exhibitions display how the
once vibrant Jewish community of Bucharest used to live,
while there is also an impressive Jewish liturgical collection, most of which was assembled by Moses Rosen, Romania’s chief rabbi from 1964-94 who founded the museum. The considerable Jewish contribution to Romanian
culture is also well covered, although it could be argued
that the biggest attraction is the building itself: the interior - split over three levels with two ornate galleries - is
richly decorated from floor to ceiling. As we went to press,
repairs and renovations on the building were underway,
with the exhibitions moved temporarily to Great Polish
Synagogue (see below). QL‑15, Str. Mămulari 3, MPiata
Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 311 08 70.
THE GREAT POLISH SYNAGOGUE & HOLOCAUST
MUSEUM Bucharest’s Great Synagogue, often called the
Great Polish Synagogue, was built from 1845 -1846 by the
Ashkenazi Polish-Jewish community. Rather plain on the
outside the interior is an impressive, colourful mixture
of baroque and rococo styles, and the Great Synagogue
is perhaps today the most important Jewish building in
the country. The synagogue hosts an excellent exhibition dedicated to Jewish martyrs, and to Moses Rosen,
who served as Romania’s Chief Rabbi for 30 years until his
death in 1994. Guided tours are available (phone ahead).
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

YESHOAH TOVA SYNAGOGUE (SINAGOGA EŞUA
TOVA) Located on a busy side street off Bulevardul Magheru, this is in fact Bucharest’s oldest synagogue, dating
from 1827. It is one of just three synagogues in Bucharest
which still holds religious services.QJ‑11, Str. Tache Io‑
nescu 9, MPiata Romana. Services take place when
Sabbath commences on Friday evenings, as well as on
Saturdays at 09:00.
FURTHER READING
For a thorough account of the Holocaust in Romania, we
recommend Radu Ioanid’s book Holocaust in Romania:
The Destruction of Jews & Gypsies by the Antonescu Regime.
For a slightly different look at life as a Jew in 1930s and 40s
Romania, you can do no better than the brilliant Journal:
The Fascist Years, by Mihai Sebastian. The full Wiesel Commission Report is online at yadvashem.org.

THE ‘LOST’ SYNAGOGUES
Besides the three Bucharest synagogues which still
hold religious services (the Choral Temple, the Great
Polish Synagogue and the Yeshoah Tova), as well as
the Holy Union Temple which houses the Jewish History Museum, there are two more abandoned synagogues which can still be (just about) seen. The first,
the Beit Hamidrash Synagogue, is in fact the oldest
of all Bucharest’s Jewish places of worship, originally
dating back to the late 18th century. Found at the intersection of Calea Mosilor and Strada Lipscani (L-14),
the synagogue is hidden behind a crumbling building
and almost impossible to spot unless you know what
you are looking for. The synagogue - which was badly
damaged by the Legionnaires in the 1941 pogrom,
has been abandoned, it would appear, for decades. A
similar - although not quite so sad - fate has befallen
another synagogue, built in the 1920s in the Vitan
area of Bucharest. Known as the Hevrah Amuna or
Temple of Faith, the synagogue is on Strada Vasile
Toneanu, directly behind the Bucuresti Mall. From
Calea Vitan take the first left after the Mall (Strada
Vlad Judetul) and then the first left again. The Hevrah
Amuna synagogue - in reasonable shape although no
longer used - is on the left hand side. The synagogue’s
courtyard is usually closed, although when we visited
it looked as though there were people living in one of
the small buildings at the rear.
June - July 2017
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AMERICAN & BURGERS
CHAMPIONS Still serving one of the very best burgers in
Bucharest (you can choose one or design your own from
an endless choice of toppings), a fact undisputed by anyone
we’ve ever met. It is also one of the biggest. In fact, now we
think of it, the portions of everything here are enormous:
even the children’s servings are well-sized indeed. Besides
the burgers you will find a great selection of American pub
food, as well as Tex-Mex treats and even some more refined,
slow food options. Famously good cocktails, and more televisions showing sport than you could ever hope for. Find it
in the JW Marriott: up the stairs as you go in and to your
right. When the weather is good, head outside to the garden, the JW’s fabulous terrace.QF‑16, Calea 13 Septembrie
90 (JW Marriott Bucharest Grand Hotel), tel. (+4) 021 403
19 17, www.jwbucharestcollection.ro/champions. Open
12:00 – 24:00. €€€. PTLSW
HARD ROCK CAFE The Bucharest Hard Rock Cafe is
one of the biggest in Europe. On the edge of Herastrau
Park the location is fabulous, as is just about everything
else about the place. Great food you will undoubtedly already know and love, including good burgers and a rack
of ribs bigger and better than almost any other in the
city. During the day it is incredibly popular with families children are always well looked after here - while at night
regular live music from local and some international acts
brings in a crowd of revellers who party until late.QF‑3,
Sos. Kiseleff 32, tel. (+4) 021 206 62 61, www.hardrock.
com/bucharest. Open 12:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 01:00. €€€. PTLESW
ORO TORO Highly successful chain of great value, upmarket burger joints found in just about every mall in Bucharest. Brought to you by the people behind top steakhouse
Osho, you know that what you are getting here is fine beef,
all cooked fresh to order. There are more than 10 burgers
to choose from, as well as an enormous hot dog and both
chicken and salmon burgers.QŞos. Bucureşti-Ploieşti 42D
(Baneasa Shopping City), www.orotoro.ro. Open 10:00 22:00, Also at (A-15) AFI Palace Cotroceni, Bucuresti Mall,
Park Lake Plaza, Plaza Romania, (K-2) Promenada Mall,
MegaMall & (E-18) Vulcan Value Centre. PTVBS
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VIVO
Burgers - big, tasty ones - and much more besides. We tried
the Game of Dijons burger, a right monster packed with
all sorts of treats, from parmesan and cheddar to truffle oil
and a seriously good mustard sauce. There are also fine ribs,
chunky soups and even salads, while the fries deserve more
than a passing mention. Desserts as immense as everything
else, and the only disappointment were the fries: not the
best in the city. Worth going though, for the burgers alone,
if you can get a table: this place is popular.QK‑7, Calea Flo‑
reasca 60, tel. (+4) 021 233 96 88, www.vivofoodbar.com.
Open 12:00 - 23:00. €€€. PVBSW

BRITISH
PETER’S KITCHEN BISTRO
Serves the best fish pie in all of Romania. If that isn’t reason enough to get yourselves here pronto, then we might
add that the burgers are equally superb, while the mixed
seafood grill is one of the most splendid plates of food currently being sold in Bucharest. For dessert, the lava cake is
as good as it should be. Prices are low given the quality,
and the place itself is a little old Bucharest house oozing
with charm. We love it, not least as it serves the fabulous Csiki Sor beer - brewed in Transylvania - on draught.
QL‑13, Str. Sperantei 6, tel. (+4) 021 312 02 42, www.
peterskitchen.ro. Open 12:00 - 22:00, Sat, Sun 13:00 22:00. €€€. PVSW
THE TRAFALGAR PUB
So much more than a pub this place is a genuine bistro
which offers great food alongside a wide selection of
first class booze. Serves both Guinness and Kilkenny on
draught, as well as no fewer than six single malts. The food
menu is extensive and features a few British dishes (both
the chicken and the beef pies are well worth trying, as is
the fish and chips) alongside pizza, pasta, salads and a decent range of fresh fish. Best of all though we think are the
sweet and sour ribs, and the mixed grill is one almighty
plate of food only for the seriously hungry. The courtyard
is one of the coolest, shadiest places in town on a hot day.
QK‑9, Str. David Emmanuel 4A, tel. (+4) 021 211 31 51,
www.trafalgarpub.eu. Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€€. PL
VESW
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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EMBASSY
This place has been around for the best part of a decade
and must now be included amongst that select band of
legendary Bucharest venues whose very longevity makes
them worth your time. Both a restaurant (a very good one;
the food is casual yet inventive and outstanding) and impeccably trendy cocktail bar and club it opens just before
lunchtime and stays open well into the early hours, packed
with beautiful people. The large yet secluded terrace, although just a stone’s throw from Piata Romana, is the perfect urban oasis on warm evenings. You will need a reservation at the weekends.QJ‑11, P-ta Lahovari 8, MPiata
Romana, tel. (+4) 0733 50 03 00, www.embassy-club.
ro. Open 11:00 - 03:00. €€€. PBSW
LA BRASSERIE
Possibly the most expensive restaurant in Bucharest, but
given the fantastic location right on the shore of Herastrau
Lake, as well as the upmarket crowd of rich types it attracts,
they can get away with it. There is even a cover charge,
almost unheard of elsewhere in the city. Still, it’s popular,
the food is decent and the whole idea of coming here is to
see and be seen eating at such an expensive place. Great
wine list with, of course, prices to match.QSos. Nordului
7-9, tel. (+4) 0374 99 99 99, www.labrasserie.ro. Open
12:00 - 02:00. €€€€+. PLVEBS

FRENCH
CEZANNE
Let’s start with the building: it’s an art deco/neo-Romanian
villa once used by King Carol II for trysts with his mistress
Magda Lupescu. Many of the original features have been
kept, including a gorgeous fireplace and loggia with views
out on to the busy square. Now the food: sublime. It’s all
put together by Cezar Munteanu, one of Romania’s best
(and best known chefs). The creative menu is a melange of
French, Italian and Modern British flavours, all created using the finest ingredients.QH‑5, Piata Charles de Gaulle
3, MAviatorilor, tel. (+4) 0376 20 33 40/(+4) 0799 88 56
27, www.cezanne.ro. Open 12:00 - 22:00. Closed Sun.
€€€€. PTHILBSW
LE BISTROT FRANCAIS
As close as you will get to the real deal in this city. A succinct menu of only the finest food available is cooked
and prepared by a team of amazing chefs, and served
by knowing staff. Fresh foie gras, Wagyu beef and lamb
steaks marinated for seven hours are just a three of the
sensational dishes available. Our fave was probably the
crab meat served in a tomato jelly with a smoked aubergine dressing. Well worth the high cost, they even serve
Tokaji dessert wine. A culinary adventure. Save up and
go.QJ‑12, Str. Nicolae Golescu 18, tel. (+4) 0756 01 83
93, www.lebistrotfrancais.ro. Open 12:00 - 23:00. €€€€.
PLBW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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LUNCH & EARLY EVENING
AROME Coffee shop serving lunch and light meals
in a bright, contemporary and really rather charming
setting opposite the Novotel. There are fresh daffodils
on every table (or there were when we visited) and the
staff are young, friendly and efficient. There are tables
on the ground floor and downstairs in the cellar, where
you will find more than a few nice touches, such as a
swing hanging from the ceiling. The food is mainly limited to soups, sandwiches and cakes, but what food!
The double-coloured carrot soup was a tasty treat,
while the desserts are all homemade and equally good.
Perfect for vegetarians.QJ‑13, Str. Ion Campineanu 22,
MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0749 10 96 39. Open 10:00 22:00, Sat 10:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun. €€. PNW
CORSO BRASSERIE & TERRACE Occupying perhaps the very best location in the city centre, with
views on to Bucharest’s busiest street and square (Universitate), this gem of a restaurant is open for breakfast
and lunch, as well as brunch each Sunday. The lunch
buffet is a hit with business types while the seats by
the window offer one of the best people-watching
spots Bucharest has to offer. And then there’s the Sunday Brunch, which is consistently the finest and best
value in the city, a must if you are in Bucharest for the
weekend (given the high standard of the opposition,
that’s praise indeed).QK‑13, B-dul Nicolae Bălcescu 4
(InterContinental), MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 021 310
20 20. Open 06:30 - 10:30, 12:00 - 16:00. €€€. Sun‑
day Brunch 12:00 - 16:00, 250 lei/pers, children un‑
der six free, children between six and 12 half price.
PTLEBW
FRATELLINI Serves breakfast, brunch and early evening meals. Likely to win as many awards for design as
for food this is the best place to open in Bucharest this
summer. Attracting a crowd of the rich and successful it
is not for everyone (prices are high) but the quiet, lakeside location is amazing and the place warrants a visit
from anyone fed up with the chaos of the Old Town
and the dust of the city centre.QL‑3, Str. Gheorghe Tit‑
eica 212-214, tel. (+4) 0733 22 92 29, www.fratellini.
ro. Open 09:00 - 19:00. €€€€. PLBSW
METUKA Slow food in every sense of the phrase: the
food is seasonal, all prepared fresh, and made from locally-sourced ingredients. It also comes at a fair price:
both to you and to the suppliers. The menu changes
every day, but there is always a good choice for either
lunch or dinner (soups, finger food and more substantial dishes), as well as some terrific desserts. Well
worth a visit.QJ‑10, B-dul Lascar Catargiu 7, MPiata
Romana, tel. (+4) 021 311 40 48/(+4) 0740 05 55 49,
www.metuka.ro. Open 08:30 - 19:00, Sat 09:00 18:00. Closed Sun. €€. PVBSW
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GREEK
KUZINA First off, the venue itself, which looks fantastic. Bright, colourful and contemporary it is a little piece
of Mediterranean sunshine in the concrete jungle that is
the Romanian capital. The food is OK, lots of fish, bags of
seafood and plenty of Greek classics, a few reinvented. Do
note however that the prices are very high: this is one of
the most expensive restaurants in the land.QStr. Barbu
Vacarescu 241A, tel. (+4) 031 640 44 50, www.kuzina.ro.
Open 12:30 - 23:00, Fri 12:30 - 24:00, Sat 10:00 - 24:00,
Sun 10:00 - 23:00. €€€€. PLEBW
MEZE TAVERNA Another excellent Greek restaurant. It
even looks the part - we love the lampshades made from
empty olive oil cans - while the food itself is seriously, seriously good. There is tons of seafood on the gorgeous
menu, alongside what is some of the most outstanding
lamb we’ve eaten in Bucharest. Meantime, the Greek
meatball is one of the city’s best burgers. The house red is
a drinkable bargain.QJ‑15, Str. Nicolae Tonita 6, MPiata
Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 539 53 53, www.mezetaverna.ro.
Open 10:00 - 02:00. €€€. PJESW

INDIAN
HAVELI Our default Bucharest choice for convincingly authentic Indian food. Good scram served in a brightly decorated villa not too far from the city centre, where the sauces
are by nature a little lighter than usuals (the locals like it that
way) but where the chef will - with pleasure - spice things
up for the more experienced diner. We like the long list of
vegetarian dishes, of which the Bhangan Bharta (aubergine with tomato and onion) is a particular favourite. The
onion bhajis are good too, while the lamb rogan josh never fails to hit the spot.QN‑11, Str. Episcop Radu 3, tel. (+4)
021 211 03 90/(+4) 0721 72 16 40, www.haveli.ro. Open
12:00 - 23:00, Mon 19:00 - 23:00. €€€. PLVSW
KARISHMA A good Indian-in-Bucharest option where the
menu boasts no fewer than 10 lamb dishes: a rare treat in
these parts where the raw material is so hard to find. There is
much more besides of course, including an extensive range
of vegetarian food, and the chefs will happily tone down (or
up) all dishes according to your spice tolerance levels. The
place itself is nice and the staff know their onion bhajis. Nice
covered, shady terrace during the warmer months.QO‑12,
Str. Iancu Capitanu 36, tel. (+4) 021 252 51 57, www.
karishma.ro. Open 13:00 - 24:00. €€€. PVBSW

ITALIAN
ALT SHIFT You could eat breakfast, lunch and dinner
here and still want to come back for more after you’ve
been clubbing downstairs at Control (and indeed you
can: it stays open late at the weekend to serve pizza to
the post-club crowd). The English breakfast omelette,
French onion soup and Chupacabra (ideal for sharing) are
our regular picks of the menu, but there is so much more
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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to choose from you really will need to come more than
once. And we have yet to mention the meringue cake with
berries, or the cutting edge design or the trendy crowd
of locals who use the place as base camp. We love it: you
will too.QJ‑13, Str. Constantin Mille 4, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 0372 98 02 25/(+4) 0727 31 62 45, www.altshift.
ro. Open 12:00 - 03:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 06:00. €€€. PW
CAFFE CITTA Styled as a Northern Italian city centre
café/bistro the emphasis here is on good, simple, urban
food. We loved the rack of lamb with cocoa gravy, and the
asparagus risotto with Adriatic langoustines was a treat.
And if there is a better pizza in this city than the fornarina
with mozzarella, mixed salad, pesto, green tabasco and
cherry tomatoes then we have yet to try it. The drinks
menu is also a bit special: go for the apple mojito (as delicious and non-alcoholic as it sounds) or try any number of
great wines, almost all of which are available by the glass.
QI‑12, Calea Victoriei 63-81 (Radisson Blu), tel. (+4) 021
601 34 36/(+4) 021 311 90 00, www.radissonblu.com/
en/hotel-bucharest/restaurants. Open 11:00 - 23:30.
€€€€. PLBW
CASA DI DAVID You can say what you like about this
place (and most people in Bucharest have some kind of
opinion), but we think that of all the upmarket places on
the shore of Herastrau lake, this remains just about the best;
it is certainly a very nice place to spend the evening. The
food is ristorante Italian with a twist (the duck breast with
citrus fruits is our pick of the current menu) and outstandingly good, with enough fish dishes to make it appealing to
sea food lovers. There’s black truffle pizza too. Prices astronomical but the crowd that eats here appears to like it that
way.QI‑2, Sos. Nordului 7-9, tel. (+4) 021 232 47 15, www.
casadidavid.ro. Open 12:30 - 23:30. €€€€. PLSW
FIOR DI LATTE Gorgeous little Italian bistro next to
Osho. Features a wide range of dishes all a cut above the
average, and you can rest assured that all of the pasta is
made fresh on the premises. Uses a mix of first class ingredients, and all of the hams and cheeses are the real deal,
imported from Italy. Desserts are a particular treat, including first class home made ice cream. The terrace is shady
and perfect for long summer evenings, while the interior
dining room features a long table perfect for big groups.
All in all, very good, although far from cheap.QH‑5, B-dul
Primaverii 19-21, MAviatorilor, tel. (+4) 0784 42 05 55.
Open 08:00 - 24:00. €€€€. PLBW
GRANO An Italian the likes of which many of the other
so-called Italian restaurants in Bucharest can only dream
of becoming. Serving simple yet delicious food - such
as the saffron risotto - that will have you telling all your
friends to come here, you can also buy many of the special
ingredients it uses in its little shop. Oh, and did we mention the chocolate cake?QJ‑7, Str. Putul lui Zamfir 40,
tel. (+4) 0743 03 50 74/(+4) 021 231 23 86, www.grano.
ro. Open 09:30 - 23:00, Mon 12:00 - 23:00, Sun 10:00 23:00. €€€€. PBSW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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ISOLETTA Sublime Italian and seafood eatery on the shore
of lake Herastrau, correctly regarded for some time now as
one of the finest restaurants in the city. The range of quality
of food is almost unmatched in these parts. There is a range
of fish carpaccios as long as your arm (take the mixed one if
you can’t decide), as well as more fresh fish than we think
we’ve seen on any Bucharest menu. It all costs a fortune (we
are talking Paris prices here) but the cashed-up crowd that
comes here doesn’t appear to mind. Indeed, we think it’s
part of the attraction. The wine list features a an amazing
selection of champagnes if you are feeling flush.QH‑2, Sos.
Nordului 7-9, tel. (+4) 021 232 21 88, www.isoletta.ro/.
Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€€€+. PLBW
MODIGLIANI PASTA/CARNE The InterContinental is
one of very few hotels in Bucharest which really does go the
extra mile to make sure that us diners are kept happy, and
this amazingly good Italian restaurant simply knocks our
socks off every time we come. Boasting top chef Cristian
Marino in the kitchen, there is a new menu for every season
and the place is quite simply one of the best restaurants in
town. All the pasta here is made fresh, the meat is the finest
Argentine and Scottish beef or New Zealand lamb, the giant
prawns come from Indonesia, there is a superb new vegetarian menu and the wine is a selection of the best the world
has to offer. There is usually a pianist too. We love the place.
QK‑13, Str. Batistei 9 (InterContinental), MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 0730 64 48 06, www.restaurantmodigliani.com.
Open 18:00 - 23:30. Closed Sun. €€€. PLBW

DIE DEUTSCHE KNEIPE
This place has remained more or less unchanged in
21 years (it opened in 1996), and that’s just the way
that we and all the other happy regulars like it. Serving giant portions of great German sausages (all made
on the premises) as well as huge pork knuckles, seriously good kraut and a Hunter Schnitzel the size of
the Bismarck it also has a couple of cracking German
beers on draught. Service comes with a smile from
the family team who own and run the place, and you
will usually need a reservation at weekends. Tuesday
and Thursday there’s a business lunch: one of the best
value feeds in the city. On sunny days head for the beer
garden, which comes complete with one of those German beer flagpole things. Brilliant.QJ‑8, Str. Stock‑
holm 9, tel. (+4) 021 233 94 62/(+4) 0722 28 45 60,
www.diedeutschekneipe.ro. Open 15:00 - 23:00,
Sat 14:00 - 23:00. Closed Sun. €€. PBSW
NEW
MOZZAFIATO
A stylish design sensation from the rock star entrance to
the loos this place lives up to its location with well above
average Italian food (mainly Neapolitan, with a good
range of fish and seafood). Appeals to high end locals (as
do most of the restaurants in the immediate area) and
prices are set accordingly.QK‑6, Calea Floreasca 133-137,
tel. (+4) 0741 19 01 90, www.mozzafiato.ro. Open 12:00
- 23:30. €€€€. PEBW
OSTERIA GIOIA One of very few genuinely brilliant Italian eateries in Bucharest. Everything is done properly, from
pasta made on the premises to the correct oils for the different dishes. We ate the excellent troffiette with smoked
pancetta, porcini mushrooms, truffles and pecorino,
which was followed by slow-cooked veal shanks in wine
and aromatic herbs. Even the place itself is wonderful: elegant and understated yet oozing sophistication.QG‑8,
B-dul Ion Mihalache 16, MPiata Victoriei, tel. (+4) 021
311 37 50/(+4) 0734 04 46 42, www.osteriagioia.ro.
Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€€€. PSW

TRATTORIA ROMANA
STR. TACHE IONESCU 9
TEL. 0736 623 446
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ROBERTO’S & LA STRADA Fabulous. Boasting an open
kitchen and what is possibly the best terrace in Bucharest,
the legendary La Strada, it is easy to forget about the real
star of the show: Roberto’s fantastic chef Marco Magri. The
food is classical Italian, with the menu boasting the best
dishes from a number of Italian regions, including Catania,
Campania, Venice and Sicily. Bucharest’s best carpaccio,
complete with truffles, is served here. All of the pasta is
homemade, and even the pizza is a cut above the competition: in short, this is one of the top five restaurants in the
land. Roberto’s is home to one of Bucharest’s finest Sunday Brunches.QJ‑12, Str. Episcopiei 1-3 (Athenee Palace
Hilton), tel. (+4) 021 303 37 77, www.robertos.ro/. Open
06:30 - 10:00, 12:00 - 24:00. Sat, Sun 06:30 - 11:00, 12:00 24:00. €€€€. Sunday Brunch 12:30-16:00, 170 lei per per‑
son. Free for children under 10. PTSW
TRATTORIA DON VITO RISTORANTE Centrally located, they get a lot right here at Don Vito, not least the impossibly tasty bean soup which is a whole meal in itself. Excellent salads, and the seafood-packed signature Don Vito
pasta was memorable. The plate of grilled prawns we were
served here was about the biggest and tastiest we have
ever seen in this city. There is pizza too, the sweets are delicious and the place itself is decked out well without ever
overdoing it.QJ‑11, Str. Mendeleev 1, MPiata Romana,
tel. (+4) 0733 33 30 21, www.trattoriadonvito.ro. Open
12:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 01:00. €€€. PBSW
TRATTORIA ROMANA Like eating in a museum. Family-run trattoria in the heart of the city, located in a historic house just off Piata Romana. The restaurant has been
around a while, and has always ticked pretty much of our
boxes, not least the more than decent selection of seafood
dishes. The fritto misto (with mussels, prawns, baby octupus and squid) is a whopping great treat, while the perfect
saffron risotto is one of the simplest yet tastiest dishes in
the city. Nice courtyard during the summer, and prices given the high quality and dead-central location - are
more than reasonable. Prosecco by the glass too: get there.
QJ‑11, Str. Tache Ionescu 9, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4)
0736 623 446, www.trattoria-romana.ro/. Open 11:00
- 23:30, Fri, Sat 11:00 - 24:00. €€€. PTVBSW

JAPANESE
EDO SUSHI RESTAURANT & GARDEN Sublime.
A full range of sushi (maki, gunkan, nigiri and tamaki) is
on offer, as well as lots of sashimi, some very tasty (and
spicy) soups and even salad. And all at prices which are
far below a couple of other sushi places in town we could
mention. Indeed, the set menus - including the all you can
eat lunch - are bargains. They also offer home delivery and
take-away, although the real joy is eating at such a wonderful location: the garden is one of the most pleasant
and relaxing in all Bucharest. Find it just north of Cismigiu
Park.QH‑12, Str. Stirbei Voda 84A, tel. (+4) 0735 11 10
01, www.edo-sushi.ro. Open 13:00 - 23:00, Mon 15:00 23:00. €€€. PVBSW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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KANPAI With Chef Hiro at the controls you are pretty
much guaranteed a decent Japanese meal at this place,
just behind Floreasca market. There is an extensive Japanese tapas menu great for sharing, while the sushi and
sashimi are as good as anywhere in the city. There are
plenty of Japanese classics too, not least the red tuna
steak served with quinoa, while the rice burgers were an
unexpected treat.QK‑7, Str. George Calinescu 49, tel.
(+4) 0371 18 49 61, www.kanpai.ro. Open 12:30 - 23:00.
€€€€. PTVBSW
ZEN SUSHI Sushi - and then some. There is sushi nigiri,
sashimi, maki and temaki: all of which is excellent and
given the quality relatively well-priced. There are various
set menus at a wide range of prices and genuinely some-

thing for all pockets, not least the sashimi menu for two
which is a cracking bargain at 125 lei. There is a full teppanyaki menu too, and yakisoba with pork, chicken or
beef (or just as they come). The green tea ice cream is the
lightest of desserts; the banana or apple tempura is not
too bad either. The place itself is nice, minimalist and yet
welcoming. Home delivery available.QJ‑6, Str. George
Calinescu 15, tel. (+4) 0722 16 17 18/(+4) 0735 93 69
36, www.zensushibucuresti.ro. Open 12:00 - 23:00, Sun
13:00 - 22:30, Also at (I-9) Str. Grigore Alexandrescu 56,
tel. (+4) 0752 02 25 94, (+4) 0721 75 54 55; and (L-12) Str.
Vasile Lascar 59, tel. (+4) 0722 96 16 43, (+4) 0767 23 20
94. €€€. PVBSW

LEBANESE
FOUR SEASONS DOROBANTI An elegant restaurant in one of the city’s most exclusive districts, complete
with a rather splendid covered, shaded terrace during the
warmer months. The food is classically Lebanese with all of
your favourites on offer, from tabbule of the highest quality to the tastiest habra-nee you will eat in Bucharest. Prices
are a little higher than your average Lebanese restaurant
in this city but then so is the quality of the food and the
ambience of the place itself. Well worth it.QI‑7, Calea
Dorobantilor 177, tel. (+4) 021 233 94 31/(+4) 0722 21 66
66, www.four-seasons.ro. Open 12:00 - 23:45, Sun 12:00
- 23:00, Also at (M-11) Str. Vasile Lascar 81, tel. (+40) 21
212 29 92. €€. PBSW

MEDITERRANEAN
AQUA There is a string of restaurants along the northern side of Herastrau Lake. This place is, in our opinion,
the best of them. A fine range of Mediterranean food,
with one of the best selections of fish and seafood in the
city. The vibe is fashionable yet very casual, and attracts
a crowd of both young and old who have had enough of
the dust and crowds of the city centre. Top cocktails and
wine list, and while the prices are by no means cheap, the
high quality is well worth the extra: value for money guaranteed. Well worth your time.QI‑2, Sos. Nordului 7-9, tel.
(+4) 0749 049 049, www.aqua-herastrau.ro. Open 12:00
- 24:00. €€€€. PBW
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CAJU Caju is the latest culinary adventure of Joseph Hadad’s, a more casual affair than his eponymous signature
restaurant which has long been one of the city’s best. The
Mediterranean influence that made Joseph such a hit is
once again in show here, seeping into every dish - from
Morocco in particular. That said, Hadad isn’t afraid to shake
things up a bit, with modern takes on simple classics:
the prawn eggs Benedict was something of a revelation.
QJ‑12, Str. Nicolae Golescu 16, tel. (+4) 0751 14 45 45.
Open 10:00 - 24:00. €€€€. PTBSW
GRADINA FLOREASCA Great food in wonderful surroundings on the edge of Floreasca park. This place is a genuine garden, not a mere terrace, and it serves a good range
of mainly Mediterranean dishes which are all done with
panache and taste great. The falafel with pomegranate is
just one of many dishes for vegetarians, but there is plenty
for meat lovers too, including tender ribs and burgers from
the boys at Burgerz. Regularly hosts music, film screenings
and other cultural events, and given the posh location, the
prices are incredibly good.QK‑5, B-dul Mircea Eliade 16,
tel. (+4) 0755 08 59 67, www.gradinafloreasca.ro. Open
10:00 - 24:00. €€. TLEBCSW
JOSEPH Looking for gems such as glazed fillet of Chilean
sea bass? Then get yourself here. This is an outstanding place
in every way: not only is the food sensational - the menu is
mainly Mediterranean but there is more than a hint of campagne France too - but the villa in which it is served is also
something of a Bucharest treasure. In brief, this is as good as
contemporary dining gets in this city and a visit here is worth
every penny.QG‑6, Str. Prof. Dr. Ioan Cantacuzino 8, MA‑
viatorilor, tel. (+4) 0753 99 93 33, www.josephrestaurant.
ro. Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€€€. PLSW
SHARKIA Casual dining done right in a laid-back and yet
still rather elegant atmosphere at the Radisson Blu. The
menu is primarily Lebanese, with all your favourites from
various types of hummus to labneh, kibbeh and falafel well
represented. There are also Turkish influences, while our
pick was the shredded beef with red onions and pomegranete sauce: it does not get more Mediterranean than
that. Good international options too make it perfect for
larger groups.QI‑12, Calea Victoriei 63-81 (Radisson Blu),
tel. (+4) 021 311 90 00, www.radissonblu.com/en/hotelbucharest/restaurants. Open 11:30 - 23:30. €€€. PL
VOGUE Setting high standards for fine, mainly Mediterranean-influenced food Vogue is proof that in a city where
prices are often way beyond what they should be, outstanding fare need not cost a fortune. Picks of the menu on
our last visit included the asparagus risotto, and the tagliolini with cockles and mussels. All the pasta is made fresh
on the premises, the cuts of meat are the best available
and the vegetables always seasonal. The Vogue surprise is
perhaps the best of the desserts, and no, we shall not spoil
it for you.QI‑9, Str. Clopotarii Vechi 10, tel. (+4) 0771 11
63 31/(+4) 031 426 01 40, www.voguerestaurant.ro.
Open 11:00 - 23:00. €€€. PLBW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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MEXICAN/TEX MEX
EL TORITO Consistently the best Tex-Mex in Bucharest.
Everything is done as it should be: spicy, tasty but free
of frills. Expect the biggest and best burrittos in the city,
topped with lashings of tangy cheese; sizzlingly hot fajitas,
no fewer than eight types of taco and - best of all - that
splendid Mexican staple so often forgotten or passed over
as being dull: cream of corn soup. The super nachos are
worth trying too: filled with ground beef the portion is big
enough to serve as a main course. In fact, beware: all the
portions here are supersized.QO‑12, Str. Iancu Capitanu
30, tel. (+4) 0728 17 60 59, www.eltorito.ro. Open 12:00 02:00. €€. PVESW

MODERN EUROPEAN
CAFÉ ATHÉNÉE Simple, fresh, delicious food served in a
classic Athénée Palace setting. There are French delights,
including a glorious roasted tuna St. Remy, sea scallops
with a mushroom cream and a pan-fried rib-eye steak
cooked with the tastiest herb butter in the land. Then
there’s the ever-present Hilton burger, still one of the best
in Bucharest, while the daily specials are worth checking
out too. Good cheese selection, and the upside-down
apple tart is a fabulous dessert. This is one of the most reliably brilliant eateries in all of Romania, and for many happy
punters a daily habit. And you don;t have to eat to enjoy
it either: it is perfect for quick coffees or lingering afterwork drinks.QJ‑12, Str. Episcopiei 1-3 (Athénée Palace
Hilton), tel. (+4) 021 303 37 77, www.hiltonbucharest.
com. Open 08:00 - 22:00. €€€. PESW
GARGANTUA Bright and airy place that gloriously lets
the light in through its huge windows. Fine food, including a luscious fried brie with onion marmelade, an outstanding chicken and artichoke salad, a couple of duck
dishes and good steaks. Prices are more than fair given the
location, setting and quality of food. Find it on the corner
of Stradas Calderon and Verona.QL‑11, Str. J. L. Calderon
69, tel. (+4) 0726 55 56 93, www.restaurantgargantua.
ro. Open 09:00 - 24:00, Also at (I-5) Str. Șerban Petrescu
8, tel. (+4) 0726 55 56 79. €€€. PVBSW
GRAM BISTRO Looks like a cafe at first glance, complete
with a rather elegant, urban interior gazebo, but this is far
more than coffee: the food - all made fresh, in-house - is a
cut above the rather tired corporate fare usually found in
the area. The a la carte menu focuses on local, craft drinks
and exquisite food for good value, not least the superb ribs
and the excellent tuna burger. Big salads, homemade pasta, spectacular bruschettas, good desserts and note that
breakfast is all day during weekends (try the pancakes).
Also, with a great value lunch daily menu changing all the
time, there is always something new to try out for a relative bargain. Craft beer, Romanian wines and cocktails too.
QG‑9, B-dul Nicolae Titulescu 4-8 (America House), tel.
(+4) 0723 33 35 09, www.grambistro.ro/. Open 08:30 01:00, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 01:00. €€. Pi TBSW
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NOA RESTOCLUB An excellent, elegant restaurant,
perfect for lunch and dinner, serving a decent range of
careful crafted yet casual dishes in a thoroughly contemporary setting, complete with modern, simplistic design.
The food is influenced by French and Asian cuisine, and it
does a great burger and a number of delicious salads: all
cheaper than you would expect given the way the place
looks: urban and very cool. Puts on lots of events, including live music. Find it on Calea Victoriei on the edge of the
Old Town.QJ‑14, Calea Victoriei 26, MUniversitate, tel.
(+4) 0799 74 75 57. Open 11:00 - 01:00, Wed, Thu 11:00
- 04:00, Fri, Sat 11:00 - 05:00, Sun 11:00 - 23:00. €€€.
PJLEBW
NEW
NOR Food with a view. Located on the 36th floor of Bucharest’s tallest building (the Sky Tower) the food at Nor is
as good as the setting. Beautifully yet elegantly designed
in a contemporary style (no traces of kitsch here) Nor
serves a decent mix of dishes from across the continent (as
diverse as a classic Romanian bors and a French-style duck
with smoked plums) at prices which are not as sky high as
you might think. Cracking cocktails (including their own
Nor 36) and prosecco by the glass. Note that not all the
tables are right by the windows: phone and reserve one if
you want to sure of getting a table with a view.QK‑2, Ca‑
lea Floreasca 246B (Sky Tower), MAurel Vlaicu, tel. (+4)
0726 56 75 67, www.norbucharest.ro. €€€. PTLW
PRIME STEAKS & SEAFOOD The Radisson Blu’s showpiece restaurant serves one of the finest pieces of beef in
the world: the Irish Hereford Prime. Available in a variety
of cuts, from rib eye to sirloin, tenderloin to Chateaubriand, there is even a Hereford Prime burger which comes
complete with pan fried foie gras. Alaskan king crab legs,
seared scallops with a bacon sauce and a superb baked
French onion soup are are other picks of the amazing
menu. Discrete and classy the location is tucked away and
offers the kind of splendidly understated setting those
who know it is all about the food are looking for. It’s genuinely wonderful this place, and worth the not insignificant
cost of dining here.QI‑12, Calea Victoriei 63-81 (Radis‑
son Blu), tel. (+4) 021 311 90 00/(+4) 021 601 34 02,
www.radissonblu.com. Open 12:30-15.00, 18.00-23.00,
Sat 18:00-23:00. Closed Sun. €€€€. PL
STEJARII POOL CLUB One of Bucharest’s consistently
best restaurants is the work of chef Martin White, and
is found in the heart of the Baneasa forest, in the Stejarii
Country Club. The exquisite menu is a mix of tastes and
changes regularly, as only the freshest available seasonal
ingredients are used. The warm foie gras with caramelised
apple was a highlight of our visit, while the monkfish fillet
with ratatouille was a real treat. There is plenty of casual
food available too, including a great gourmet burger and
exemplary pizzas. Added points for serving a wide range of
wine by the glass.QStr. Jandarmeriei 14A, tel. (+4) 0741
50 08 00, www.stejariipoolclub.com. Open 12:00 - 23:00,
Sun 12:00 - 18:00. €€€€. PTHFLEBCW
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THE ARTIST An amazing restaurant. Located in a large,
stylish and gorgeously eclectic 1880s villa on Calea Victoriei - which has been given a contemporary twist - this
amazing restaurant is even more special than ever before.
The menu changes with the seasons - every three months
or so - and is a pick of some of the most impressive and
inventive food ever seen in this city. Langoustine carpaccio with foie gras and vanilla, fillet of veal with oxtail tortellini and chef Paul Oppenkamp’s now legendary cucumber
sorbet. There is even a spoon tasting menu for those who
want to try all the dishes currently being served (appetisers, mains and desserts). Prices reflect the high quality.
QH‑10, Calea Victoriei 147, MPiata Victoriei, tel. (+4)
0728 31 88 71, www.theartist.ro. Open 12:00-16:00,
17:00-24:00. Closed Mon. €€€€. PJHBW

MOLDOVAN
LA PLACINTE Popular Moldovan chain of eateries (there
are more than 10 of these restaurants in Chisinau) comes
to the centre of Bucharest. Charmingly decorated in a brilliant mix of traditional and hip you will love it the moment
you walk in. The food is good, and as the name suggests
(placinte means pies) there is a big range of pie on offer:
potato pie, cheese pie, pumpkin pie and even apple pie.
They are all good, made fresh (so you might have to wait
a bit) and come served piping hot. There is much else
besides, including the entirely recommended pelmeni,
and the Moldovan version of mici. Part of the same place
is Andy’s Pizza: while good, the pies are better.QJ‑10, Bdul I. C. Bratianu 10, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0753 04
55 66, www.laplacinte.ro. Open 10:00 - 23:00, Also at
J-10, B-dul Dacia 20; J-11, B-dul Magheru 26; K-9, Sos.
Stefan Cel Mare 38; and I-1, Str. Nicolae Caranfil 49. €€.
PJSW

PIZZA
ANIMALETTO Thin, crusty pizzas cooked to order in a
wood-fired oven; there are some soups, salads, pasta and
risotto (served in jars, because why not?) too. An industrial-chic setting adds some contemporary style, as does
the young crowd of regular locals. Decent music, a nice
courtyard terrace and Zaganu craft beer on draught. A bit
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pricier than a few other pizza places in the city but then
standards are higher too.QJ‑10, Str. Visarion 10, tel. (+4)
0755 01 90 98, www.animaletto.ro/. Open 12:00 - 24:00,
Fri, Sat 12:00 - 02:00. €€€. PTBSW

ROMANIAN
CARU’ CU BERE Should probably be the first stop on
the food and drink list of any visitor to Bucharest. Wonderful interiors – painted ceilings, ornate woodwork – make
the place an attraction in itself, but do not leave without
trying some food. The breakfast is worth getting up early
for, the sarmale with mamaliga terrific, and the baked apple a simple, tasty treat. They even serve their own rather
good beer. The service is usually good (now: it never used
to be; back in the 1980s and 1990s it was infamously bad)
and there is a terrace in summer. QJ‑14, Str. Stavropoleos
5, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 021 313 75 60/(+4) 0726 28
23 73, www.carucubere.ro. Open 08:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat
08:00 - 02:00. €€€. PJESW
CASA DOINA Alma mater of Romanian restaurants, an
integral part of the city’s rich tapestry. This classy place first built in 1892 - pulls in the cream of Bucharest society,
served by charming, splendid waiters in smart dress. The
food - particularly the traditional Romanian dishes - is superb, carefully crafted by resident chef Tudor Dobre, and in
a city where standards rise only to fall so often, Casa Doina
can be considered a paragon of consistency. The location
is worthy of the food, on posh Soseaua Kiseleff in a quiet,
leafy, withdrawn setting.QG‑7, Sos. Kiseleff 4, tel. (+4) 021
222 67 17/(+4) 0745 00 90 09, www.casadoina.ro. Open
11:00 - 01:00. €€€. PLEBSW
CIORBARIE Ask just about any foreigner in Romania
what the best thing about local cuisine is, and the chances
are you will be told ‘ciorba’, the sour soup that comes in
a wide variety of assortments and flavours depending on
which ingredients are used. And what does this magic little place sell? Ciorba. Just ciorba. Seven or eight different
ones each day, made fresh and served with crusty bread
and smantana. QJ‑9, Calea Dorobanti 73, MStefan cel
Mare, tel. (+4) 0772 03 90 02, www.ciorbaria.ro. Open
10:00 - 22:00, Sat 13:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun. €. VNS
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GOOD OLD TIMES (GOLDEN TULIP TIMES HOTEL) A very good restaurant indeed, one of the most consistent hotel-based eateries in the city. Featuring a wide
range of Romanian and international dishes, the menu
here changes regularly, usually in time with the seasons.
Of the perennials, the lamb chops encrusted with a mix
of herbs and served with minted peas are fabulous. The
young chef is not afraid to try the new and the different,
and note that if you fancy something which is not on the
menu, don’t be afraid to ask. Good local wine list, and set
as it is on the mezzanine floor there are decent views of
the bustling square outside. Note the last kitchen order
is at 22:30.QE‑6, B-dul Decebal 19, MPiata Muncii, tel.
(+4) 021 316 65 16, www.goldentuliptimes.com/en/
restaurants. Open 12:00 - 23:00. €€€. PLSW
HANUL LUI MANUC (HANUL MANUC, MANUC’S
INN) Built in 1808 the enormous, three-level Hanul lui
Manuc (Manuc’s Inn) is one of Europe’s last remaining caravanserai. The large interior courtyard is a spectacular sight,
a great place to eat and drink and is essential for any visitor
to Bucharest, not least the grand staircase to your left as you
enter from Strada Franceza. A hostelry ever since it opened
the Han is now run by the City Grill group and has seldom
been better. Serves good, simple Romanian food (the mici
are excellent, as is the enormous lamb shank - enough
for two people) and a more than decent pint.QK‑15, Str.
Franceza, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 313 14 11/(+4) 0769
07 58 44, www.hanulluimanuc.ro. Open 08:00 - 24:00,
Fri, Sat 08:00 - 02:00. €€. PTJEBSW
LACRIMI SI SFINTI This place is the creation of Romanian poet, revolutionary and raconteur Mircea Dinescu.
As much a showcase for the amazing wines Dinescu produces on his country estate as anything else, the food is
also fabulous: a selection of traditional Romanian dishes
given a playful, modern twist, with a big focus on game.
Indeed, just about everything served here comes from
Dinescu’s own estate. The roasted duck with cabbage
and the courgette patties are our particular favourites on
the menu: look out for the daily specials (chalked up on a
blackboard) too. The prices are decent enough - although
not cheap, but quality this high never can be - and the
place is charmingly decorated. You will want to stay way
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

after you have finished your meal.QK‑15, Str. Sepcari 16,
MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 0372 77 39 99/(+4) 0725 55 82
86, www.lacrimisisfinti.com. Open 12:30 - 02:00, Mon
18:00 - 02:00. €€€. PJESW

SEAFOOD
FISH HOUSE Raised the stakes when it opened late last
year, as does just about any restaurant with Zoran Savic in
the kitchen. The Croatian chef is a Bucharest legend and
this is his best eatery yet. It’s as though he’s finally been
given space to get seriously creative. His sea bass carpaccio is sensational, the fish and seafood soup delicious and
the scallops with fresh truffles just about the next dish
currently on a Bucharest menu. The location is upmarket
Floreasca, the venue stylish, but given the high standards
prices are more than reasonable. Great terrace.QK‑6, Ca‑
lea Floreasca 91-111, tel. (+40 0799 77 88 11, www.fishhouse.ro. Open 12:00 - 24:00. €€€€. PTLBW
PESCARUS A large and iconic fish restaurant on the
shore of Lake Herastrau. The place looks fantastic, all simple, bright marine colours, and the menu is a superb mix
of local and imported fish and seafood, with a few grilled
meat options. The sour fish soup is genuinely fantastic,
and the pots of fresh mussels big and steamy.QH‑3, Bdul Aviatorilor 1, tel. (+4) 0731 33 00 34/(+4) 0737 99 90
69, www.restaurantpescarus.ro. Open 08:00 - 24:00, Fri,
Sat 08:00 - 02:00. €€€. PESW

Restaurant & Garden
Str. Stirbei Voda 84A
Tel. 0735 11 10 01
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RAIONUL DE PESTE Inside Piata Dorobanti (Dorobanti
Market) you will find Raionul de Peste, which translates as
Fish Counter. And that’s exactly what this place is: a fish
counter serving fresh fish which someone will cook for you
on the spot. You can then sit and eat it at the bar. It’s a
brilliant, simple concept widely found in other capital cities but a new one for Bucharest: no wonder the place has
been a seriously big hit since opening. There’s wine by the
glass if you fancy a drink and prices are good. Closes at
21:45 (with the market) so get there early.QI‑7, Str. Radu
Beller 3-6 (Piata Dorobanti), tel. (+4) 031 436 70 42/(+4)
0756 05 80 12. Open 10:00 - 21:45, Sun 10:00 - 16:45.
Closed Mon. €€€. PSW

STEAK HOUSES
JW STEAKHOUSE BUCHAREST The JW Marriott
hosts one of Bucharest’s best chophouses: the JW Steakhouse, only the second such signature venue to open in
Europe. You can expect a very American steakhouse experience, right down to the Black Angus beef imported from
the US. The Tomahawk steak - weighing in at nearly a kilo
- is the pick of the steaks, but there is much more besides,
including broiled lobster and Australian lamb chops. There
is a great selection of new world wines, and they open early for breakfast: the American pancakes and eggs Benedict
are a great option to start the day with. Note that JW is
closed Saturday lunchtime, and for dinner Sunday evening.
QF‑16, Calea 13 Septembrie 90 (JW Marriott Bucharest
Grand Hotel), MIzvor/Eroilor, tel. (+4) 021 403 19 03,
www.jwbucharestcollection.ro/jw-steakhouse. Open
06:30 - 11:00, 12:30 - 16:00, 18:30 - 23:30, Sat 06:30 11:00, 18:30 - 23:30. €€€€. Sunday Brunch 12:30 - 16:00,
225 lei/pers, children between six and twelve half
price, children under six free. PLESW
OSHO Sometimes when writing a review, all you really
want to write is ‘this place is brilliant.’ This is a butcher’s
shop and restaurant serving a range of fine steaks you
would walk an awfully long way for. There is more than
steak on the menu though, such as a number of top burgers, tangy lamb chops and a selection of fresh fish. We
also have to admit to being pleasantly surprised about
the prices: given the location (this is Beverly Hills, Bucharest) they are more than reasonable considering you get
the best of the best. Packed at lunchtime, in the few years
it has been open it has become a Bucharest legend of a
restaurant.QH‑5, B-dul Primaverii 19-21, MAviatorilor,
tel. (+4) 021 568 30 31/(+4) 021 568 30 32, www.oshorestaurant.ro. Open 10:30 - 23:00, Sat 10:00 - 24:00, Sun
10:00 - 22:00. €€€€. PTVBSW
VACAMUUU One of the most talked-about chophouses
in the city. Serving a range of steaks so wide and so good
that even the most jaded of beefeaters will be drooling
over the selection on the menu, you can also feast on
lamb and veal, while the burgers are a match for anywhere
else in Bucharest. All of the cuts you would expect to find
are here, and there is a long list of aged steaks. There is a
50 Bucharest In Your Pocket
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kid’s menu, and the desserts are as impressive as the beef:
the cheesecake especially. Almost all of the meat can be
bought to take home and cook yourself from the butcher’s
section should you wish. The daily lunchtime set menu
is a bargain.QK‑7, Calea Floreasca 111, tel. (+4) 0731 35
11 35, www.vacamuuu.com. Open 10:00 - 23:30, Fri,
Sat 10:00 - 01:00, Also Vacamuuu 2 at Calea Floreasca
175 (Global Worth Tower), tel. (+4) 0799 88 86 96. €€€.
PTSW

THAI
TUK TUK Chef Chaiyasith Srichom - who you may well remember from his days at one of the city’s top hotels - is the
talent behind this place, perhaps the finest Thai restaurant
ever to open in Bucharest. The menu (developing all the
time, with new dishes being added by the week) is already
a thing of wonder, featuring delicious curries, noodles and
seafood, of which the Masaman curry was our pick. Service
comes from smiley, friendly, colourfully dressed waitresses.
Located in Dorobanti it occupies the space that used to be
the London Street Bistro. You will love it.QJ‑7, Str. Putul lui
Zamfir 15, tel. (+4) 031 109 96 70. Open 12:00 - 23:00.
Closed Mon, Sun. €€€. PTBSW

URBAN CONTEMPORARY
KANE WORLD FOOD BISTRO
At contemporary Kane the Black Angus burger with aged
cheddar and coleslaw is an absolute winner, but there is a
whole lot more than a great burger on the menu. We loved
the marinated octopus with crispy cauliflower, while the
lamb tajine with couscous was also rather special. Then
there’s the passion fruit cheesecake, which is one of the
best in the city. The wine list is well thought through and
not as insanely expensive as a few other places around
town, while the cocktails make for excellent sundowners
before dinner. We should add that they open early each
day (except Tuesday) for breakfast, but we’ve already too
much about this place already. It’s good, and worth your
time.QL‑9, Str. Tunari 60, MStefan cel Mare, tel. (+4)
031 410 00 16, www.kane-restaurant.com. Open 10:00
- 01:00, Tue 05:00 - 01:00. €€€. Pi TLVBW

VEGAN
BARCA Vegan and raw vegan food like you’ve never
tasted. So good in fact that even the most fervent meat
eaters will leave happy. There is a wide range of soups (the
coconut soup being our favourite) as well as pasta and
salad. Of the main meals the green lentil, mint and vegetable stew was fabulous, and the desserts are an inventive treat: the seasonal fruit tarts being the pick. Barca will
deliver - to home or office - and many of the ingredients
can be bought should you wish to try cooking some of
this stuff at home. Closes early.QI‑5, Str. Barbu Iscovescu
19, MAviatorilor, tel. (+4) 0720 92 82 78/(+4) 0747 59
47 18, www.restaurantbarca.ro. Open 12:00 - 21:00.
Closed Sun. €€. PVBSW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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ACUARELA
A small bistro and loft cafe at the Imbold Gallery and Foundation, a creative community hub for artists from a number of fields. In warm weather the courtyard becomes one
of the most colourful and buzzing venues in Bucharest,
something of an instant legend not just for the good food
and drink but for the multi-coloured umbrellas which are
Acuarela’s trademark. Live music (especially jazz), loads of
cultural events and a regular crowd of great young people
make this a hit throughout the summer. Note that there are
no signs suggesting the place is here: just make your way
into the courtyard and look for the umbrellas!QK‑10, Str.
Polona 40, tel. (+4) 0745 66 28 89, www.acuarelabistro.
ro. Open 17:00 - 01:00. PT6EBW
BOHEMIA TEA HOUSE
We rarely use the word cool, but few others do justice to
this rather unique tea house. Colourful and not a little bizarre, the loft here - packed with cushions and soft furnishings just right for crashing on - is a great place to spend
an afternoon. As the weather warms up, the shady courtyard is a welcome retreat from the heat. Serves a massive
range of exotic tea.QI‑12, Str. Poiana Narciselor 1, tel.
(+4) 0727 33 36 31, www.bohemiatea.ro. Open 12:00 23:00. PW
CAFE & GRADINA VERONA
At the brilliant Carturesti bookshop is this delightful place
serving coffee, teas, cocktails, beer and a vast range of
fabulous lemonade. Then there is the great food, available
from both an a la carte menu as well as terrific value set
lunch deals. We should point out that it has a good selections of vegetarian dishes (including delicious spinach and
ricotta ravioli) and Bucharest’s best vegan club sandwich.
For carnivores, the burger is a gorgeous brute. Service is
always great from the top staff, and there is often a cultural event happening (including occasional live music).
Given how popular the place is (particularly the lovely
garden) we suggest making a reservation if you want a
table.QJ‑11, Str. Pictor Arthur Verona 13-15, MPiata
Romana, tel. (+4) 0732 00 30 60, www.cafeverona.ro/.
Open 09:00 - 24:00. PEBSW
CAFE TIMES
Cafe Times at the Golden Tulip serves one of the best full
English breakfasts in Bucharest (which comes complete
with proper baked beans), and plenty more besides: the
spring rolls top those of any Chinese restaurant in the land.
There is top coffee and a can-do attitude from the staff
who appear to realise that sometimes people are busy,
and need their fix double quick. Not every cafe in Bucharest does realise that. Having said that, this is the kind of
laid-back place where you can easily spend the whole afternoon or evening, no matter how busy you are, not least
as the chef, Constantin Ianculescu, always has a number
of treats waiting on his ever-changing menu.QB-dul De‑
cebal 19, MPiata Muncii, tel. (+4) 031 224 80 16, www.
cafetimes.ro. Open 07:00 - 24:00, Open 07:30 - 24:00.
PLESW
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CAMERA DIN FATA
One of the best cafes in Bucharest. The name means ‘Front
room’, and being here is indeed just like being somebody’s
front room.: the loveliest front room you have ever been in.
Great coffee and tea served in lovely mugs from gorgeous
little tea pots at tables which fill up early as the world
pops in for espresso on its way to work. There’s wine, and
cocktails, too, and many people will insist the place is even
better in the evening. You will usually need a reservation.
QJ‑11, Str. Mendeleev 22, tel. (+4) 021 311 15 12, www.
cameradinfata.ro. Open 08:00 - 22:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 22:00. PSW
CEAINARIA INFINITEA In leafy Cotroceni (not far from
the JW Marriott) this is one of the best tea houses in the
city, if not the entire country. A gorgeous place decorated
with bags of bohemian charm it is the very definition of
urban oasis. If you are looking for civilised company, peace
and quiet and outstanding tea then you can’t go wrong
here. There’s a decent range of cakes and desserts, and
often a little light, live music.QE‑15, Str. Dr. Grigore Rom‑
niceanu 7, tel. (+4) 723 17 53 00, www.infinitea.ro. Open
14:00 - 24:00, Sat, Sun 12:00 - 24:00. PTEBW
NEW
DIALOGUE Calling itself a social bar this place is just that:
a meeting place for all sorts of smart people looking for
good food (by the organic Fru Fru chain), good company
and outstanding coffee (as you would expect: the guys
behind it run the 5-To-Go take-away coffee shops). The
location is quite something: a late 19th century palace
brought back to life by an outstanding renovation project (both inside and out). You can work here, meet here;
move in, why not? Set to be the first of many Dialogues it
will take something special to top this place.QL-13, B-dul
Hristo Botev 1, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0729 84 89 61.
Open 08:00 - 23:00. PTSW
DOLCE BACIO CISMIGIU CAFFE Smart place opposite Cismigiu serving what could well be the best coffee
in Bucharest. There are six types of coffee in fact, including
the house’s own Italian blend and Jamaican Blue Mountain, one of the world’s great coffees. There’s tea, too,
more than 30 in fact from classic blacks to more exotic
Rooibos and Oolong. Then there’s a huge range of cocktails, smoothies, lemonades and milkshakes and such like,
as well as tasty pastries and sandwiches. Opens early for
breakfast.QI‑14, B-dul Regina Elisabeta 61, MIzvor, tel.
(+4) 0213 144 144, www.dolcebaciocafe.ro. Open 07:00
- 23:00, Sat, Sun 08:00 - 23:00. PBSW
DOSE CAFE
A daily dose of coffee. Small place on Dorobanti, close to
Piata Romana serving a wide range of excellent gourmet
coffee, tea and hot chocolate. You can also get your hands
on a few snacks, such as biscuits, cakes, muesli and homemade chocolate. Worth visiting to grab a peek of the mural
inside.QJ‑7, Calea Dorobanti 56, tel. (+4) 0758 28 55 93,
www.dosecafe.ro. Open 10:00 - 22:00. SW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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FRUDISIAC
Minimalist yet strikingly designed, this is a cafe, juice bar
and breakfast/brunch venue all in one. Exceedingly laid
back, it serves the best hot chocolate in town alongside a
wide range of juices, smoothies and some excellent light
meals, it has become an instant hit with those people
lucky enough to get a seat. Fortunately, good weather
heralds the opening of the courtyard, which will see the
capacity treble. A little piece of Sweden in the middle of
Dorobanti.QJ‑7, Str. Intrarea Bitolia 4, tel. (+4) 021 231
04 11/(+4) 0730 64 19 43. Open 08:00 - 20:00. Pi W

SLOW FOOD
BEAUTYFOOD
Love it. Another brilliant little slow food venue located
- for those of you with long memories - on the site of
the old Violeta’s. Check the blackboard for what’s on
the menu each day - if they have it we can recommend
the burger with the home fries, while if you are here
for breakfast they have eggs in a number of varieties.
The place itself is genial and service smart. A massive
hit with those who work in the nearby office buildings,
you might have to share a table: it’s part if the charm
of eating here.QL‑12, Str. Jean Louis Calderon 34,
tel. (+4) 0759 03 06 09, www.beauty-food.ro. Open
09:00 - 22:00. Closed Mon, Sat, Sun. €€.
BECA’S KITCHEN
A quite magnificent bistro serving wonderful, homecooked food, almost all of it the work of Andreea Beca,
who owns and runs the place. The venue itself is gorgeously simple in its décor, at once homely and welcoming. The food is always fantastic, with the menu
changing more or less every day: check the blackboard
for the day’s specials. You can also buy homemade
jams, pickles and the like. Terrific.QK‑10, Str. Mihai
Eminescu 80, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4) 0744 34 47
00/(+4) 0722 30 89 60, www.becaskitchen.ro. Open
18:00 - 22:00, Sat 12:00 - 22:00. Closed Mon, Sun.
€€. PSW
PUKKA TUKKA
No bigger than a coffee bar this place serves a limited
selection of food (salads, soups and a couple of main
courses - including a decent steak). It’s all a little pricer
than you might expect, although given that everything - from the meat to the coffee, juice and even the
beer - is organic and ethically-sourced, you get what
you pay for. Popular with a regular crowd of hipsters,
it stays open late and note that prices are cheaper if
you take-away. There is a good, well-stocked shop
next door selling a huge range of organic produce.
QJ‑11, Str. Piata Amzei 13, tel. (+40) 733 14 50 34,
www.pukkatukka.ro. Open 09:00 - 24:00, Sun 10:00
- 24:00. €€€. PVBSW
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DIANEI 4
DIANEI 4 Serving amazing breakfast, lunch and dinner alongside a wide range of superb coffee, craft beer
and fine wines (all available by the glass) it is difficult
to know where to start with this place. It is located in a
large 19th-century house a short walk from Piata Universitatii and is quite gorgeous. A cafe, bistro and wine
bar rolled into one, it is perhaps the loveliest venue in
the city centre. Indeed the terrace/garden is one of
our fave spots in Bucharest: if you go you will see why.
The brunch from 10:00-15:00 throughout the week is
well worth trying: there are various options, including bratwurst and egg, grilled halloumi salad and an
egg white garden omelette. Later in the day go for the
goulash: it’s Dianei 4’s signature dish and perhaps Bucharest’s best.QL‑13, Str. Dianei 4, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 0745 20 81 86, www.dianei4.translucid.ro.
Open 08:30 - 00:15, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 00:15. PT
LEBW
GRAND CAFE VAN GOGH Still very much Bucharest’s
default ‘meet you there’ venue. Its genius is that it’s ideal at
every time of day: morning coffee or breakfast sat in front
of one of the long windows, a casual lunch at one of the
wooden tables, a meal and a late night at the bar. During
the summer the terrace is one of the city’s most popular.
The food is good - simple and very reasonably priced - and
this large, friendly café is a winner.QK‑14, Str. Smardan 9,
MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 031 107 63 71, www.vangogh.
ro. Open 08:30 - 24:00, Fri 08:30 - 01:00, Sat 10:00 01:00, Sun 10:00 - 24:00. PJSW
LENTE & CAFEA One of the best-loved summer venues
in the city: the large garden/courtyard is delightful. The food
is excellent, a cut above the Bucharest average. The salads
are big and tasty and there is a surprisingly good range of
beef dishes, although best of all we liked the gulas soup.
Puts on loads of events throughout the warmer months.
QM‑13, Str. Arcului 2, tel. (+4) 021 310 74 24, www.lente.
ro. Open 11:30 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 11:30 - 02:00. PVSW
M60 Elegant, contemporary cafe in an enviable city centre location. Eclectically furnished, parts of it feel like an
office, parts of it feel like your living room and other bits
resemble an upmarket diner: there is something for everyone. Coffee (their own blend), a craft beer and wine by the
glass, alongside light meals and desserts. All very nice, all
very chic and all very popular: at weekends the place is
full. Worth your time.QJ‑11, Str. Mendeleev 2, MPiata
Romana, tel. (+4) 031 410 00 10, www.m60cafe.tumblr.
com. Open 08:00 - 01:00, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 01:00. PW
ORIGO A contender for the title of best coffee shop in
Bucharest. This place is all about great coffee from all over
the world, as well as a fairly decent selection of tea too.
Many of the more exotic coffees can be bought by the
packet to make at home, and the design of the place is
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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CARTURESTI CARUSEL
CARTURESTI CARUSEL Bucharest‘s most impressive bookshop is this wonderful building on Strada
Lipscani. Dating from the latter part of the 19th century
the building was home to a department store during
the communist era, before standing neglected for almost a quarter of a century until reopening after a long
renovation. And what a renovation: the building has been
brought back to life by Carturesti‘s team of architects and
is that impressive that you must pop in to have a look.
Besides the tens of thousands of books and gifts on sale
there is gallery and exhibition space, and a spectacular bistro on the top floorQK-14, Str. Lipscani 55, MUniversi‑
tate, tel. (+4) 0728 82 89 22, www.carturesticarusel.ro.
Open 10:00 - 22:00, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 24:00. J
not too shabby either: it’s contemporary, bright and the
coffee cups hanging down over the bar are a nice touch.
QJ‑14, Str. Lipscani 9, tel. (+4) 0757 08 66 89. Open
07:30 - 01:00, Mon 07:30 - 19:00, Thu, Fri 07:30 - 03:00,
Sat 09:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun. PSW
PAINE SI VIN Next to Energiea (and run by the same
people) this is a lively bistro and wine bar designed very
much along the same lines. Lots of wood, all very minimalist and with a long central bar designed for sharing
wine and tapas with friends (the menu of bread, hams
and cheeses, spreads and even pizzas is specifically created to be shared, making this place ideal for groups). The
name means Bread and Wine and as it suggests, there is
bread-a-plenty here: no fewer than 15 kinds of baguette
and focaccia, naan and knekkebrod.QJ‑14, Str. Brezioanu
4, MUniversitate, www.painesivin.ro. Open 17:00 23:00, Fri, Sat 17:00 - 24:00. €€€. PBSW
SERENDIPITY TEA HOUSE
Tea, and lots of it. There are more than 55 types available,
including the trademark Serendipity, an aromatic yet fruity
green tea with more than a hint of strawberries. A quiet
location just off an otherwise busy central street make this
a superb choice for long, peaceful afternoons.QL‑11, Str.
Dumbrava Rosie 12, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4) 0743 28
33 42/(+4) 0371 43 39 61, www.serendipity-tea.ro. Open
14:00 - 24:00, Sat, Sun 12:00 - 24:00. TEW
THE URBANIST Old Town cafe and bar doing a sideline
in trainers and denim, or a fashion shop selling coffee,
cocktails and pastries. Either way you look at it, Urbanist
is as cool a place as they come in Bucharest, and as a result very popular with the hippest types in the city. Mainly
used as a pre-club warm-up venue, it is not unusual at the
weekend to see live acts and DJs performing here.Prices
decent, and there’s a good selection of snacks and light
meals: very good breakfast spot. Street terrace.QK‑15, Str.
Caldarari 3, www.theurbanist.ro. Open 08:30 - 22:30,
Fri 08:30 - 23:45, Sat 09:30 - 02:00, Sun 09:30 - 22:00.
PEBSW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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ROMANIA’S TOP GENTLEMAN’S CLUB
FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS
LIVE MUSIC & SHOW EVERY NIGHT
HOTTEST GIRLS & DANCERS IN ROMANIA
Buckingham Gentleman’s Club
Strada D.I. Mendeleev 3 (Piata Romana)
Tel. (+4) 0733 375 549 & (+4) 0764 575 308

Call and reserve for free transport
www.buckingham.ro
www.buckingham.ro

Of all the wonderful things that Bucharest has to
offer, nightlife is not the least of them. There is
something for everyone in this town: and we mean
everyone. From trendy bars to Irish pubs, lounge
clubs and jazz clubs and hedonstic mega clubs. Nor
will you have to worry about wandering the streets
late at night.

BARS: COCKTAILS & QUIRKY
A3 The hipsters’ favourite. Quirky and very cool this place
opens early and serves breakfast, lunch and dinner (all very
good, the food is well above the Bucharest average) but
in our experience is mainly used as a bar, a lively one. The
crowd is young, friendly, relaxed, hedonistic and impeccably well-dressed, so do try and fit in. Great courtyard/
terrace when the weather is good. One of our picks if you
want to meet the kind of open-minded locals who should
represent the future of Romania but will probably end up
having to live abroad.QJ‑11, Str. Mendeleev 29, MPiata
Romana, tel. (+4) 0728 62 68 44. Open 08:00 - 01:30.
PENBSW
NEW
APOLLO 111 Centrally located in an old industrial building (a former printing house) Apollo 111 uses the vast
available space well. Sparsely yet smartly decked out the
venue hosts theatre, exhibitions and a first class bar, popular with a bohemian local crowd. The long wooden tables

ARTEMIS
adult massage

free transport
free mini-bar

hotel visits
luxury location

www.masajclub.ro
www.masajartemis.ro
Tel. (+4) 0727 861 111
Str. General Constantin Coanda 27, Sector 1
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are perfect for big groups and highly conducive to good
conversation and meeting new people. There is a terrace
out in the courtyard. Served bar snacks and finger food
alongside drinks.QJ‑13, Str. Ion Brezoianu 23, tel. (+4)
0743 16 50 29, www.apollo111.ro. Open 17:00 - 01:00,
Fri, Sat, Sun 17:00 - 03:00. PBW
DISTRIKT 42 This striking establishment is the first steam
punk venue in Romania. It is certainly quirky, packed as it
is with all sorts of weird and wonderful objects that could
well end up being used as props in the next Mad Max
film. Far more than a cocktail bar there is a decent range
of food, including some reasonably priced and very good
burgers, great salads and a decent set lunch menu. Then
there’s the coffee: it’s their own special blend and is one of
the best in the city. The terrace out front is enormous, and
it’s the kind of place you could well spend the entire evening. Occasional live music from local bands.QJ‑15, Str. Sf.
Dumitru 3, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 315 66 99, www.
distrikt42.ro. Open 08:00 - 24:00, Thu, Fri 08:00 - 04:00,
Sat 09:00 - 04:00, Sun 09:00 - 24:00. PTJBSW
FIXMAD This place, calling itself a ‘botanical bar’ takes
creating carefully crafted drinks very seriously. Serves
a range of unique cocktails (with and without alcohol),
craft beers, juices and fine wines (and no bottled water:
they care about the environment) in a setting which sets
it apart from many other bars in the city. The staff are
fabulous and genuinely know their stuff, and the crowd
that has quickly made itself at home here is as trendy yet
welcoming as they come in this town. You’ll love it. (By
the way, the Mad bit in the name stands for ‘me a drink’).
QJ‑13, Str. Ion Brezoianu 23-25, tel. (+4) 0771 70 78 69,
www.fixmad.com. Open 17:00 - 01:00, Fri 17:00 - 02:00.
Closed Mon.
INTERBELIC Having moved from its previous, hidden
location you could have forgiven this now legendary bar
for going mainstream: the good news it that it hasn’t. Interbelic still has that speakeasy feel, like a well-kept secret
amongst people in the know. The current location is bigger, serves food, has live music some evenings but is still
first choice to bring somebody you really want to impress
with your insider’s knowledge of Bucharest.QK‑14, Calea
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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Victoriei 17, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0722 10 01 93,
www.interbelic.ro. Open 17:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 17:00 05:00. PJENW
LOKAL Not five minutes from the city centre this wonderful place is something of an oasis of peace and quiet
amid the chaos of Bucharest’s urban concrete nightmare.
An enormous villa built at the start of the 20th century
which at first glance appears to comprise several thousand
rooms plays host to one of the quirkier bars and eateries in
the Romanian capital. Each room is packed with an eclectic collection of antiques from various eras, from huge Soviet radio sets to early typewriters. The large garden is put
to excellent use in summer and makes a real change from
the busier locales elsewhere.QK‑10, Str. Mihai Eminescu
57A, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4) 0732 450 658. Open
16:00 - 01:00. TLEBW

TERASA MONTEORU
Big, colourful and very popular terrace in the courtyard of
the Casa Monteoru, one of the most elegant 19th century
houses in the entire city. Well-hidden from the street (it’s
around the back of the building) this is a genuine oasis of
calm, cool and boasts one of the most extensive drinks
menus in the entire city. Attracts a crowd of all-sorts, from
families with kids (well, during the day at least) to trendies
and hipsters later on and during the evening. Always has
a great playlist music-wise, and at the weekends it stays
open more or less all night. It’s no wonder so many are
reluctant to leave. You’ll love it: this place is contemporary
Bucharest in microcosm.QI‑11, Calea Victoriei 115, tel.
(+4) 0753 67 24 72. Open 12:00 - 03:00, Sat, Sun 12:00
- 05:00. BW

PURA VIDA SKY BAR An offshoot of a popular hostel
(on the same premises) this is the perfect summer hotspot:
a rooftop terrace in the heart of Bucharest’s Old Town. It’s
standing room only most nights of the week (especially
at the weekend) and you will see why if you pay a visit: a
superbly relaxed crowd, decent sounds and a thoroughly
civilised experience all round. At this high altitude (well,
the fifth floor) you could even imagine that you’ve left the
polluted Romanian capital behind. Loads of events, from
live music to collective dancing (at street level) every Saturday at 19:00.QK‑14, Str. Smardan 7, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 0769 08 85 96. TJEBW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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BARS: UPMARKET
E3 How popular is this place? Well, to give you an idea, we
know for a fact that if you do not make a reservation on Friday or Saturday night it will require the personal intervention of the owner to get you a table: if you’re lucky. If Floreasca is the new throbbing heart of Bucharest nightlife, this
place is the throbbing heart of Floreasca. Serves simple yet
delicious modern European food (the E3 cheeseburger is
a winner) alongside a range of drinks as cool as the venue.
Top wine list, as you would expect. Not cheap, that is kind
of the point. Get there.QK‑7, Calea Floreasca 111-113, tel.
(+4) 0734 96 68 89, www.byentourage.ro. Open 12:00 01:00, Thu 12:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 03:00. PBW
EDEN Boasting one of the best addresses in the city this
effortlessly middle class venue is perhaps the most popular
place in Bucharest right now for arty types, fashion people
and general trendies. Situated in the grounds of the early
19th-century Stirbei Palace this place is perhaps a café, bar
and late-night drinker. There is also often music, either from
a DJ or a local act. As such it does get very clubby late on.
Well worth your time, if only to see how the Romanian other half live.QI‑11, Calea Victoriei 107, MPiata Romana,
tel. (+4) 0726 57 78 98. Open 13:00 - 05:00. EB
ENGLISH BAR One of our regular haunts. This little
corner of the Hilton that will forever be associated with
intrigue and spies (it has been around for more than a

VICE ADVICE
For visitors to Bucharest looking for a little debauchery,
there are three options, of which - take note - only one is
legal. Read this box carefully to make sure you get pulled
off and not ripped off.
The legal option (and the only option we would recommend) is to head for an erotic massage at a reputable
massage parlour. You will almost certainly not be offered
sex at these places, but there is still much fun to be had,
from happy ending massages to full body massage from
one, two or even three nubile young ladies. Prices start at
around €35 though climb higher at the more central, luxurious (and generally more trustworthy) establishments.
The second option is to simply go to a brothel. These
establishments usually advertise themselves as being legitimate strip clubs or nightclubs, but act mainly as fronts
for illegal brothels. The deal at these places is usually as
follows: after sitting yourself down at a table you will be
served expensive drinks, before being joined by some
young ladies who will try to convince you to buy them
‘cocktails’ (usually orange juice with an umbrella, costing a fortune). After half an hour of bored conversation
you may be asked if you would like to retreat to a more
intimate location, usually a room above, or even in, the
nightclub itself. Expect to pay a minimum of €100 for the
privilege, as well buy an obligatory bottle of sparkling
wine, which usually costs at least another €50. All this
on top of your already huge tab. We suggest avoiding
anywhere calling itself a ‘nightclub’ and promising ‘girls.’
Be particularly circumspect in and around the Old Town.
The third option is to call one of the escorts who advertise in many of the poor quality city guides found around
town. This is completely illegal and you really ought to
think twice before picking up the phone.
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century, as long as the hotel) remains today a classy bar
serving champagne by the glass and much else besides
(including a tremendous pint of Guinness). Packed most
days with business leaders it also regularly hosts casual
parties, jazz, and some nights this little bar becomes the
most happening venue in town, a favourite of Bucharest’s
party set. An essential part of your trip to the Romanian
capital, all we can say is get here now.QJ‑12, Str. Epis‑
copiei 1-3 (Athenee Palace Hilton), tel. (+4) 021 303 37
77. Open 11:00 - 02:00. PLW
NOMAD SKYBAR
This place is ace: a design sensation making fantastic use
of an amazing loft in Bucharest’s Old Town which does
indeed look upon the sky via its mainly glass roof. There
is a range of events, be it live music of various sorts or DJs
spinning tunes, and besides drinks there is a rather decent
selection of outstanding food. It has been a hit since it
opened and we expect it to stay popular for many years
to come. Oh and yes, the entrance is indeed that glass lift.
Get there now.QK‑15, Str. Smardan 30, MPiata Unirii,
tel. (+4) 0735 44 80 80. Open 16:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 16:00
- 06:00. PJEBW
THE DRUNKEN LORDS
On a narrow side street which links Strada Lipscani with
Strada Blanari (right in the heart of the Old Town) you will
find this popular venue: a good, lively pub and club playing decent music and offering a vibe a little more upmarket than most other places in the area. Hosts plenty of live
music, sports and regular cultural events. The entire wall of
one side opens up during good weather, allowing everyone to gather outside for a drink, smoke and a chat. Prices
and service are well above average. You’ll like the place.
QK‑14, Intr. Nicolae Selari 3-5, MUniversitate, tel. (+4)
0736 23 88 15, www.thedrunkenlords.ro. Open 12:00 05:00. PJEBSW

BEERHALL
CURTEA BERARILOR
Once upon a time the whole of the Curtea Sticlarilor
was given over to artisans - especially glassmakers - from
whence the name. Now only a few survive and no less
than four bars have opened here. This one has given itself
the rather cheeky name Curtea Berarilor (Brewers’ Courtyard), though there is no brewing done on the site. Instead
make do with plenty of on-tap pints, of which the default
option is Timisoreana.QK‑15, Str. Selari 9-11, MPiata
Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 313 75 32, www.curteaberarilor.com.
Open 13:00 - 04:00, Mon, Tue, Wed 13:00 - 01:00, Sun
12:00 - 24:00. PJBSW

€1 = 4.56 lei (May 29, 2017)
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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PUBS
BEER O’CLOCK This pub has probably the biggest selection of bottled beers, ales and ciders in the city: so it is
aptly named. With brews from all over the world you could
drink a different beer every night for a month and not try
the same one twice. What’s more, besides the beer they
also almost always have the appropriate glass in which to
serve it: great attention to detail. You may on occasion discover that half the beers on the menu aren’t in stock, but
that’s part of the fun of coming here. Besides, they do always have a decent stock of Clark’s cider: made right here
in Romania and the best you’ll ever taste.QK‑15, Str. Ga‑
broveni 4, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0767 23 33 35, www.
beeroclock.ro. Open 17:00 - 02:00. PJBSW
BIUTIFUL BY THE LAKE In leafy Herastrau, Biutiful looks
better than ever. It has managed to hang on to its vaguely
industrial chic feel, while adding an extra layer of luxury much as you would expect from a venue run by the Fratelli
people. Good food menu - the reasonably-priced burgers
are a great pre-clubbing feed - while there is a range of finger fare if you get peckish late at night. If you’ve just come to
drink, no worries: there are cocktails-a-plenty and some first
class wines. And yes, it’s right on the lake.QH‑2, Str. Nor‑
dului 7-9, tel. (+4) 0733 50 02 22, www.biutiful.ro. Open
12:00 - 02:00, Mon 15:00 - 02:00. PLBSW
ENERGIEA We like this place a lot: the high ceilings and
big windows make it a good choice day and night, the
original (we think?) tiled floor looks great and there are
a number of different rooms, not all of which carry the
industrial-chic look of the main bar, good for get togethers with larger groups. Best of all though we like the raised
interior balcony, which is top cocktail-sipping territory.
Most nights you will need a reservation. Small street terrace in summer.QJ‑14, Str. Brezoianu 4, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 0736 37 44 32, www.energiea.ro. Open 12:00 01:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 03:00. PLBSW
SHIFT It’s doubtful that you’ve seen anything like this
place in Bucharest before. Shift is a Bohemian restaurant/
bar/club of some style with a sublime terrace in good
weather. It is, in a word, gorgeous, and has been packed
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since it opened (a while ago now) with the hippest and
coolest people in the land. Late at night this is the smartest
chill-out venue in the city, the music a mix of just about
every genre imaginable and we (and just about everybody
else we know) love it. Serves soups, salads, light meals and
tasty desserts.QK‑11, Str. Eremia Grigorescu 17, tel. (+4)
021 211 22 72, www.shiftpub.ro. Open 12:00 - 01:00, Fri,
Sat 12:00 - 03:00. PBSW

LIVE MUSIC CLUBS
Many of the city’s pubs and clubs have regular live events,
often a good local act, or in some cases bands from
abroad.
CONTROL CLUB This place still tops our list of ‘clubs for
people who do not like clubs.’ Control is a brilliant, dead
central venue where there is always something going on,
be it a DJ or live music supplied by one of Bucharest’s better
live acts. It also attracts a decent line up of international acts
too: often quirky bands you will actually want to go and see.
The crowd is equally eclectic, refreshingly free of the airs
and graces you find in so many other Bucharest clubs. We
love it, and note that it opens early: it is now a pub as much
as a club, and when the weather is good enough it has a
very smart terrace, set underneath a huge creeper which
provides shade even in the fiercest summer heat. There’s
food upstairs at Alt Shift. Fantastic.QJ‑13, Str. Constantin
Mille 4, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0733 92 78 61, www.
control-club.ro. Open 12:00 - 06:00. PEBW

IRISH PUBS
ST. PATRICK Looks like a pub, feels like a pub, even
smells like a pub. This is a big, well located and quite
frankly brilliant venue in the Old Town area: it really sets
the standard for the many others in the area. Set over
two levels every inch of this place is a proper boozer
serving exemplary Guinness and Kilkenny on tap alongside loads of decent beers and good pub grub. QK‑14,
Str. Smardan 23-25, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 313
03 36/(+4) 0755 11 00 08, www.stpatrick.ro. Open
11:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 11:00 - 04:00. PJEBW
THE HARP IRISH PUB & RESTAURANT One of
the first, and still one of the best loved Irish pubs to
open in all of Romania. Set over two levels, with three
great bars, the Guinness is as exemplary as ever, and
the food is fabulous, a cut above your usual pub grub
and bordering on the outstanding. The enormous
burger they have started serving here might be a contender for the city’s biggest. There is live music every
Friday and Saturday night, and be warned: as big as this
place is it remains hugely popular. If you want a table
(especially at the weekend) make a reservation. Terrace
out on the street in good weather.QK‑16, Str. Bibescu
Voda 1, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+40) 735 55 44 55, www.
theharp.ro. Open 10:00 - 02:00. PEBSW
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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WINES & SPIRITS
The story of the Romanian wine industry is a long and
complicated one. In short, it was very good, then the
communist regime ruined it through under-investment
and over-production, and now, back in private hands, it
is improving apace. Almost two per cent of Romania’s
total agricultural land is given over to vineyards, making
Romania one of the world’s top 10 wine producers. As a
general rule the best whites are made in the north and
in Transylvania, while the country’s best reds are made in
the south. There are many exceptions, however.
The best known wine making regions in Romania are
Dobrogea (reds) and Murfatlar (which makes good
reds and decent whites) in the south east, Dealul Mare
around Buzau (which makes excellent reds, probably the
country’s best, in fact), Tarnava in central Transylvania
(whites) and Cotnari (whites) in Moldova. In the west, the
deep reds of the Recas vineyards have a loyal following.
While Romania grows international varieties of grape
from Sauvignon Blanc to (some extraordinarily good)
Merlot, the country also boasts a number of excellent native grapes. The best local varieties are probably the noble, blackcurrant-tinged Feteasca Neagra (red), Feteasca
Alba (white), Feteasca Regala (white) and the aromatic,
honey-like Tamaioasa Romaneasca (white).
With prices usually reflecting quality, you are advised to
spend as much as possible when buying Romanian wine.
The good news is that you will rarely have to spend much:
prices remain low and should stay so given the abundance of great choice. There are some excellent specialist
wine shops and bars in Bucharest now, including those
listed opposite. Of the supermarkets, Auchan and larger
Mega Image stores have good selections of wine.
Do not leave Romania without trying the local firewater,
tuica (drink too much on the other hand and you might
not be in any fit state to leave). Made (usually, but not
always) with prunes and fermented in wooden casks this
strong smelling spirit is lethal yet ubiquitous. Every male
in the country has a supply (even if he doesn’t drink it)
and will insist that his father’s/father-in-law’s/uncle’s etc.
is the best. When made from other fruits, tuica is usually
called rachiu. Similar to tuica is palinca, a more refined
(it is distilled at least twice) spirit made usually from a
mixture of fruits.
Other local spirits include the less alcoholic afinata,
visinata and zmeurata. These are pseudo-liqeurs often
served as aperitifs or a dessert, or simply as a lighter alternative to tuica when the occassion calls for ‘unu mic’
(a shot of something). These spirits are made from fermented small garden fruits (bilberries - afine - for afinata,
cherries - visine - for visinata and raspberries - zmeura
- for zmeurata), with sugar and alcohol added.
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EXPIRAT CLUB Expirat has been around since 2002,
making it one of the longest-running clubs in the city.
Since moving to its current location in the Halale Carol
it has taken on a new lease of life, and is once again one
of the most essential nightspots in the city. Live music
most evenings (often local and foreign bands) as well as
regular DJ sets. Has a nice terrace which opens from 18:00
and serves as a superb after-work chill-out venue.QI‑19,
Str. Constantin Istrati 1, www.expirat.org. Open 18:00 05:00, Fri, Sat 18:00 - 06:00. PEBW
MOJO Of all the pubs and live music clubs in the Old Town,
this is the one you want to come to. Set over two levels (soon
to be three) there is something for just about everyone. Upstairs you have the best karaoke bar in the city - every night
from 21:00 - while the ground floor pub is packed with big
screens showing any sport that matters, including English
football via Sky and BT Sports. At weekends it is the busiest
place in town and stays open well into the next morning. All
the drinks are a good price, served by decent bar staff who
will not keep you waiting. Hosts regular live stand-up comedy in both Romanian and English.QK‑15, Str. Gabroveni 14,
MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 0737 220 220, www.mojomusic.
ro. Open 13:00 - 05:00. PJEBW
OLD CITY If you came to Bucharest to party then this
is the place. Situated in the middle of the Old Town area,
Old City serves up more than a glimpse of the hedonistic nightlife Romania is now so well-known for. It’s been
around for six fantastic years - an age in this town - during
which time it has become a magnet for people from all
over the world: that the service is so good is just one reason. The biggest location in the Old Town, this always busy
pub and lounge (and terrace when the weather allows) offers just about all you need for a top night out: regular live
music and other events, delicious cocktails and pub grub
far better than you would expect. The big screens make it
a good choice for football too. Summed up? Everything
you want in one place. Go there.QK‑15, Str. Selari 14,
MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0729 37 77 74, www.oldcitybucharest.ro. Open 09:00 - 05:00. PJEBSW

STUDENT/ROCK CLUBS
FIRE CLUB A much-changed venue which over the past
year or so has shed its shabby-chic look and which has become a bigger, brighter venue than ever before. Still plays
mainly rock for a crowd of the young and not-so-young,
and to be honest it is as good as ever. We have always
liked the place and if you want to ‘go local’ it is one of your
better options in the Old Town. Out the back (although
the entrance is from Strada Covaci) is a huge and very nice
covered terrace/atrium.QK‑15, Str. Gabroveni 12, MPi‑
ata Unirii, tel. (+4) 0732 16 66 04, www.fire.ro. Open
10:00 - 04:00, Fri, Sat 10:00 - 06:00. PJBSW
OKTOBERFEST What makes this place so special is
how very ordinary it is. You will find the crowd more local
than foreign - never a bad thing - and ordinary ‘out for a
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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drink and a good time’ locals at that, not the fitze crowd.
The owners try to make something happen every night,
whether it’s football on the television or impromptu drinking competitions. Big courtyard/garden terrace out back,
and the house Oktoberfest beer is a bargain. Upstairs is
Oktoberfest 2, which has another small terrace.QK‑15, Str.
Selari 9 -11, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 0724 33 32 33, www.
oktoberfest-pub.ro. Open 24hrs. Also Oktoberfest 3
at J-15, Str. Franceza 3. Open 10:00 - 07:00. PJN
BW

FRATELLI Top notch. One of Bucharest’s original upmarket clubs, where the richest and best looking people
in the city come to see and be seen. Serving up a never
ending supply of top DJs from both Romania and abroad,
live acts and dancers it is clear that the people who run this
place consider the music to be as important as anything
else: something not every club in this town can boast. Not
cheap, although that is kind of the point.QM‑3, Str. Glode‑
ni 1-3, tel. (+4) 0731 03 62 22, www.fratelli.ro. Open
23:30 - 05:00. Closed Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Sun. PL

UPMARKET CLUBS

GILDA For many years this place on the ground floor of
a Lipscani theatre was known as Muse, one of our fave
places in the city. Fortunately, the new management have
created an even better venue that mixes live music, to DJs
and very good food: you can spend all day and all night
here. That’s the kind of place this is: on the surface it looks
posh and flash and out-of-your-league but it is in fact a
down-to-earth, come-as-you-are venue to a crowd a bit
older than elsewhere, which can afford the prices of the
drinks. We love it.QK‑14, Str Lipscani 53, MUniversi‑
tate, tel. (+4) 0786 77 09 41, www.gildamusiclounge.ro.
Open 11:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 11:00 - 04:00. PJBW

BOA - BEAT OF ANGELS BUCHAREST
Very much an essential Bucharest nightlife experience
these days. From the outside you could be forgiven for
thinking that this is a fairly nondescript building, as it looks
vaguely like a warehouse. Once you are in, however: Wow!
It is an enormous place that mixes luxury with great music
courtesy of two top local resident DJs who know how to
work a crowd of rich and gorgeous party people. There are
decadent, borderline debauched floor shows throughout
the night, courtesy of some very sexy half-naked dancers
and cabaret acts. Its a pleasuredome, where anything goes
and you will leave wanting to go back and cursing your
luck that it is only open twice a week.QF‑3, Sos. Kiseleff
32 C, tel. (+4) 0736 30 07 00, www.boa-beatofangels.
com. Open 23:00 - 06:00. Closed Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu,
Sun. PLEW
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

LOFT The truth is the food here is amongst the best in
the land, cooked by perhaps the best chef in the country.
It’s not just us who say so either. Ask anybody in the city
who knows their food and you get the same reply: it’s brilliant. Inventive and magnificent food (seafood dominates),
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ROMANIAN FOOD
Romanian food, rich in Turkish, Hungarian and German
influences, is rather good. An example of top Romanian
fare is the classic sour soup, ciorba. Made of borş (a sour,
honey-coloured liquid made of wheat and cornflour),
the tradition of making sour soups is Ukrainian, but was
perfected in Moldavia and later Muntenia. In theory
anything can go into a ciorba, though the most popular are ciorba de legume (made with vegetables), ciorba
de vacuta (made with beef), ciorba de burta (made with
tripe) and ciorba de perişoare (made with pork meatballs).
While you will often see ciorba de pui (ciorba made with
chicken), chicken is more popular in clear soups, served
with dumplings (galuşte), carrots and parsnips.
At more formal meals a number of cold appetizers –
known as gustare reci – will usually be served before the
ciorba. These include cheese, olives, spring onions, salami,
tomatoes and boiled eggs. Sometimes there may also be a
platter of warm appetizers (gustare calde), such as carnaţi de
pleşcoi (mutton sausages), ficaţei de pui (chicken livers), ciuperci umplute (stuffed mushrooms), or mici. These are spicy
little sausage-shaped meatballs made of mutton, beef and
pork. They are delicious.
While main courses can sometimes be a disappointment,
there are always some superb options in good restaurants,
such as the celebrated sarmale (cabbage or vine leaves
stuffed with mince and rice), or tocaniţa (thick stew, usually pork). If you see ciolan afumat on a menu, it is worth
trying: smoked pork knuckle served with beans. Romanian
pork in general is superb. Mamaliga is a Romanian version
of polenta made of cornmeal, whose stodginess has long
been compared to the Romanian temperament.
Though Romania boasts a not insignificant coastline along
the Black Sea, the standard of its seafood can be poor. There
is, however, an increasingly large number of specialist seafood restaurants in Bucharest, although much of the fish
they serve will be imported and priced accordingly. Look
out for hamsii: tasty, deep fried anchovies.
Sweets in Romania are sweet indeed. Pancakes (clatite)
served with chocolate or jam and covered in sugar are a
popular dessert, as are papanaşi: deep fried doughnuts
filled with jam, or sometimes cottage cheese. Look out
too for Romanian cakes (prăjituri), usually made with
lashings of fresh cream and smothered in rum.
Finally, a note about some culinary habits you may come
across in the country‘s restaurants. Fries, for example, often
come covered with grated cheese. When ordering you can
avoid this by stating ‘fara branza pe cartofi prajiţi.’ There is
also a local habit of throwing sour cream (smântana) on
everything, especially in ciorbe and soups. A simple ‘fara
smântana, vă rog’ will suffice. Most bizarre however is the
local tendency to cover perfectly good pizza with ketchup.
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cooked to perfection. The squid served with risotto, for
example: it sounds so simple yet it’s a taste sensation.
Not cheap of course, but worth the cost. And then there’s
the club. At night Loft becomes one of the most popular
locations in the city, packed with the rich, beautiful and
famous, complete with a red carpet at the entrance and
face/wallet control. On a Friday you will need the personal intervention of the owner to get a table.QJ‑9, B-dul
Iancu de Hunedoara 56-60, MStefan cel Mare, tel. (+4)
0756 38 56 38, www.loftlounge.ro. Open 19:00 - 02:00.
Closed Sun. €€€€. PLESW
PLAYER CLUB
A club for all seasons Player remains at the cutting edge of
the Bucharest nightlife scene: honestly, if it’s top people
and top sounds you want in an exclusive setting then this
should be your first stop in the city. Boasts the sexiest
dancers, the best DJs - often as many as four top names
in one night - and is guaranteed to leave you bleary-eyed
the next morning and wanting more. We should also point
out that the attitude is a bit more relaxed here than that at
some of the other uberclubs, especially during the summer. Note that the swimming pool is open daily and costs
50 lei during the week (30 lei for ladies), 70 lei at weekends
(50 lei for ladies), sun lounger and parking included: you
can stay all day.QE‑3, Str. Primo Nebiolo 1, Piata Mon‑
treal, tel. (+4) 0720 73 47 34, www.playerclub.ro. Open
23:00 - 06:00. Closed Mon, Tue, Thu, Sun. PLB
CW

WINE BARS
ABEL’S WINE BAR
Genuinely gorgeous little wine bar one of the most character-filled streets in the Old Town. This place oozes charm
from every corner, its simple yet striking decor a refreshing
change from some of the more gaudy places in the area.
Stocks a wide selection of terrific wine from all over the
world, and most are available by the glass. There’s also tea,
very good coffee and long drinks. You will love it.QJ‑15,
Str. Nicolae Tonitza 10, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0371
03 36 43, www.abelswinebar.ro. Open 10:00 - 24:00, Fri,
Sat 10:00 - 02:00, Sun 16:00 - 24:00. PJSW
CORKS COZY BAR
Nice little wine bar tucked away on an Old Town side street
which quickly won itself a loyal following of admirers and
regulars. A look at the wine list will be enough to tell you
why, offering as it does a vast range of wines from across
the world, and many of them are available by the glass.
There are some good nibbles too if you get hungry. The
idea behind this place was to create a wine bar where anyone - no matter how little they know about wine - would
feel welcome, comfortable and not be intimidated. In that
regard, it’s a total success.QK‑14, Str. Bacani 1, MUni‑
versitate, tel. (+4) 021 311 22 65, www.corks.ro. Open
15:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 15:00 - 04:00, Sun 15:00 - 24:00.
PJBSW
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Shopping
Bucharest’s main shopping areas are the shopping centres
and malls listed in the relevant sections below, as well as
B-dul Magheru and - increasingly - Calea Victoriei.

SHOPPING CENTRES & MALLS
AFI PALACE COTROCENI One of Bucharest’s biggest
malls, and possibly its most popular. Offers loads of top
brand names, as well as the added attraction of an IMAX
cinema, a large ice skating rink (open year round) and even
an indoor roller coaster and huge children’s playground.
Trams No. 1, 11 and 35 will get you here, else take the
metro to Politehnica.QA‑15, B-dul Vasile Milea/B-dul
Timisoara, MPolitehnica, tel. (+4) 031 425 75 10, fax
(+4) 031 425 75 13, www.aficotroceni.ro. Open 10:00 22:00, Fri, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 23:30.
BANEASA SHOPPING CITY
Huge mall in Baneasa, north of the city. You’’ll find it just
past the old Baneasa airport: you can get here on buses
131 or 301 from Piata Romana. Hundreds of shops and restaurants, as well as a large cinema complex and hypermarket.QŞos. Bucureşti-Ploieşti 42D, tel. (+4) 021 305 71 95,
fax (+4) 021 310 60 34, www.baneasashoppingcity.ro.
Open 10:00 - 22:00, Restaurants Open 10:00 -23:00.
BUCURESTI MALL
This place - when opened in 1999 - was the first modern
mall in the city. Most of your high street favourites are
here, and there is a cinema complex on the top floor. Bus
No. 123 (from Piata Unirii) stops outside.QCalea Vitan 5559, tel. (+4) 021 327 67 00, fax (+4) 021 320 92 09, www.
bucurestimall.com.ro. Open 10:00 - 22:00.
PARK LAKE Huge mall on the edge of the lovely Titan
Park, in the east of Bucharest. Well designed to blend in
with its leafy surroundings it boasts hundreds of shops, including all of your favourite local and international brands.
There is also a large cinema complex, kids play areas and
activities and a World Class gym with pool. Trams 23 or
27, or the metro (to Dristor) will get you within walking
distance.QStr. Liviu Rebreanu 4, tel. (+40) 757 35 30 14,
www.parklake.ro/en. Open 10:00 - 22:00.
PROMENADA MALL
Featuring the usual mix of top stores and restaurants, the
Promenada also has a unique rooftop recreation area. No
cinema, however, which rather lets it down.QK‑2, Calea
Floreasca 246B, MAurel Vlaicu, tel. (+4) 0744 24 62 46/
(+4) 021 794 72 13, www.promenada.ro. Open 10:00 22:00.
UNIREA SHOPPING CENTRE
Half-decent if dated shopping centre in the heart of the
city. A big Mega Image supermarket can be found in
the basement, and there’s a large number of eateries and a kids’ playground - on the fifth floor.QK‑15, Piata
Unirii 1, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 303 02 08, www.
unireashop.ro. Open 10:00 - 22:00.
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BOOKS & GIFTS
CĂRTURESTI Marvellous bookshop, gallery and
gift shop, all inside a gorgeous old Bucharest house in
the very centre of the city. The superb Verona Garden
out the back is a good choice for lunch, dinner or just
drinks.QJ‑11, Str. Pictor Arthur Verona 13-15, MPia‑
ta Romana, tel. (+4) 021 317 34 59, www.carturesti.
ro. Open 10:00 - 22:00.

MARKETS
Bucharest is home to a number of good markets. At least
time of year most fruit and vegetables tend to be local, although it does depend on the market: always check what
you are buying if you really want to make sure you are getting local produce.
The biggest of Bucharest’s markets is Obor, an amazing
place which is really rather essential for any visitor who
wants the full Romanian experience. We love the place, although we tend to do our fruit and vegetable shopping at
the Peasants’ Market on B-dul Unirii.
It is also worth looking out for arts, crafts and antiques
markets too: these are quite common at the weekend,
especially during the summer. The Peasant Museum (p.
49) holds one just about every week, while there is a small
yet lively antique market every Sunday morning at Parcul
Carol.
ANTIQUE/FLEA MARKET Each Sunday you can find
a variety of antiques dealers of varying quality (there is
plenty of good stuff on sale, but equally as much rubbish)
at the main entrance to Parcul Carol. Look out for old Romanian banknotes, stamps, medals and badges.QJ‑18,
Parcul Carol/Piata Libertatii. Open Sun 10:00 - 16:00.
Closed Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat.
PIATA OBOR
Bucharest’s biggest market. Obor’s main market hall – a
once elegant, modernist building known as Halele Obor
which has ssen better days – was built in the 1940s and
hosts mainly meat and fish sellers. The ground floor of the
new building opposite is where to come for your fruit and
vegetables. Between the two buildings you will find a vast
array of costermongers selling all sorts of goods from pots
and pans to flowers and plants, cheap clothes and shoes to
miracle cures for gout. Don’t forget to eat a couple of mici:
Obor serves up some of the best in the city.QE‑4, Piata
Obor, MObor. Open 06:00 - 20:00.
PIATA TARANULUI (PEASANTS’ MARKET) Every
Friday, Saturday and Sunday (in good weather) peasants
come from all over Romania to sell their wares at this small
yet excellent farmers’ market. Find great fruit and vegetables (in season), smoked sausages, bacon, slana, trout,
goats cheese, wine, tuica, honey and bors for making
ciorba and honey.QN‑16, B-dul Unirii/Str. Nerva Traian.
Open 07:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon - Thu.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com

SOUVENIRS & WINE
Beware: Many souvenir shops that have opened of late in
Bucharest (especially those around the Old Town) sell little
more than Chinese crap with ‘Romania’ plastered on it.
ETHIC WINE Wonderful wine shop, run by a friendly
Englishman and his lovely wife, both of whom really know
their stuff. There is a wide range of local grape, as well as
a good selection of wines from Cricova in the Republic of
Moldova. Next door in the tasting room you can try out
loads of the wines by the glass, as well as feast on some
rather good food. QK‑6, Str. Banu Antonache 55, tel.
(+4) 0722 63 37 89, www.ethicwine.ro. Open 10:00 21:00, Sun 10:00 - 14:00.
MUZEUL TARANULUI ROMAN (PEASANT MUSEUM) (PEASANT MUSEUM) The shop at the Peasant
Museum has an outstanding selection of souvenirs and
gifts. Of particular note are the traditional peasant clothes,
as well as the painted glass icons and naive art. Not cheap,
but it’s all high quality stuff. The museum’s courtyard hosts
a craft, antique and gift market most weekends.QG‑8,
Şos. Kiseleff 3, MPiata Victoriei, tel. (+4) 021 317 96 61.
Open 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon.

Bucharest 83-85 Calea Victoriei (Franchise Max Mara) Maxmara.com

Shopping

VILLAGE MUSEUM (MUZEUL NAŢIONAL AL
SATULUI DIMITRIE GUSTI)
Good souvenir shop where you can be certain of finding the
real deal: everything is Made in Romania and items such as
clothing will even come with certificates of proof of origin.
QF-4, Sos. Kiseleff 28-30, MAviatorilor, tel. (+4) 021 317
91 10, www.muzeul-satului.ro. Open 09:00 - 17:00.

LOCAL DESIGNERS
For clothes by local designers, check out the huge Romanian Designers Gallery on the second floor of the
Cocor Department Store, at (K-15) B-dul Ion Bratianu
29-33. Another option is Band of Creators at (J-12) Str.
Benjamin Franklin 14 (bandofcreators.com).

BURBERRY
The legendary British label Burberry has landed in Bucharest, with a flagship store at the Radisson Blu.QI-12,
Str. Luterana 4, tel. (+4) 021 314 14 14, ro.burberry.com.
Open 10:00 - 21:00, Sat 10:00 - 20:00, Sun 12:00 - 19:00.

MAX MARA
Beautifully-made clothes. Find them next to the
Radisson Blu Hotel.QI‑12, Calea Victoriei 83-85, tel.
(+4) 021 316 89 77, www.maxmara.com. Open
10:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 17:00, Closed Sun.
facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT
While extensive, covering all areas of the city and its outskirts, Bucharest’s public transport network is far from fit
for purpose. Services are few and far between, slow, and as
a result most trams, buses and even the metro are notoriously overcrowded throughout the day. The current sorry
state of transport in the Romanian capital is a consequence
of years of poor management, under-investment in infrastructure and total disinterest on the part of the city council. A ‘car first’ mentality amongst locals has not helped. Taken as a whole, transport in Bucharest is at breaking point.
Main roads and intersections are gridlocked, and hours are
wasted in traffic. The city is the most congested capital in
the European Union.
METRO Bucharest’s metro has four lines, with a fifth eternally under construction (it is already years behind schedule).
Although relatively modern (the first section opened only in
1979) many of the network’s stations are shabby and in need
of refurbishment. Fortunately, most of the metro’s actual
trains are new and the system is cheap, reliable and quick (at
least compared to service-level forms of transport). The exception is the north-south M2 line, which gets dangerously
crowded during the morning and evening rush hours. The
metro runs from 05:00 in the morning to around 23:00. In
our listings, all venues which are within walking distance of a
metro station carry the M symbol.

facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

METRO TICKETS Tickets for the metro can be purchased
at all metro stations. Tickets valid for two journeys cost 5 lei,
while a ticket valid for ten journeys costs 20 lei. You can also
buy a daily ticket for 8 lei, while a weekly ticket costs 25 lei.
TRAMS, BUSES & TROLLEYBUSES (RATB) Bucharest
has hundreds of bus and trolleybus routes, and tens of trams,
serving every part of the city as well as a number of suburban villages and outposts. However, most services are very
crowded (their appalling interior layout and the inherent desire of many locals to stand next to the doors does not help)
and you should keep your wits about you, as well as your
hand on your wallet, at all times. Pickpockets are rife. In fact, if
you can avoid using buses and trams, do so. Buses and trams
run at infrequent intervals from very early in the morning
(around 04:30) to around 22:50 (earlier at weekends), after
which the night buses takeover. These serve all areas of the
capital throughout the night, with all routes departing from
Piata Unirii. Most night bus services run at hourly intervals.
Two routes (laughably prefixed ‘express’ - they are no such
thing) serve the airport: 780 (from Gara de Nord) and 783
(from Piata Unirii).
RATB TICKETS In order to ride Bucharest’s buses, trolleybuses or trams, you need to buy an Activ or Multiplu card in
advance. Both are available at the little RATB kiosks which
can be found next to major bus and tram stops. The Multiplu
card (which is blue and white) costs 1.60 lei and needs to be
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loaded (when purchasing) with two to ten journeys, which
each cost 1.30 lei. You can also choose to load it with a pass
valid for one day’s unlimited travel on all buses, trolleybuses
and trams for 8 lei. After the initial purchase, the Multiplu card
cannot be topped-up. The green and white Activ card costs
3.70 lei but can be topped-up with anything from 2.60 to 50
lei at a time. When boarding buses, trolleybuses and trams
you need to validate your Multiplu or Activ card at one of
the orange machines dotted around the vehicles. Just wave
the card next to the machine until you here the beep: the
screen will tell you how many journeys or how much credit
you have left. If you are caught without a validated Multiplu
or Activ card you will be fined 50 lei. On all forms of public
transport in Bucharest children under seven ride for free. After that - unless they are attending school in the city - they
have to pay full price.

TO & FROM THE AIRPORT
Bucharest’s only airport, officially known as Henri Coanda
but still primarily called by its former name of Otopeni, is
a bit of a dump and a far from satisfactory welcome to
the Romanian capital. Built in the early 1970s, despite being extended in the 2000s it remains far too small for the
ever-increasing number of flights which use it. At certain
times, notably early in the morning and last thing at night,
it approaches breaking point as the sheer weight of passengers force systems to break down. Whether arriving or
departing, it can take up to an hour during the busiest periods to pass through passport control (still done entirely
by airport staff: there are no automatic gates). Then, if you
have been unfortunate enough to check luggage, you
will need to wait even longer for your bag. There are just
four baggage carousels, often serving three for four flights
each, resulting in an almighty and rather unholy scramble.
Do not be tempted to change money at any of the
currency exchange points which lurk strategically next to
passport control and baggage claim: they offer appalling
rates of exchange and/or charge high rates of commission.
The best way to get your hands on local lei is to use one
of the many cashpoints in the chaotic, always busy main
arrivals hall. Here you will also find an overpriced café,
while to your right is a long walkway linking the arrivals
and departure terminals. Along its length are a number of
key service points: all of the major car rental companies are
located here, as is a chemist and newsagent. In the basement of the departure terminal is a supermarket and – if
needed – a doctor’s surgery open 24hrs.
Otopeni is around 17 kilometres north of the centre
of Bucharest. The best way to get to the city centre is
by cheap local taxi, although it depends on which kind
of taxi you take. You will see signs for ‘Rapid Taxi’: ignore
them. These are expensive, rip-off taxis which for some
unknown reason are allowed to wait for unsuspecting passengers directly outside the arrivals terminal. Instead, you
should order a cheap taxi using one of the touch screens
in the arrivals hall. There are four of these (two to the left as
you exit, two to your right). At busy times you might have
to queue, but the wait is usually worth it. Note however
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that the machines offer taxis from a number of Bucharest
taxi companies, both those charging the correct fee of
1.39 lei per kilometre and a couple charging much more:
be careful which one you choose. When the machine has
found you a taxi it will dispense a ticket that informs you of
the waiting time, the name of the taxi company, the taxi’s
registration number and the taxi’s ID number. You then go
outside and wait for the taxi. Hold on to the ticket as you
need to hand it to the driver. A ride to the city centre with
a cheap taxi should cost between 30-40 lei, and not one
ban more.
You can also call an Uber or Taxify car if you have one
of the apps on your phone, although they are not allowed
to pick you up directly outside the terminal: they will wait
for you on the top floor of the car park, opposite.
Then there is the bus. Number 783 runs rather slowly
from the airport to Piata Unirii (stopping at Piata Victoriei,
Piata Romana and Universitate along the way). It stops
in front of the ground floor of the arrivals terminal and
departs every 30 minutes throughout the day, and then
every 40 minutes throughout the night. Another bus, No.
780, runs to Bucharest’s main station, Gara de Nord, from
05:30-23:05. To take either bus you will need a ticket, in
the shape of an Activ card which needs to be purchased
before you get on board. You can buy one from the little
kiosk on your right hand side as you exit the arrivals terminal. A return journey to the city centre costs 7 lei (there are
no singles) and you will also need to pay 3.70 for the card
itself. However, it can be loaded with funds as often as you
like at any ticket kiosk in Bucharest and used on all buses
and trams.
The full timetables of the 780 and 783 buses to and
from Otopeni are online at ratb.ro. Note that the buses meant to be ‘airport expresses’ - in fact stop at every halt
along their routes. What’s more, the buses are standard
Bucharest vehicles not adapted for those travelling to and
from the airport (there is nowhere to put your luggage, for
example). Still, it’s cheap.
Finally, a word on departing from Otopeni. The road
to the airport can get very busy during the morning and
evening rush hours: always make sure you leave yourself
enough time to get to the airport: at least an hour from the
city centre if you are taking the awfully slow bus.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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RIDESHARING & TAXIS
Ride-sharing apps Taxify and Uber are well-established
in Bucharest and present a good alternative to the city‘s
often unreliable, dirty, and rip-off taxis. Prices (around
1.39 lei per kilometre) are about the same as for standard yellow cabs, while standards are far higher. If you
do not have either app on your phone it is well worth
downloading at least one, in order to spare yourself
running the gauntlet of taking a normal taxi. These are
yellow, ubiquitous (at least when it is not raining) and
very cheap (but only if you get into the correct taxi).
Fortunately, that means the vast majority of them. Unfortunately, it is still far too easy for the uninitiated to
be ripped off. Always pay careful attention to the prices,
displayed on the driver’s door of all taxis. There should
just be one single tarif displayed, and anything higher
than 1.39 lei per kilometre should start alarm bells ringing: never pay more. Always insist that the metre is
turned on: many drivers (especially at night) refuse to do
so, demanding exorbitant flat fares. Many others will often refuse short journeys (even though by law they are
not allowed to do so). Be extra careful when getting into
a taxi around Gara de Nord, any mall or shopping centre,
Piata Universitatii, Piata Unirii and the Old Town/Lipscani
area, especially at night. When leaving a hotel or restaurant, always have the concierge or waiter order you a
cab. At Otopeni Airport, ignore any taxi drivers who approach you in the arrivals hall, as well as those waiting
outside, and use the official taxi ordering system. Better
still, boycott Bucharest’s taxis altogether, as many locals
now do on a matter of principle. Call an Uber, or a Taxify.
The most trustworthy of Bucharest’s taxi companies
(everything is relative) are: Cobalcescu (+4) 021 9451,
Cristaxi (+4) 021 9461 and Meridian (+4) 021 9444.

facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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TRAINS
Romania’s railways are in an awful state. More than two
decades of little more than total neglect has rendered
much of the country’s railway infrastructure dangerously
out of date, and large swathes of Romania now see no
train services at all.
Even in those of parts of the country where trains still
run, services are invariably slow, infrequent and subject
to long delays. CFR (Compania Naţională de Căi Ferate) which operates the trains - perennially verges on bankruptcy and has become a byword for inefficiency.
What’s more, ticket prices are no longer the bargain
they once were, and while they remain relatively low
by international standards, for many Romanians on low
incomes the train is now out of reach. An InterRegio
adult single from Bucharest to Brasov currently costs 73
lei.
Should you have to take a train in Romania, always try
to get an InterCity (IC - although note these are few and far
between) or InterRegio (IR) as they are the fastest and usually have the most modern rolling stock. Regio (R-) trains
(which until recently were known as Personal), are slow and
often use much older carriages.
To buy train tickets, visit either the station, a CFR agency or buy online at cfrcalatori.ro. Fairly substantial reductions are available for buying online return tickets. In all
cases, do not leave buying tickets to the last minute: long
queues could mean you miss your train. Tickets cannot be
purchased on CFR trains.
On the privately run Hyperion trains, however, which
depart Bucharest for Brasov and Constanta at 09:23 and
10:00 respectively each morning, you can buy tickets on
board. There is also free Wifi and a coffee machine: a refreshing change to CFR. What’s more, tickets cost just 30 lei.
There are, alas, just the two private trains per day at the moment, although more may follow soon. For more info, see
the website softrans.ro. The full Romanian train timetable is
online at cfrcalatori.ro.
AGENTIA DE VOIAJ CFR
CFR’s advance booking offices: you can buy tickets up
to one hour before departire time.QF-10, Calea Grivitei
139, MGara de Nord, tel. (+4) 021 313 26 42, www.cfr.
ro. Open 08:00-18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
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GARA DE NORD
Gara de Nord is Bucharest’s only major railway station. All
international and most local trains arrive and depart from
here. It is located close to the city centre, one stop west
from Piata Victoriei on the M1 metro line. It is not being
too unkind to suggest that the station has seen better
days, and that it is not the friendliest place in the city. As an
introduction to Bucharest it’s really rather grim, although
somewhat in keeping with other railway stations around
the country. Fortunately, Gara de Nord is relatively small
and easy to navigate. You will not need to spend any real
amount of time here. All of the platforms lead to the same
main concourse, where you will see signs for buses, taxis
and the metro. There are a number of press/refreshment
kiosks, a supermarket and even a McDonalds. Use one of
the many ATMs to get your hands on local cash instead.
There are left luggage lockers (which include plugs where
you can charge phones and such like) in the First Class
ticket office. They cost from 5 lei (for three hours) to 10 lei
(for ten hours). There is also a conventional left luggage
service close to the main exit, where it costs 5 lei per small
bag per 24 hours. You will need ID.
To get to the city centre, take an honest taxi from the taxi
station outside (ignore anyone who approaches you inside the station claiming to be a taxi driver). Always double check that you get into a taxi charging no more than
1.39 lei per kilometre: a trip to anywhere in the city centre
should never cost more than 10 lei. You can also hop on
the metro: you are just one stop away from Piata Victoriei,
or take the bus: No. 123 goes to Piata Unirii, No. 85 to Piata
Universitatii and No. 780 goes to the airport. Tickets (in the
form of an Activ or Multiplu card) can be bought from the
little metal kiosk next to the bus stop (which is itself next
to the taxi rank). Note that both the last buses and the last
metro services leave Gara de Nord at around 23:00.
When departing from Gara de Nord, note that queues
at the ticket office can be long: do not leave buying a
ticket until the last minute, as you may end up missing
your train. Indeed, you are advised to buy train tickets well
in advance, especially if you plan on taking a sleeper train.
bucharest.inyourpocket.com
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CAR RENTAL
AVISQK‑15, B-dul Nicolae Balcescu 4 (InterContinental
Hotel), tel. (+4) 021 210 43 44, www.avis.ro. Open 07:0021:00. Also at F-16, Calea 13 Septembrie nr. 90 (JW Mar‑
riott Hotel), Open 08:00-17:00; Mon, Fri 07:00-21:00; D-1,
Bd. Poligrafiei 1 (Crowne Plaza Hotel), Open 07:00-16:00;
Mon, Fri 07:00-21:00; Henri Coanda (Otopeni) Airport,
Open 07:00-01:00; Sos. Pipera - Tunari 2 (Porsche Bucur‑
esti Nord), Open 07:00-21:00, Closed Sat, Sun.
BUDGET QJ‑10, Calea Dorobanti 5-7 (Sheraton Hotel),
tel. (+4) 021 210 28 67, www.budget.ro. Open 09:0019:00. Also at Henri Coanda (Otopeni) Airport, tel. (+4)
021 204 16 67, Open 07:00 - 21:00.
CARS4RENT QStr. Drumul Odaii 1D (Hotel Charter),
tel. (+4) 0723 34 71 92/(+4) 0372 99 99 99, fax (+4) 021
352 87 16, www.cars4rent.ro. Open 24 hrs.

also available in Cluj, Satu Mare, Craiova, Targu Mures,
Constanta, Iasi, Sibiu, Timisoara.

COMPACT RENT-A-CAR
QG‑9, B-dul N. Titulescu 1, Bl A7, Sc. 1, Et. 6, Ap. 16, tel.
(+4) 021 312 98 57/(+4) 0744 58 67 24, fax (+4) 021 312
99 82, www.compact-rentacar.ro. Prices from €18/day.

HERTZ
QJ‑9, Calea Dorobanți 50B (Marshal Garden Hotel), tel.
(+4) 021 407 82 00, www.hertz.ro. Also at Henri Coanda
(Otopeni) Airport, tel. (+4) 021 204 12 78, Open 08:00
- 22:00.

EUROPCARQH‑6, Str. Grigore Mora 17, tel. (+4) 021
310 17 97/(+4) 0740 04 49 64, www.europcar.ro. Open
09:00 - 17:30. Also at Henri Coanda (Otopeni) Airport
tel. (+4) 0374 00 40 57, Open 08:00 - 22:00. Service

MAGRENTAQHenri Coanda (Otopeni) Airport, tel.
(+4) 0751 11 73 68, www.magrenta.com. Open 09:00
- 22:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 15:00, Open 24hrs on request.
Also at Intrarea Frasinului 9, Voluntari, Ilfov.
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FOREIGN REPRESENTATIONS

CRIME & SAFETY
We do not exaggerate when we say that Bucharest is one
of the safest capital cities in Europe in which to walk the
streets. If you do not go looking for trouble, the chances of
you getting into any are small. While pickpockets are everywhere (you should be particularly careful on crowded
buses), violent crime is almost unheard of, and anyone can
walk the city’s streets alone at night in relative safety. The
Romanian police force is also far better and less corrupt
than it used to be and keeps a visual presence on the city’s
streets, especially in busy areas such as Old Town at night.
The main police station in Bucharest is on B-dul Lascar
Cartagiu (I-10), halfway between Piata Romana and Piata
Victoriei. If you are driving, or are out late at night, it is a good
idea to carry at least a photocopy of your passport and driving license.
Drinking in public (except in designated areas) leaves
you open to a fine, and despite appearances to the contrary,
prostitution is illegal. If you are arrested ask to speak to your
embassy.

TOURIST INFORMATION
INFO TOURIST CENTER Privately-run centre on
Calea Victoriei which is phenomenally helpful and perhaps even better than the city’s official tourist information office.QJ-13, Calea Victoriei 68-70, tel. (+4) 021
211 33 66. Open 9:00 - 19:00, Sun 10:00 - 16:00.
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AUSTRIA QL-11 Str. Dumbrava Rosie 7, tel. (+4) 021
201 56 124.
BELGIUM QJ-10, B-dul Dacia 58, tel. (+4) 021 210 29 69.
BULGARIA QI-7, Str. Rabat 5, tel. (+4) 021 230 21 50.
CANADA QG-7, Str. Tuberozelor 1-3, tel. (+4) 021 307
50 00.
CZECH REPUBLIC QK-14, Str. Ion Ghica 11, tel. (+4) 021
303 92 30.
DENMARK QN-13, Str. Dr. Burghelea 3, tel. (+4) 021 300
08 00.
FINLAND QI-7, Str. Atena 2bis, tel. (+4) 021 230 75 45.
FRANCE QI-11, Str. Biserica Amzei 13-15, tel. (+4) 021
303 10 00.
GERMANY QH-7, Cpt. Av. Gh. Demetriade 6-8, tel. (+4)
021 202 98 30.
GREECE QN-13, Str. Pache Protopopescu 1-3, tel. (+4)
021 209 41 70.
HUNGARY QL-12, Str. Jean Louis Calderon 63-65, tel.
(+4) 031 620 43 00.
IRELAND QG-10, Str. Buzesti 50-52, et. 3, tel. (+4) 021
310 21 31.
ITALY QI-10, Str. Henri Coanda 9, tel. (+4) 021 305 21 00.
MOLDOVA QH-8, Aleea Alexandru 40, tel. (+4) 021 230
04 74.
NETHERLANDS QH-7, Str. Aleea Alexandru 20, tel. (+4)
021 208 60 30.
NORWAY QJ-11, Str. George Enescu 11, 6th floor, tel.
(+4) 021 306 98 00.
POLAND QI-8, Aleea Alexandru 23, tel. (+4) 021 308
22 00.
RUSSIA QG-7, Sos. Pavel Kiseleff 6, tel. (+4) 021 222 31 70.
SERBIA QK-10, Calea Dorobantilor 34, tel. (+4) 021 211
98 71.
SPAIN QH-7, Aleea Alexandru 43, tel. (+4) 021 318 10 80.
SWEDEN QG-7, Sos. Kiseleff 43, tel. (+4) 021 406 71 00.
SWITZERLAND QI-9, Str. Grigore Alexandrescu 16-20,
tel. (+4) 021 206 16 00.
UK QK-11, Str. Jules Michelet 24, tel. (+4) 021 201 72 00.
USA QB-dul Liviu Librescu 4-5, tel. (+4) 021 200 33 00.

LEFT LUGGAGE
There are left luggage lockers (which include plugs where
you can charge phones and such like) at Gara de Nord. They
cost from 5 lei (for three hours) to 10 lei (for ten hours).
There is also a conventional left luggage service at the station, close to the main exit, where it costs 5 lei per small bag
per 24 hours. You will need ID.

MONEY
Romania’s currency is the leu (plural lei), divided into 100
bani. Leu notes come in denominations of 500, 200, 100,
50, 10, 5 and 1. There are also 50, 10, 5 and 1bani coins. €1
is currently worth 4.55 lei. The best place to get your hands
on lei is at an ATM. If you have to change cash, do it inside
bucharest.inyourpocket.com

Bucharest Basics
TAKING A PEE

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

The Universitate underpass (K-13) and Piata Victoriei metro
station (H-9) offer free public loos. Otherwise, you’ll have
to head for the nearest McDonald’s. The portable toilets in
the city’s parks are best avoided unless you are seriously
desperate.

In an emergency call 112. You do not need to use the
city code. You will be asked which service you require
(Politia/Police, Ambulanta/Ambulance or Pompierii/
Firemen). Emergency call centre operators should speak
English or French but in our experience they do not always do so. At least make sure you know the name of
the street you are calling from. If you get into trouble
with the Police, demand to call your embassy. There is
a list opposite. The city‘s main police station is at (I-10)
Str. Lascar Cartagiu 22, tel. (+4) 021 212 56 84. The best
state-run (and free) Casualty Unit (Emergency Room)
in the city is at the Spitalul de Urgente, (K-8) Calea Floreasca 8, next to Dinamo Stadium (Stefan cel Mare metro
station). If you do not fancy waiting at a state hospital,
use the private Regina Maria Euroclinic hospital just
up the road at (K-8) Calea Floreasca 14A. Emergency
consultations cost 220 lei. There are pharmacies all
over the city: most stay open late. In a nighttime emergency you will find a 24-hour branch of the Sensiblu
chain at (J-6), Str. Radu Beller 6, close to Piata Dorobanti.
Bucharest’s best English-speaking dentist is in fact German. Find him at (I-6) Calea Dorobantilor 208, tel. (+4)
021 231 88 56, www.germandentist.ro. In a dental emergency tel. (+4) 0726 66 69 99 (24 hours).

a bank. Never change money at exchange offices (case de
schimb valutar): they offer appalling rates and charge high
commissions. Credit and debit cards (MasterCard and Visa)
are accepted almost everywhere. American Express cards
are less widely accepted, but can be used in Bancpost ATMs.

POLITICS
Since 2014 Romania’s Head of State has been President
Klaus Iohannis, the popular former Mayor of Sibiu. Romania’s government is led by Prime Minister Sorin Grindeanu,
appointed in January after his party, the Social Democrats
(PSD), emerged as the largest in December’s election. Alone,
the PSD does not have a parliamentary majority, and governs alongside a smaller party, ALDE, in a coalition. The Union of Hungarians in Romania (UDMR) is not formally part of
the coalition but usually backs the government. The main
opposition parties are the Liberals (PNL) and the Union to
Save Romania (USR). Bucharest is run by Gabriela Firea of the
PSD, the first woman to hold the post.

facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket
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Bucharest Hotel Directory
QE‑3, P-ta Montreal 10, tel. (+4) 021 318 30 00, www.
pullmanhotels.com.
RADISSON BLUQI‑12, Calea Victoriei 63-81, tel. (+4)
021 311 90 00, www.radissonblu.com/hotel-bucharest.
SHERATONQJ‑10, Calea Dorobantilor 5-7, MPiata Romana,
tel. (+4) 021 201 50 00, www.sheratonbucharest.com.

OVER €150

This is just a small selection of the vast number of hotels, hostels and self-catering accommodation providers
offering good value places to sleep in the Romanian
capital. For full reviews and direct online booking, check
out our full listings at inyourpocket.com/bucharest

CREAM OF THE CROP
ATHENEE PALACE HILTON BUCHARESTQJ‑12,
Str. Episcopiei 1-3, tel. (+4) 021 303 37 77, www.
placeshilton.com/bucharest.
CROWNE PLAZA BUCHARESTQD‑1, B-dul Poli‑
grafiei 1, tel. (+4) 021 224 00 34, www.crowneplaza.
com/bucharest.
EPOQUEQH‑13, Str. Intrarea Aurora 17C, tel. (+4) 021
312 32 32, www.epoque.ro.
GRAND HOTEL CONTINENTALQJ‑13, Calea Victo‑
riei 56, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 0372 01 03 00, www.
grandhotelcontinental.ro.
INTERCONTINENTALQK‑13, B-dul Nicolae Bălcescu
2-4, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 021 310 20 20, www.
intercontinental.com/Bucharest.
JW MARRIOTT BUCHAREST GRANDQF‑16, Ca‑
lea 13 Septembrie 90, tel. (+4) 021 403 00 00, www.
jwmarriottbucharest.com.
NOVOTEL BUCHAREST CITY CENTREQJ‑13, Calea
Victoriei 37B, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 021 308 85 00,
www.novotel.com.
PULLMAN BUCHAREST WORLD TRADE CENTER-

76 Bucharest In Your Pocket

CISMIGIUQJ‑14, B-dul Regina Elisabeta 38, MUniver‑
sitate, tel. (+4) 031 403 05 00, www.hotelcismigiu.ro.
K+K ELISABETAQK‑13, Str. Slanic 26, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 021 302 92 80, www.kkhotels.com.
NH BUCHARESTQM‑15, B-dul Mircea Voda 21, tel.
(+4) 021 300 05 45, www.nh-hotels.com.
PARLIAMENTQG‑15, Str. Izvor 106, tel. (+4) 021 411
99 90, www.parliament-hotel.ro.
RAMADA BUCHAREST PARCQC‑1, B-dul Poligrafiei
3-5, tel. (+4) 021 549 20 00, www.ramadabucharestparc.ro.
RAMADA MAJESTICQJ‑13, Calea Victoriei 3840, MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 021 310 27 72, www.
ramadamajestic.ro.
RAMADA PLAZA BUCHARESTQC‑1, B-dul Poligrafiei 3-5,
tel. (+4) 021 549 30 00, www.ramadaplazabucharest.ro.
Z EXECUTIVE BOUTIQUEQK‑14, Str. Ion Nistor 4,
MUniversitate, tel. (+4) 031 140 02 00, www.zhotels.ro.

€100-150
ANGELO AIRPORTHOTELQCalea Bucurestilor 283,
tel. (+4) 021 203 65 00, www.angelo-bucharest.com.
BERTHELOTQI‑12, Str. General Berthelot 9, tel. (+4)
031 425 58 60, www.hotelberthelot.ro.
CAPITAL PLAZAQJ‑9, B-dul Iancu de Hunedoara 54,
tel. (+4) 0372 08 00 80, www.capitalplaza.ro.
CENTRALQJ‑14, Str. Ion Brezoianu 13, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 021 315 56 36, www.thhotels.ro.
DUKEQJ‑10, B-dul Dacia 33, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4)
021 317 41 86, www.hotelduke.ro.
EUROPA ROYALEQK‑15, Str. Franceza 60, MPiata
Unirii, tel. (+4) 021 319 17 98, www.europaroyale.com.
GOLDEN TULIP VICTORIA BUCHARESTQI‑11, Ca‑
lea Victoriei 166, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4) 021 212 55
58, www.goldentulipbucharest.com.

bucharest.inyourpocket.com

Bucharest Hotel Directory
LE BOUTIQUE HOTEL MOXAQH‑10, Str. Mihail
Moxa 4, tel. (+4) 021 650 55 55, www.hotelmoxa.com.
MERCUREQJ‑11, Str. George Enescu 17A, tel. (+4) 0758
58 30 00, www.mercure.com.
OPERAQI‑13, Str. Ion Brezoianu 37, tel. (+4) 021 312 48
55, www.thhotels.ro.
PARK INN BY RADISSONQI‑12, Str. Luterana 2-4, tel.
(+4) 021 601 36 00, www.parkinn.com.
RESIDENCE ARC DE TRIOMPHEQF‑6, Str. Cluceru‑
lui 19, tel. (+4) 021 223 19 78, www.residencehotels.
com.ro.
RESIDENCE DOMENII PLAZAQE‑5, Str. Al. Constan‑
tinescu 33, tel. (+4) 021 224 50 44.
VILA ARTEQM‑10, Str. Vasile Lascar 78, tel. (+4) 021
210 10 35, www.vilaarte.ro. 7 rooms.

UNDER €100
AMZEIQJ‑11, P-ta Amzei 8, MPiata Romana, tel. (+4)
021 313 94 00, www.hotelamzei.ro.
BOUTIQUE HOTEL MONACOQL‑12, Str. J. L. Calde‑
ron 74, tel. (+4) 021 310 56 68, www.hotelmonaco.ro.
CAROQL‑3, B-dul Barbu Văcărescu 164A, MAurel
Vlaicu, tel. (+4) 021 208 61 00, www.carohotel.ro.
CHARTERQDrumul Odaii 1D, Otopeni, tel. (+4) 021
352 87 19, www.hotelcharter.ro.
CHRISTINAQJ‑9, Str. Ion Slatineanu 13, MStefan cel
Mare, tel. (+4) 021 210 73 03, www.hotelchristina.ro.
DANQM‑11, B-dul Dacia 125, tel. (+4) 021 210 39 58,
www.hoteldan.ro/en.
GOLDEN TULIP TIMESQB-dul Decebal 19, MPiata Muncii,
tel. (+4) 021 316 65 16, www.goldentuliptimes.com.
GRAND ACCOMMODATIOQJ-13, Str. Ion Campinea‑
nu 29, tel. (+4) 0722 36 75 68, www.for-rent.ro.
HELLO HOTELSQF‑11, Calea Grivitei 143, MGara de
Nord, tel. (+4) 0372 12 18 00, www.hellohotels.ro.
HERASTRAUQH‑1, Sos. Nordului 7-9, tel. (+4) 021 232
96 66, www.herastrau.ro.
IBIS GARA DE NORDQF‑11, Calea Grivitei 143, MGa‑
ra de Nord, tel. (+4) 021 300 91 00, www.ibishotels.ro.
IBIS PALATUL PARLAMENTULUIQG‑15, Str. Izvor
82-84, tel. (+4) 021 401 10 00.
MINERVAQH‑10, Str. Gheorghe Manu 2-4, MPiata
Victoriei, tel. (+4) 021 311 15 55, www.minerva.ro.

facebook.com/bucharestinyourpocket

PURA VIDA HOSTELQK‑14, Str. Smardan 7, MPiata
Unirii, tel. (+4) 0786 329 134, www.sky.puravidahostels.
ro/hostel-bucharest.
RAMADA HOTEL & SUITES BUCHAREST NORTH
QStr. Daniel Danielopolu 44A, tel. (+4) 021 233 50 00.
REMBRANDTQK‑14, Str. Smardan 11, MUniversitate,
tel. (+4) 021 313 93 15, www.rembrandt.ro.
SARROGLIA QM‑11, Str. Vasile Lascar 59, tel. (+4) 031
412 60 00, www.sarrogliahotel.com.
TANIAQK‑15, Str. Selari 5, MPiata Unirii, tel. (+4) 021
319 27 58, www.taniahotel.ro.
TEMPOQL‑12, Str. Armand Calinescu 19, tel. (+4) 021
310 12 16, www.tempohotel.com.
VILA 11QE‑11, Str. Institutul Medico Militar 11, MGara
de Nord, tel. (+4) 0722 49 59 00, www.vila11.hostel.com.
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Aleea Alexandru
H-7/8
B-dul AI Cuza
E-9
B-dul Banu Manta
E-9
B-dul Carol I
K/N-13
B-dul Constantin PrezanH-5
B-dul Coposu
K/M-15
B-dul Dacia
H-11
B-dul Dinicu Golescu D-10
B-dul Eroii Sanitari
D-14
B-dul Eroilor
D-14/15
B-dul Expoziției
B/E-3
B-dul Geniului
B-14
B-dul Gheorghe Duca F-9/10
B-dul Gh. Magheru J-10/12
B-dul Hristo Botev L-13/15
B-dul Iancu de Hunedoara
H/J-9
B-dul IC Brătianu K-13/15
B-dul Ion Mihalache A/C-4
B-dul Iuliu Maniu A/C-14
B-dul Lacul Tei
L/N-7
B-dul Lascăr Catargiu H-9
B-dul Libertății
I-14/17
B-dul Mărășești
J-18
B-dul M. Kogălniceanu G-14
B-dul Mircea Eliade
H-4
B-dul Mircea Vodă M-14/18
B-dul Națiunilor UniteG/J-15
B-dul N. Bălcescu K-12/13
B-dul Octavian GogaM/O-17
B-dul Poligrafiei
C/E-1
B-dul Primăverii
H-5
B-dul R. Elisabeta H/K-14
B-dul Regina Maria
I-17
B-dul S. MăgureanuH-12/13
B-dul Timișoara
A/C-15
B-dul Unirii
I/O-16
B-dul Vasile Milea B-12/16
Calea 13 SeptembrieB/D-18
Calea Călărașilor M/O-14
Calea Crângași
A-8/9
Calea Dorobanților H-5/6
Calea Floreasca
K-1/9
Calea Victoriei
H-9/10
Intrarea Teodor Iliescu J-7
Intrarea Tudor Ștefan J-7
Piața Amzei
I-11
Piața C. A. Rosetti
L-13
Piața Charles de Gaulle H-5
Piața Constituției I-15/16
Piața Dorobanți
I-7
Piața Libertății
J-18
Piața Montreal
E-3
Piața Obor
O-10
Piața Presei Libere
E-1/2
Piața Romană
J-10
Piața Unirii
K-15/16
Piața Universității
K-13
Piața Victoriei
G-9
Șos. Cotroceni
C/E-13
Șos. Nicolae Titulescu D/H-9
Șos. Nordului
H-1/2
Șos. Ștefan cel Mare J/O-9
Str. 11 Iunie
J-16/18
Str. 9 Mai
A-8
Str. Academiei
J-12/13
Str. Ady Endre
F-7
Str. Al. ConstantinescuD/F-5
Str. Am. Vasile Urseanu I-10
Str. Ana Davila
C/E-14
Str. Anastase Simu
J-12
Str. Andrei Popovici
J-6
Str. Anghel Saligny
I-14
Str. Anton Pann
M-15
Str. Arh. Ion Mincu F/H-7
Str. Aripilor
K-1
Str. Aristide DemetriadeJ-13
Str. A. Călinescu
L-12/13
Str. Armenească
L-13
Str. Arthur Verona
J-11
Str. Atena
H-8
Str. Athanasie Enescu B-5/6
Str. Băcani
K-14
Str. B. Pârcălabul F-11/12
Str. Banat
D-10
Str. Băniei
K-14
Str. Banul Antonache K-6/7

Str. Bărăției
K-15
Str. Barbu Delavrancea F-6
Str. Barbu Văcărescu K-1/2/9
Str. Batiștei
K-13
Str. Belgrad
I-8
Str. Benjamin Franklin J-12
Str. Berna
I-8
Str. Bibescu Vodă
K-16
Str. Biruinței
A-3/4
Str. Biserica Amzei
I-11
Str. Biserica Doamnei J-14
Str. Biserica Enei
J-13
Str. Blănari
K-14
Str. Blanduziei
K-12
Str. Brazilia
J-7/9
Str. Bruxelles
J-7/8
Str. Bucegi
A-3
Str. Bucur
L-17
Str. Buzești
G-9/11
Str. C. A. Rosetti
J/L-12
Str. C.C. Arion
F-9/10
Str. Căderea Bastiliei J-9/10
Str. Caierului
K-2
Str. Caimatei
L-13
Str. Calafat
L-6
Str. Căldărari
K-15
Str. Căldărușani
F-8
Str. Calotești
M-14
Str. Cameliei
F-11
Str. C. Popescu
J-18/20
Str. Cântarului
D-8
Str. Căpâlna
K-1
Str. C. P. de Szathmary F-8
Str. Cașin
A-4
Str. Căuzași
M-15
Str. Chile
J-8
Str. Chindia
I-17
Str. Chișcani
C-8
Str. Christian Tell
I-10/11
Str. Ciprian Porumbescu I-9
Str. Cisnădie
A-4
Str. Clucerului
F-5/7
Str. Colței
K-14
Str. Comănița
M-10
Str. Concordiei
K-17/18
Str. Condeiului
I-1
Str. Constantin Mille J-13
Str. Costache Negri F-14/15
Str. Covaci
K-15
Str. Crișana
G-11/12
Str. Cristian Tell
I-11
Str. Cristofor Columb K-11
Str. Cronicarilor
J-7/8
Str. Cucuzel Ion
K-18
Str. Culceru Udricani L-15
Str. Culmea Veche
M-14
Str. Cuțitul de Argint I-19/20
Str. Cuza Vodă
L-17/19
Str. Dante Alighieri
I-3/4
Str. David Emmanuel J-9
Str. David Praporgescu K-12
Str. D. Ion Dobrescu J-12
Str. Dianei
L-13
Str. D. Bolintineanu L-13/14
Str. D. Brandza
D-12/13
Str. Dimitrie Racoviță M-13
Str. Dinu Lippati
K-6
Str. Dinu Vintilă
L-7/9
Str. Diocheți
A-7
Str. Dionisie Lupu K-11/12
Str. D. Mendeleev J-10/11
Str. Doamnei
J-14
Str. Docenților
F-6
Str. Domnița Anastasia I-14
Str. Dr. Barasch Iuliu L-15
Str. Dr. Burghelea N-13/14
Str. Dr. Carol Davila D-13/14
Str. Dr. Grigore Mora H-5/7
Str. Dr. Ion Cantacuzino G-6
Str. Dr. Jean Clunet
E-14
Str. Dr. Louis Pasteur E-14
Str. Dr. Paleologu M-13/14
Str. Duiliu Zamfirescu H-8/9
Str. Dumbrava Roșie K-11
Str. Ecaterina Varga
B-10
Str. Edgar Quinet
J-13
Str. Eforiei
J-14
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Str. Elizeu
D-10
Str. E. Porumbaru
G-5/7
Str. Emil Pangrati
H-5/6
Str. Episcopiei
J-12
Str. Eremia Grigorescu K-11
Str. Ernest Broșteanu J-10
Str. Eugen Carada
J-14
Str. Eugen Lovinescu D-9
Str. Finlanda
J-8/9
Str. Franceză
J-15
Str. Frederic Chopin L-4/7
Str. Frumoasă
G-10
Str. Gabroveni
K-14/15
Str. George Barițiu D-8/9
Str. George Călinescu J-6
Str. George Enescu
I-12
Str. George I.- Gion M-14/15
Str. Georges Bizet
K-5
Str. G. Clemenceau J-11/12
Str. Gh. Brătianu
G-6/7
Str. Gheorghe Manu H-10
Str. Giacomo Puccini K-5/6
Str. Gina Patrichi
H-10
Str. Giuseppe Verdi L-4/5
Str. Glodeni
M-4
Str. Gr. Alexandrescu H/J-9
Str. Hans Ch. Andersen K-16
Str. Hanul cu Tei
K-14
Str. Henri Berthelot G/I-12
Str. Herăstrău
H-4/5
Str. Iacob Negruzzi
E-10
Str. Ialomicioarei
D-9
Str. Iani Buzoiani
C-6/7
Str. Icoanei
L-11
Str. I. Medico-MilitarE-10/11
Str. Ion Brezoianu
I-13
Str. Ion C. Filitti
J-15
Str. Ion Câmpineanu I/K-13
Str. Ion Ghica
K-14
Str. I.L. Caragiale L-11/12
Str. Ion Nistor
K-14
Str. Ion Roată
L-18
Str. Ion Slătineanu
J-9
Str. Italiană
L-13
Str. Iulia Hașdeu
G-11
Str. Iulian Ștefan
E-8
Str. Izvor
F-16
Str. J. L. Calderon K-11/12
Str. J. S. Bach
K-5/7
Str. Johann Strauss
K-5
Str. Jules Michelet
J-11
Str. Justinian
K-10
Str. Justiției
I-16/17
Str. Larisa
A-10
Str. Latină
M-12/13
Str. Lipscani
I/L-14
Str. Londra
I-7/9
Str. Lotru
B-4/5
Str. Louis Blanc
H-8/9
Str. Luterană
I-12
Str. Macedoniei
F-12
Str. Madrid
J-8
Str. Maica Domnului N-6/7
Str. Maior Sănătescu D/F-5
Str. Mămulari
L-15
Str. Mântuleasa M-13/14
Str. Mărgăritarelor
M-10
Str. Maria Rosetti
L-12
Str. Maria Tănase
L-19
Str. Matei Basarab M/O-15
Str. Matei Millo
J-13
Str. Maxim Gorki
I-5
Str. Maximilian Popper N-16
Str. Mihai Eminescu K/N-10
Str. Mihai Vodă
I-14
Str. Mihail Moxa
H-10
Str. M. Vulcănescu E/G-12
Str. Monetăriei
G-8
Str. Moraru Octavian
I-6
Str. Muzeul Zambaccian H-7
Str. Nicolae Beldiceanu J-10
Str. Nicolae Caramfil I-1/3
Str. Nicolae Golescu J-11/12
Str. Nicolae Iorga
I-10
Str. Nicolae Tonitza
J-15
Str. Occidentului
G-10
Str. Oslo
I-8/9

Str. Panait Istrati
C-6/7
Str. Paris
H-8/9
Str. Patriarhiei
J-16/17
Str. Patriei
K-15
Str. Petre Crețu
D-5
Str. Petre Ispirescu B/D-19
Str. Petru Maior
D-8
Str. Petru Rareș
E-9/10
Str. Piața Amzei
I-11
Str. Pictor A. Verona J/L-11
Str. Pictor C. Stahi
H-12
Str. Pictor Ș. Luchian M-13
Str. Pictor T. Aman
H-11
Str. Piotr Ilici Ceaikovski K-5
Str. Pitar Moș
K-11/12
Str. Plantelor
M/O-13
Str. Pleșoianu Elena
D-6
Str. Plutonier Ion Topor B-11
Str. Poenari
L-20
Str. Poiana Florilor
I-17
Str. Polonă
K-9/11
Str. Popa Savu
H-5/7
Str. Popa Soare
M-14
Str. Porumbacu
A-8
Str. Povernei
I-9/10
Str. Praga
I-7/8
Str. Principatele Unite J-17
Str. Puțul lui Zamfir J-6/7
Str. Rabat
H-7
Str. Radu Beller
I-7
Str. Radu Vodă
K-16
Str. Răducanu Grigore F-8
Str. Rădulescu Drumea K-18
Str. Ramuri Tei
L-6
Str. Răspântiilor
L-9/10
Str. Răsuri
M-10
Str. Roma
I-7/8
Str. Romexpo
C/E-2
Str. Romulus
M-14
Str. Rosenthal
H-5
Str. Rossini Gioacchino L-7
Str. Rotașului
B-6
Str. Rucăr
A-4/5
Str. Ruginoasa
L-19
Str. S. V. Rahmaninov K-6
Str. Sabinelor
F/H-17
Str. Săcele
A-3
Str. Săgeții
L-13
Str. Sala Palatului I-12/13
Str. Salcâmilor
M-11
Str. Samuil Micu Clain D-8
Str. Sapienței
I-15
Str. Sarmizegetusa
L-14
Str. Scăeni
A-10
Str. Scărlătescu
F-8/9
Str. Scaune
L-13/14
Str. Schitu Dârvari L-11/12
Str. Șelari
K-14/15
Str. Șelimbăr
K-14
Str. Șepcari
K-15
Str. Șerban Petrescu I-5/6
Str. Sevastopol
G-10
Str. Sfânta Maria
D-7
Str. Sfânta Vineri
K/M-15
Str. Sfântu Dumitru
J-15
Str. Sfântul Anton
K-15
Str. Sfântul Constantin G-13
Str. Sfântul Elefterie E-14
Str. Sfântul Gheorghe K-14
Str. Sfântul Ilie
J-16
Str. Sfântul Spiridon L-12
Str. Sfinții Apostoli I/K-15
Str. Sfinții Voievozi
G-11
Str. Sfinților
L-13/14
Str. Smârdan
K-14/15
Str. Șoimăreștilor
D-8/9
Str. Someșului
C-6
Str. Spătarului
M-12/13
Str. Speranței
L-12/13
Str. Stanislav CihoschiJ-9/10
Str. Stavropoleos
J-14
Str. Ștefan Burcuș
G-6
Str. Ștefan Greceanu
K-9
Str. Ștefan Ludwig Roth B-5
Str. Ștefan MarinescuB-11/12
Str. Ștefan Negulescu J-7
Str. Ștefan Protopopescu J-6

Str. Stelea Spătarul L-14/15
Str. Sterian MargaretaL-10/11
Str. Știrbei Vodă
F-13
Str. Stockholm
J-8
Str. Stoica Ludescu D-8/9
Str. Stolnicului
F-6
Str. Strehaia
M-15
Str. Sutașului
B-6
Str. Tăbăcarilor
L-17/18
Str. Tache Ionescu
J-11
Str. Țărmului
J-3
Str. Târnava
B-3/4
Str. Tărușanu
F-10
Str. Teheran
I-5/6
Str. Temișana
G-12
Str. Teodor Ștefănescu L-14
Str. Teodosie Rudeanu E-8/9
Str. Theodor Burada G-13
Str. Theodor Buzoiu
K-4
Str. Thomas Masaryk L-12
Str. Timotei Cipariu
D-9
Str. Țintașului
B-6
Str. Țintea
J-2
Str. Tipografilor
D-1
Str. Tirana
H-8
Str. Tismana
I-17
Str. Toamnei
M-11/12
Str. Tohani
L-19/20
Str. Tokio
I-9
Str. Toma Caragiu
K-14
Str. Traian Vasile
B-3
Str. Traian Vuia
K-12/13
Str. Transilvaniei
G-12
Str. Trotușului
C-6
Str. Tuberozelor
G-7
Str. Tudor Arghezi K-12/13
Str. Tudor Vianu
J-7/8
Str. Tunari
L-9/10
Str. Tunului
L-18
Str. Turbinei
K-7/8
Str. Turda
D-7/8
Str. Turnul Chindiei C-6/7
Str. Turnul Eiffel
L-6/7
Str. Uruguay
G-5/6
Str. Valea Merilor
E-8/9
Str. Valerian Prescurea K-18
Str. Vânători
I-15
Str. Vânju Mare
A-4
Str. Varnița
A-7
Str. Varșovia
I-8
Str. Vasile Adamache L-15
Str. Vasile Alecsandri I-9/10
Str. Vasile Burlă
A-10
Str. Vasile Conta
K-12
Str. Vasile Gherghel
C-7
Str. Vasile Lascăr L-12/13
Str. Vasile Mironiuc F-7/8
Str. Vasile Pârvan G-13/14
Str. Veronica Micle
F-9
Str. Verzișori
L-17/19
Str. Vespasian
E-10/11
Str. Victor Hugo
I-5
Str. Viesparilor
M-9/10
Str. Vigilenței
I-15
Str. Viișoarei
I-10
Str. Virgiliu
F-12/13
Str. Visarion
J-10
Str. Walter Mărăcineanu I-13
Str. Washington
I-8
Str. Witting
E-11/12
Str. W. A. Mozart
L-4/7
Str. Xenofon
I-18
Str. Zalic
A-10
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Drive more to experience more of Romania.
Rent 3 days from Hertz and you get one extra day free !*
Use this promo code DRIVEHERTZ when you book the offer on www.hertz.ro
If you want to book more days or need more info about the offer,
please feel free to contact us:
Email: reservations@hertz.ro
Phone: +40 21 204 12 78
+40 21 407 82 00
www.hertz.ro

*The offer is available only for group cars A, B, C , D, G. The promo code can be used only
once by a Customer. The offer is available for these periods: 17th of April - 30th of June 2017
and 1st of September 2017 ñ 31st of March 2018.
See more details on www.hertz.ro

